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PROJECTO

PROJECTO MANUEL BERNARDES BRANCO,

PORTUGAL E OS ESTRANGEIROS

Maria Leonor Machado de Sousa

Este foi o segundo grande projecto do Centro de Estudos Anglo-
-Portugueses, formulado no sentido oposto ao do Dicionário Biblio

gráfico Português, de Inocêncio Francisco da Silva. Consistiu no

levantamento de obras inglesas sobre assuntos portugueses. Per
correr o material em estudo levou a um alargamento da pesquisa e
resultou num quadro mais completo dos temas recenseados. Na

fase preliminar de estabelecimento de critérios participou o Profes

sor Doutor Miguel Alarcão, tendo depois o trabalho sido entregue à
Mestre Maria Teresa Real Birne, sob a minha orientação.

Os resultados serão publicados a partir de agora na Revista de
Estudos Anglo-Portugueses, segundo um programa que pareceu o

mais adequado e que vai com certeza facilitar o trabalho dos

investigadores interessados nesta área.
A realização informática integral deste projecto coube totalmen

te a Maria Teresa Real Birne, a quem se deverá recorrer para

qualquer dúvida ou informação adicional.

Em nome do Centro de Estudos Anglo-Portugueses, sinto que

mais uma vez apresentamos um trabalho fundamental nesta área,

que justifica a existência do Centro e vem aumentar o conhecimen

to, centros de interesse e sugestões de trabalho para aqueles que
connosco trabalham e para os investigadores que aqui procuram
novas ideias para trabalhos de investigação. Infelizmente, dada a

sua extensão, não é possível publicar todos os resultados em

conjunto, mas quero deixar aberta a possibilidade de obter qual

quer informação relativa a campos para além daquele que agora se

publica.
Para quem trabalha em bibliotecas, esta será uma obra "usual",

capaz de responder a muitas perguntas e a abrir novos horizontes.

O Centro de Estudos Anglo-Portugueses sente que passou mais

uma etapa do projecto global que se propôs levar a cabo.
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O DICIONÁRIO BIBLIOGRÁFICO DE BERNARDES BRANCO,

PORTUGAL E OS ESTRANGEIROS

Maria Leonor Machado de Sousa

Teresa Real Birne

Branco, Manuel Bernardes, Portugal e os Estrangeiros, Estudos
de Manuel Bernardes Branco, Lisboa, Livraria de A. M. Perei

ra
— Editor, 1879 e 1893

A Ia edição

Data de 1879 a laedição deste dicionário bibliográfico, orga
nizado em 2 volumes e dedicado ao rei D. Luís

O Vol. I é inaugurado por um Prólogo no qual o autor traça

algumas considerações sobre o valor da cultura portuguesa no

estrangeiro, referindo directamente algumas obras. Aqui agrade
ce, ainda, às várias pessoas que contribuíram para o seu traba

lho, quer com referências bibliográficas, quer com traduções de

trechos.

Á 2a edição

De 1893, esta edição é constituída por 3 volumes (3o vol.

1895) e a obra é dedicada, desta feita, a Camilo Castelo Branco

(Vol. I) e à memória de Maria Isabel dos Reis, actriz do Real Teatro

de São João na cidade do Porto (Vol. II). O Dicionário é uma

edição da Imprensa Nacional

Bernardes Branco chama-lhe "segunda parte" por nela acres

centar várias referências bibliográficas novas. Esta edição tem,

no Io vol., um grande Prólogo, no qual o autor traça várias

considerações sobre o valor da cultura e literatura portuguesas
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no estrangeiro, dando vários exemplos de como estas têm sido

estudadas e publicadas pelo mundo. Comentando como a queda

do império português se avizinha para breve (o Prólogo é escrito

em 1893), Bernardes Branco não resiste à comparação entre o

seu país e a Grécia. O seu apelo, no entanto, é que a cultura

portuguesa, como a helénica em tempos passados, se mantenha.

Assim, apela à tarefa civilizacional em África — onde Portugal

ainda possui muitos territórios —

já que no resto do mundo,

onde também foi soberano, já não é possível recuperar o que foi

perdido. Neste contexto, exalta os Descobrimentos, principal
mente pelo facto de se ter escrito o que foi visto e ouvido de novo,

característica na qual reside, segundo o autor, a originalidade da

literatura portuguesa. O Prólogo estende-se, consequentemente,

por várias referências e citações das obras dos Descobrimentos,

desde a História Trágico Marítima a Os Lusíadas, para concluir

que «o assunto é interminável!»

O Vol. II contém um novo Prólogo, mais curto (apenas duas

páginas), onde o autor critica o facto de não se lerem obras

portuguesas.

Quer numa quer noutra edição a obra está dividida em 4

partes:
I Dicionário dos escritores estrangeiros que escreveram

obras consagradas a Portugal ou a assuntos portugue

ses, com a tradução dos trechos mais notáveis dessas

obras.

II Dicionário das obras portuguesas vertidas em línguas

estrangeiras
III Notícia dos portugueses que no estrangeiro se distingui

ram nas Letras e resenha das obras portuguesas

reimpressas nos países estrangeiros
IV Notícia das recordações e monumentos existentes em

diversas partes do mundo, construídos por portugueses,
ou erigidos em honra deles.

O Dicionário de Bernardes Branco continua a ser uma obra

de referência. A prová-lo está o facto de ser um usual nas

principais bibliotecas europeias.

O projecto

Procurou-se, agora, uma abordagem contrária àquela que no

Centro de Estudos Anglo-Portugueses fora já experimentada
sobre o Dicionário Bibliográfico Português de Inocêncio Francisco
da Silva, ou seja, o objectivo foi, desta feita, procurar o material
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que ilustrasse a forma como a cultura portuguesa penetrou no

estrangeiro e, em especial, na Grã Bretanha.

O levantamento inicial da informação, recorrendo ainda a

fichas, foi feito por:
• Isabel Maria da Cruz Lousada

• Maria da Conceição Emiliano Castelo Branco

• Maria Luísa Fernandes Alves

• Maria Teresa Real Birne

• Maria Zulmira Castanheira

O projecto foi coordenado pela Professora Doutora Maria

Leonor Machado de Sousa.

Começou por se dar atenção apenas às referências em língua

inglesa, facto que depois se alterou, passando a recolher-se todas

as referências passíveis de ter interesse para o Centro de Estudos

Anglo-Portugueses, uma vez que, aqui, vários temas interessam.

Assim, todas as referências que focassem temas como D. Inês de

Castro, D. Sebastião, D. Catarina de Bragança, Camões, a lírica e

Os Lusíadas, Portugal e as suas ilhas como tema de Literatura de

Viagens, a História de Portugal em geral e os Descobrimentos

Marítimos, tema dentro do qual se deu também especial relevân

cia às figuras de Vasco da Gama e do Infante D. Henrique, a

Guerra Peninsular e a Guerra Civil, cujos protagonistas
—

Wellington, numa, D. Pedro e D. Miguel na outra
— são, igualmen

te relevantes; as cidades de Lisboa, em especial, o seu Terramoto,

e do Porto foram sempre destacadas. Todas estas referências

foram recolhidas. A ideia que presidiu a esta decisão foi que,

muitas vezes, um determinado tema pode ter sido introduzido na

Grã-Bretanha através de uma obra francesa ou alemã.

A literatura e a língua portuguesas têm sempre lugar, assim

como todas as referências ao Brasil, até à data da sua indepen

dência em 1822.

As visitas do Professor Doutor João Almeida Flor, da Facul

dade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa, e do Professor Joseph

Lambert da Universidade de Leuven vieram incentivar e dar novo

fôlego ao trabalho, pela apreciação positiva que ambos fizeram ao

projecto.

O ficheiro

Apesar de Portugal e os Estrangeiros estar dividido pór par

tes, o ficheiro não está assim organizado. Distribuído por duas

gavetas, no que diz respeito às fichas, uma corresponde às
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referências em inglês e outra às referências noutras línguas. A

parte referente às obras em inglês está. organizada por ordem

alfabética de autor, estando aglomeradas todas as referências ao

longo do dicionário, em ambas as edições, apesar de muitas

referências se repetirem, não só nas diferentes partes, mas da Ia

para a 2a edição, sem que alguma informação nova seja acres

centada. Por outro lado, a parte sobre as obras escritas noutras

línguas, está organizada por ordem alfabética, embora aqui se

mantenha também a divisão por volumes. Surgem, em primeiro

lugar, as referências em inglês e, depois, as referências noutras

línguas. Uma outra parte do ficheiro contempla as traduções,

primeiro as feitas em inglês e depois as de tradutores estrangei
ros, ficando para o fim as traduções anónimas, sendo que

também nestas se deu o primeiro lugar às traduções em inglês e

por fim às feitas noutras línguas.

A base de dados

A base de dados que toma o mesmo nome do Dicionário de

Bernardes Branco, «Portugal e os Estrangeiros», foi organizada
em ACCESS (para Windows 95 e 98), tendo como ponto de

partida uma só tabela, na qual se contemplavam os seguintes

campos: n° de identificação da entrada bibliográfica, classifica

ção temática da entrada, autor (apelido, seguido do nome pró

prio), título completo da obra, título abreviado, n° de edição,

local, editor, data, tradutor (apelido, seguido do nome próprio),
título da tradução, título abreviado, local, editor e data da

publicação da tradução, e, finalmente, os dados correspondentes
a- artigos de publicações periódicas: título do artigo, publicação,
data e páginas. Os campos finais correspondem à referência à

fonte, ou seja, o volume, a página e a edição do Dicionário de

Bernardes Branco a que corresponde cada entrada, todas prece
didas pela sigla BB

— Bernardes Branco—

e as notas explicativas.
No que se refere à classificação temática de cada entrada,

cumpre esclarecer critérios: cedo foi possível estabelecer que

existia, de facto, a possibilidade de agrupar referências sob uma

determinada classificação, ainda que esta fosse muito abran

gente, como é o caso de História, por exemplo. Não obstante,

definiram-se seis grandes grupos dentro dos quais se organizou
não só a base de dados, mas, também, a prioridade de divulgação
dos dados recolhidos. Temos então os seguintes grupos temáticos:

A — Literatura (correspondendo A. 1 a obras sobre Camões e

A. 2 a obras referentes a Inês de Castro)
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E — História

I — Literatura de Viagens
O —

Língua
U — Ciências e Religião
Y —

Mapas e ilustrações

A informação aqui contida está, acrescente-se, muito mais

completa do que aquela a que se tem acesso no ficheiro manual,

isto porque, à medida que se procedia ao carregamento da

informação, procurou-se, sempre que possível, cruzar as infor

mações de Portugal e Os Estrangeiros com outras obras ou

catálogos de referência, nomeadamente com o Catálogo do Fundo

do British Council (Lisboa, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 1984)

e com o Catálogo da Livraria Duarte de Sousa, 2 vols. (Lisboa,

Secretaria de Estado da Informação e Turismo, Edições Panora

ma, 1974), obras que, frequentemente, completam a informação
sobre uma dada referência, cujos dados, não eram do total

conhecimento de Bernardes Branco. Este cruzamento permitiu
ainda conhecer a história editorial de certas obras, cuja edição se

prolongou após 1895 (data do 3o vol. da 2a edição do dicionário).

A base de dados está disponível para consulta no Centro de

Estudos Anglo-Portugueses.
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PORTUGAL E OS ESTRANGEIROS

I Viagens

AAW, Collection of General Voyages, From the Commencement of the

Portuguese Discoveries to the Present Time, London, s.e., s.d., BB

Vol. I, Ia ed., p.263

Â .P.D.G., Sketches of Portuguese Life, Manners, Costume and Character.

Illustrated by Twenty Coloured Plates By A.P.D.G, London, Printed for

Geo. B. Whittaker, 1826, BB, Vol. II, Ia ed., p.ll; Vol. II, 2a ed.. p.237.

E. A .G., Notes on Portugal By E.A.G., Philadelphia, s.e., 1876, BB, Vol. II,
2a ed., p.113.

R. [Rlddell], Maria, Voyages to theMadeira and the Leeward Caribbean Isles

in 1788 With their Natural History, Edinburgh, s.e., 1792, BB, Vol. II,

laed., p.146.

A British Officer [Hope, James, of the Gordon Highlanders], Letters From

Portugal, Spain and France, During the Campaigns of 1811-1813 [and
From Belgium and France in the Year 1815), By a British Officer,

Edinburgh [London], s.e. [T.&G. Underwood), 1819, BB, Vol. II, 2a ed.,

p.528.

A Gentleman, Picture (A) of Lisbon [With Sketches of the Portuguese in

General. By a Gentleman Many Years Resident in Lisbon], London, s.e.

[Henry Colburn], 1809, BB., Vol. I, Ia ed.. p.354.

A Lady, Portugal Being Some Account ofLisbon and Its Environs and a Tour

in the Alemtejo From a Journal Kept By a Lady During Three Years

Actual Residence, London, s.e.[Harvey and Darton], s.d. [1830], BB.,

Vol. II, Ia ed., p.28.

An Officier, Journal of an Officier in the King's German Legion, Comprising
Account ofHis Campaign and Adventures in England, Ireland, Denmark,
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Portugal Spain, Malta, Sicily and Italy, London, s.e., 1827, BB, Vol. II,

2a ed., p.431.

An Officer, Personal Narrative of Adventures in the Península During the

Late War. By an Officer of Late Staff Corps Regiment of Cavalry, s.l.,

s.e., s.d., BB, Vol. II, laed., p.16.

A Regiment Officier, Journal of a Regiment-Officier During the Recent

Campaign in Portugal and Spain, London, s.e., 1811, BB, Vol. II, 2a ed.,

p.431.

Anónimo [Colbatch, John], Account (An) ofthe Court of Portugal Under the

Reign ofthe Present King D. Peter the Second. With Some Discourses on

the Interests ofPortugal, With Regard to Other Sovereigns, Containing a

Relation of the Most Considerable Transactions That Have Passed of
late Between that Court, and those of Rome, Soain, France, Vienna,

England, &c, London, Printed for Thomas Bennet, 1700, BB, Vol. I, Ia

ed, p.12; Vol. I, 2a ed., p.200.

Anónimo, Acount (sic) ofthe Dreadful Earthquake and Fire, Which Destroyed
Lisbon, London, s.e., 1755, BB, Vol. I, 2a ed., p.200.

Anónimo, Account (An) of Portugal as itAppeared in 1766 to Dumoriez Since

a Celebrated General in the French Army, Printed in Lausanne in 1 755

[a Translation ofthe French Work entitled: Etat Present du Royaume de

Portugal], London, s.e., 1798, BB, Vol. II, 2a ed., p.331.

Anónimo [Rhys, Udal ap], Account of the Most Remarcable Places and

Curiosities in Spain and Portugal, London, s.e., 1749, BB, Vol. I, Ia ed.,

p.12; Vol. I, 2a ed., p.201.

Anónimo, Adventures ofa Young Rifieman in the French and EnglishArmies,

During the War in Spain and Portugal, From 1806 to 1816 [Written by

Himself. Second Edition. With a Preface by Goethe Translated From Vol

I and II of Der Junge Feldjàger in Franzósischen und Englischen
Diensten bg Johan ChristianMàmpel], s.l. [London], s.e. [Henry Colburn],
s.d. [1826], BB, Vol. I, Ia ed., p.17; Vol. I, 2a ed., p.210.

Anónimo, Costumes du Portugal Illustrés de 50 Gravures Colores, Avec la

Description des Usages du Pays en Anglais et en Français, s.l., s.e.,

s.d., BB, Vol. I, 2aed., p.617.

Anónimo [MURPHY, James], General View ofthe State ofPortugal Containing
a Topographical Description Thereof (: in Which are Included an Account

of the Physical and Moral State of the Kingdom, Together With

Observations on the Animal, Vegetable and Mineral Productions of Its
Colonies: the Whole Compiled From the Best Portuguese Writes, and

From Notices Obtained in the Country], London, [Printed for T. Cadell

Jun.-and W. Davies], 1799 [1798], BB, Vol. I, laed., p.353.

Anónimo [Adams, J.], Guide (A) to Madeira: Containing a Short Account of
Funchal, London, s.e., 1801, BB, Vol. II, 2aed., p.308.
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Anónimo [Neale, J. Mason], Handbook (A) for Travellers in Portugal London,

s.e., 1864 [3rd edition], BB, Vol. II, 2aed., p.315.

Anónimo [Neale, J. Mason], Handbook (A) for Travellers in Portugal. With a

Travelling Map, London, John Murray, 1856 [2,ld edition], BB, Vol. II,

2aed., p.315.

Anónimo [Hill, Mary], Hill ofCamalva Containing Sketches ofPortugal Spain
and Part of France [ou: The Forest of Comalva, A Novel. Containing
Sketches of Portugal, Spain and Part of France], s.l. [London], s.e., s.d.

[2nd.ed: 1809], BB, Vol. I, laed., p.383.

Anónimo, Hints to Travellers in Search of the Beautiful and Grand in

Portugal London, s.e., s.d. [1852], BB, Vol. I, laed., p.383.

Anónimo, Historie Sketches of Spain and Portugal, London, s.e. [Charles

Knight], 1835, BB, Vol. I, laed., p.388., Vol. II, 2aed., p.368.

Anónimo, History (A) ofMadeira With a Series ofTwenty-Seven Engravings,
Illustrative ofthe Costumes, Manners and Occupations ofthe Inhabitants

of that Island, London, s.e., 1821, BB, Vol. II. 2aed., p.369.

Anónimo [BECKFORD, William], Italy With Sketches of Spain and Portugal

[By the Author of Vatheck.], London [Paris], s.e [Baudry's European

Library], 1834, BB, Vol. I. laed., p.412.

Anónimo [WORDSWORTH, Dora, Mrs.Quillinan], Journal ofa Few Months

Residence in Portugal and Glimpses of the South of Spain, London, s.e.

[Edward Moxon], 1847. BB, Vol. I, laed., p.416. Vol. II, 2aed., p.431.

Anónimo, Journal ofa Regimental Campaign in Portugal and Spain. London,

s.e., 1810, BB, Vol. II, 2aed., p.431.

Anónimo [Hawker, Peter], Journal ofa Regimental OfficerDuring the Campaign
in Spain and Portugal Under Lord Wellington [With a Correct Plan of the

Battle ofTalavera], s.l. [London], s.e. [Ellerton & Byworth], s.d. [1810],

BB, Vol. I, laed., p.416.

Anónimo [Stephens, Miss Philadelphia e Blankett, John], [Letters From

Portugal on the Late and Present State of That Kingdom], [London. J.

Almon, 1777], [Jansen, Hendrik, Translator], Lettres Écrites de Portugal

Sur VÉtat Ancien et Actuei de ce Royaume. Traduites de 1'Anglais

Suivies du Portrait Historique de M. le Marquis de Pombal Paris,

s.e.[Cellot], 1780, BB, Vol. I. laed., p.438; Vol. II. 2aed., p.529.

Anónimo [Jardine, Alexander], Letters FromBarbary, France, Spain. Portugal
&c. By an English Officer, London, s.e.fT. Cadell], 1788-1790, BB, Vol.

II, 2aed., p.527.

Anónimo, Letters FromMadeira in 1834; With an Appendix Illustrative ofthe

History ofthe Island, Climate, Wines, &c, s.l., s.e., 1838, BB, Vol. II,

2aed., p.527.
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Anónimo [Blanket, John e Stephens, Philadelphia], Letters From Portugal on

the Late and Present State of that Kingdom London, s.e. [J. Almon],

1777, BBVol. I, laed., p.439; Vol. II, 2aed., p.528.

Anónimo, Letters From Portugal and Spain Written During the March of the

British Troops Under Sir John Moore. (By an Officer. With Maps and

Views.], London, s.e., s.d. [1809], BB, Vol. I, laed., p.439: Vol. II, 2aed.,

p.528.

Anónimo, Life andManners, Costume and Character ofPortuguese, s.l., s.e.,

s.d., BB, Vol I, laed., p.444.
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s.d. [1732], BB, 2aed., Vol. I, p.445.

BB faz referência a um Baldeo/u na pequena nota que acompanha esta
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comentários que lhes vão sendo feitos podem ser da autoria de

Magalhães Homem, cujo nome surge a meio do artigo. A notícia da

tradução francesa da obra de Costigan é dada por BB no Vol. II. Na
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Vol. I, laed., p.288.

DALRYMPLE, W., Traveis Through Spain and Portugal in 1774. With an

Account ofthe Spanish Expedition Against Algiers, in 1775. s.l. [London],

s.e. [J. Almon], 1777, Officier francois (trad.) Voyage en Espagne et en
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Espagnols contre les Algériens en 1 775, Traduit de VAnglois par un officier

Francois (G - H. de Mesmon)], Paris, s.e., 1783, BB, Vol. II, 2aed., p.12.

DARWIN, Charles, Journal ofResearches Into the Various Countries Visited

by Beagle, London, s.e., 1840. BB, Ia ed.. Vol. I, p.288.

DIX. John A.[Adams], Winter (A) in Madeira and a Summer in Spain and

Florence, s.l., s.e., s.d, BB, laed., Vol. I. p.317, 2aed., Vol. II, p.40.

DRAKE, E.C., New (A) Universal Collection of Authentic and Enterteining

Voyages and Traveis. From the Earliest Accounts to the Present Time.

Selected From the Best Writers in AU Languages. Comprehending an

Account ofWhatever is Curious in the Government, Commerce, Customs.
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Discoveries. Settlements, Shipwrecks. Tortures. Massacres, London,

s.e., 1768, BB, 2aed., Vol. II, p.47-48.

DRTVER, John. Letters From Madeira in 1834. With an Appendix Illustrative

ofthe History ofthe Island's Climate, Wines and Other Information Up
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to the Year 1838. By John Driver, London, s.e. [Longman], 1838, BB,

laed., Vol. I, p.317, 2aed., Vol. II. p.401.

BB dá, no Vol. II da 2aedição, outras duas entradas para a publicação
desta obra (p.48 e p.527), sendo que uma delas apresenta ainda um

outro local de edição:Liverpool.
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Vol. II. p.509.
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BB, laed., Vol. I, p.376.
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and Portuguese Languages bg Henry Frederick Link, London, s.e.,
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London. s.e., 1839, BB, laed., Vol. I, p.402.
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ESTUDOS

CAMÕES IN THE UNITED STATES1

George Monteiro

Brown University

Anyone interested in the reception and reputation of Camões

in the United States will do well to start with the research of

Norwood Andrews, Jr. In a series of articles and monographs he

has done a great deal of the archeological work, casting his nets

wide, to locate references and discussions in journals, magazines,
and books. Yet his work has not been merely bibliographical, for

he has also addressed at length and in scrupulous detail larger
matters such as the scope and significance of Camões' presence

in America ("A Projecção de Camões e d'Os Lusíadas nos Estados

Unidos da América", included in Os Lusíadas: Estudos Sobre a

Projecção de Camões em Culturas e Literaturas Estrangeiras

(Lisbon: 1984), pp. 331-449, and 'Toward an Understanding of

Camões' Presence as a Lyric Poet in the Nineteenth-Century
American Press", Luso-Brazilian Review [Winter 1980], 17: 171-

-85), the basis for and the motivations behind the American poet-

-critic Ezra Pound's attack on Os Lusíadas [The Case Against

Camões: A Seldom Considered Chapter from Ezra Pound's

Campaign to Discredit Rhetorical Poetry [New York: Peter Lang,

1988]), and Camões' influence on the author of White-Jacket,

Moby-Dick, and Billy Budd [Melville's Camões [Bonn: Bouvier

Verlag, 1989]). To Andrews' work I would add my own. In The

Presence of Camões: Influences on the Literature of England,

1
With the generous support of the Fundação Luso-Americana para o

Desenvolvimento and the Centro de Estudos Anglo-Portugueses of the

Universidade Nova, I was able to present this paper—a contribution to the "The

Portuguese Discoveries in the English-Speaking World, 1880-1972", a research

project directed by Professor Teresa Pinto Coelho—to the Master's Seminar in

Estudos Anglo-Portugueses, Universidade Nova, on January 9, 2002.
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America, and Southern Africa (Lexington: University Press of

Kentucky, 1996), I include criticai considerations of what might

be called the more belletristic interest shown in Camões' poetry

and life by American writers such as Edgar Allan Poe, Herman

Melville, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Thomas Wentworth

Higgingson, Emily Dickinson, and Elizabeth Bishop.

But I have chosen not to repeat either myself or rehearse

Andrews' work. Rather I would like to bring to your attention

names and texts that are not addressed either by Andrews or

myself and that have been largely, if not entirely, ignored by
students of Camões. The texts I have identified are generically
different: a cultural history from the year 2000; an early

nineteenth-century memoir; early twentieth-century speeches by
a Brazilian diplomat; an early twentieth-century scholarly survey
for a poetry and drama publication; a late nineteenth-century

diplomafs journal; a traveleris impressions by a writer best

known for a restaurant guide; twentieth-century editions and

translations; and representative reference works; and, finally,

college or university literary journals. I might mention that

elsewhere, in "Notes on Camões", Revista de Estudos Anglo-

Portugueses, no. 8 (1999), 7-15, I have called attention to the

strong presence of Camões, largely by way of quotation from Os

Lusíadas, in an American textbook for use in grammar schools,

dating from 1881, on the peoples and countries of the world.

1. The History Book

From Down to Decadence (New York: HarperCollins, 2000),

subtitled "500 Years of Western Cultural Life: 1500 to the

Present"—a tome that runs to nearly nine hundred pages
—

can

be rightly viewed as the capstone to Jacques Barzun's long and

distinguished career as teacher and historian. He was born in

1907. Of interest here is his treatment of Camões and epic põem.
Barzun first mentions Camões when talking about Spanish

Golden Age literature and the fact that that literature, beyond the

knowledge of the scholar-specialists, is largely unknown in non-

Castilian countries. 'The main cause lies in Spain's isolation

when its imperial glory faded", he writes, "but neglect of this kind
has not been limited to works produced in Spain. It is a mistake
to believe that 'anything really good' will cross frontiers and find

its due place.... The prime 16C example is the põem about

Europe's expansion westward, the epic Lusiads by the Portuguese
Camoens, himself an explorer and Humanist" (109).
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Later Barzun considers the case of Camões and Os Lusíadas

at greater length and from what is, in these problematically
nationalistic times, a refreshingly candid point of view.

While Tasso was garnering praise for his work, another

poet in another southern land was composing a true epic.
If the name of Camoens and the title Lusiads do not at

once evoke recognition, the reason is again that of

language: Portuguese is not widely read or studied outside

its native limits in Europe and America. Camoens chose

a subject more factual than the paladins and had a more

useful experience than the Italians for epic work. He was

a soldier and sailor. He fought the Moors in north Africa,

lost his right eye in battle and was invalided, re-enlisted

to find adventure in the Indies, and there became an

official in charge of a trading post. Accused of

embezzlement and put in prison, he managed to get free

and sail home. There, like everybody who could hold a

pen, he wrote plays and sonnets and began the epic that

made him the great national poet indeed
—

a great poet
tout court.

His subject was contemporary: the conquest of the

ocean sea by the Portuguese. And his ostensible hero was

a recent, historical character, Vasco da Gama. The actual

hero is the Portuguese people, "the illustrious heart of

Lusitânia"; the name of the ancient Roman province that

recurs in the title Lusiads. The adventures of the hero as

man and people are the real and allegorical events of the

explorer's voyage home from the East. What there is of

the marvelous in the incidents is due not to magic but to

the well-known gods and goddesses of the ancients. Thus

in the great episode of the Isle of Love, the domain of

Vénus, where the sailors take the Nereids, nymphs ofthe

sea, as brides, Gama is the lover of their queen, Thetis,

hitherto unattainable. Gama succeeds in his wooing after

the repulsive giant Adamastor, typifying the enemies of

the Portuguese, has failed. The union of godly beauty

with human courage is to produce the future heroes of

Portugal. In Greek mythology, when Thetis is
subdued by

Love, her offspring is the dauntless Achilles.

This sample episode from The Lusiads is enough to

show that it is a Humanist epic. Women other than

goddesses play important parts in several of the main
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scenes. Among these is the story, told with lyrical

tenderness, of Inês de Castro, the historical mistress of

Prince Pedro of Portugal, whose close advisers compelled
him to have her put to death. In tone and conception, the

põem is equidistant from the popular ballad and the

learned pastiche. Camoens has been blamed for mixing
the pagan myths with Christian, but it is standard

Humanist practice. It is not sacrilege but spiritual

synonymy. In The Lusiads the allegorical and the historical

planes are traversed by physical action, told with

unabating vigor and vivid detail. It came naturally to one

who, though writing on terra firma, had spent many days
on the deck of a ship. The fervor with which Camoens

celebrates the conquest, first of the sea by rounding the

Cape of Storms at the tip ofAfrica, and then ofthe natives

and the trade of the southeast Indies, makes his põem

the first and last national epic
—this at a time when the

nations of the West were not so much made as in the

making. The work withstands comparison with Virgifs

imperial Aeneid. Using a longer line than the Italians,

Camoens was able to achieve grandeur more easily,

especially in the speeches. And he shares with the ancients

and the writers of sagas something one might call epic

pessimism. He is also considered Portugal's greatest lyric

poet, as well as the man whose writings fixed the

Portuguese language.
Os Lusiadas has been translated four times into

English, the latest version being in prose. [Actually there

are more like seven or eight English-language translations
of Os Lusíadas, the latest being LandegWhite's, published

by Oxford University Press in 1997, along with

approximately the same number of partial translations.

See Iolanda Freitas Ramos and Isabel Cruz Lousada,

'Traduções de Os Lusíadas em Inglaterra", in Camões em

Inglaterra, edited by Maria Leonor Machado de Sousa

(Lisboa: Ministério da Educação/ Instituto de Cuitura e

Língua Portuguesa, 1992), pp. 13-67.] (The one to read is

Leonard Bacon's, in verse.) [The Lusiads of Luis de

Camões, translated with an introduction and notes by
Leonard Bacon (New York: Hispanic Society of America,

1950). More about this work later on.] But there is

another means of access that is strongly recommended to

anyone who knows Spanish: it is to study in a comparative
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grammar the forms that differ regularly in Spanish and

Portuguese and then to plunge into the põem with a

dictionary at hand. (153-54)

2. The Memoir

In Reminiscences of Spain, the Country, its People, History,
and Monuments (Boston: Cárter, Hendee and Co., and Allen and

Ticknor, 1833), Caleb Cushing (1800-1879)—a diplomat and

politician from Massachusetts, writing in mid-career—employs
as epigraphs two excerpts from Camões' Os Lusíadas. The first

of these epigraphs, along with lines from Coplas de Manrique and

from Ford's Loverís Melancholy, comes from Canto 4 (95-96) and

is used before the chapter on "Fortune, A Vision of Time":

Oh gloria de mandar! Oh vana cobiça
Desta vaidade, a quem chamamos fama!

Oh fraudulento gosto, que se atiça

Co' huma aura popular, que honra se chama!

Que castigo tamanho, a que justiça
Fazes no peito vaõ que muito te ama!

Que mortes! Que perigos! Que tormentas!

Que crueldades nelles experimentas!

Dura inquietação da alma, e da vida;

Fonte de desemparos, e adultérios;

Sagaz consumidora conhecida

De fazendas, de Reinos, e de Impérios.

Chamam-te illustre, chamam-te subida,

Sendo digna de infames vitupérios:

Chamam-te fama, e gloria soberana;

Nomes com quem se o povo néscio engana. (I, 214)

The chapter titled "El Afrancesado" (the "Frenchified" one,

being a Spaniard, "driven into banishment" by "the vicissitudes

of the Península" [II, 139]) contains two epigraphs: first, lines

from Massinger's Fatal Dowry, and then, lines from Canto 3(17-

-19) of Os Lusíadas;

Eis-aqui se descobre a nobre Hespanha,

Como cabeça alli de Europa toda;

Em cujo senhorio e gloria estranha

Muitas voltas tem dado a fatal roda.
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Mas nunca poderá com força, ou manha,

A Fortuna inquieta pôr-lhe noda,

Que lha naõ tire o esforço, e ousadia,

Dos bellicosos peitos que em si cria.

Com Tingitania entesta, e alli parece

Que quer fechar o mar Mediterrano,

Onde o sabido Estreito se ennobrece

Com o extremo trabalho do Thebano.

Com nações differentes se engrandece,
Cercadas com as ondas do Oceano;

Todas de tal nobreza, e tal valor,

Que qualquer delias cuida que he melhor.

Tem o Tarragonez, que se fez claro

Sujeitando Parthenope inquieta:
O Navarro; as Astúrias, que reparo

Já foram contra a gente Mahometa.

Tem o Gallego cauto; e o grande e raro

Castelhano, a quem fez o seu Planeta

Restituidor de Hespanha, e senhor delia;

Betis, Leaõ, Granada, com Castella. (II, 138)

Camões' stanzas testify to diversity within unity in sixteenth-

century Spain, a theme that leads to Cushing's argument that in

the nineteenth century "how readily the provinces of Spain would

fali into a federative government,
—

nay, how congenial such a form

of government is with the whole spirit of their institutions" (II, 184).

Incidentally, if memory serves me, the two quotations from

Os Lusíadas constitute the only Portuguese in Cushing's book,

though there are references to Portuguese history in several

essays. It occurs to me that there is no scholarship that goes into

the matter of Camões as the source of epigraphs for English-

language texts (or, perhaps, for texts in any other language). I

offer these two instances from Caleb Cushing's book as a start in

the search for the epigraphic Camões.

3. The Speech

Over the course of his adult life Joaquim Nabuco (1849-1910)

propagandized for Camões, in his native Brazil and,

extraordinarily, during his five-year tenure as Brazil's first

ambassador in Washington. In the United States he gave talks at

some of the major American universities in the states of New York
and Connecticut:
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"The Place of Camoens in Literature", to students at

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, on 14 May
1908;

"Camoens, the Lyric Poet", at Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York, on 21 April 1909; and

"The Lusiads as the Epic of Love", at Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, on 23 April 1909.

Each of these lectures achieved print separately as pamphlets,
presumably in 1909 by the Brazilian Embassy in Washington,
D.C., although there is no indication of date or place of publication.
There are copies of ali three pamphlets in the John D. Rockefeller

Library, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

Nabuco's Yale University lecture was noticed by at least one

New York newspaper. On August 8, 1908, the New York Times

Saturday Review ofBooks published "Camoens, Poet of the New

World", by Elisabeth L. Cary. After quoting liberally from Nabucos

lecture, Cary concludes her piece:

Camoens is a subject rewarding from many points of

view to the scholar who knows him; and one can only

respect the judgment that prompts Mr. Nabuco to say

that he did not come to "submit to criticism what an

immemorial proscription raises above it", nor yet to indulge
in invidious comparisons, but only to show that his poet
"is one of those peaks, which cannot be measured, ofthe

immortal chain of creators". (435) •

(Two digressions. First, Nabuco's lectures at universities in

the United States are discussed by Américo da Costa Ramalho,

"Joaquim Nabuco e Camões", in Estudos Camonianos, 2nd ed.

[Lisbon: Instituto Nacional de Investigação Científica, 1980], pp.

91-108. As the author documents, "'VII. Joaquim Nabuco e

Camões' é o texto de uma conferência pronunciada na New York

University e na Columbia University, ambas em Nova Iorque, no

ano lectivo de 1961-62, e editada em livro, como suplemento de

BrasiliaXI, em Coimbra, em 1962" [xi], Second, it is said that at

the time of his death—on January 17, 1910 Nabuco died suddenly
at the Brazilian Embassy in Washington

—he was preparing still

another talk on the subject of Camões, to be delivered, this time,

at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,)

The three lectures Nabuco actually delivered at American

universities were included, in Portuguese translation, in Discursos
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e Conferências nos Estados Unidos, translated by Artur Bomílcar

(Rio de Janeiro: Benjamin Aguila [1911]):

"O Lugar de Camões na Literatura" (13-40);

"Camões —O Poeta Lírico" (41-77); and

"Os Lusíadas Como a Epopeia do Amor" (79-106).

Later, these lectures were included in Camões e Assuntos

Americanos—Seis Conferências em Universidades Americanas,

translated by Carolina Nabuco (São Paulo: Companhia Editora

Nacional, 1940):

"O Lugar de Camões na Literatura" (1-30);

"Camões — O Poeta Lírico" (36-67); and

"Os Lusíadas —

Epopeia do Amor" (69-98).

In passing, I should say that Carolina Nabuco, the daughter
of Camões' Brazilian champion', was herself a distinguished
writer. Besides fiction, she was the author of a very good history
of American literature. Retrato dos Estados Unidos à Luz da sua

Literatura (Rio de Janeiro: José Olympio, 1967). Interestingly, as

she mentions in her memoirs Oito Décadas (Rio de Janeiro: José

Olympio, 1973), she had originally intended to write her book in

English under the title of A Psychological History of American

Literature.

4. The Scholarly Survey

In 1907 Isabel Moore contributed a piece
— 'The Literature of

Portugal"
—to the autumn 1907 volume of Poet Lore, a hardbound

periodical published in Boston, Massachusetts, by Richard G.

Badger. In this survey of Portugal's literature from its beginnings

through the eighteenth century, the author devotes the most

space
—ten pages out of thirty-five

—to Camões. Her biographical
account reflects the scholarly knowledge of the time, which is to

say that it remains somewhat romanticized, employing liberally
as "biographical" evidence for events, episodes, and temperament,
Camões' lyric poetry. As Isabel Moore indicates, "There are many
random lines throughout his writings that give insight to Camoens
the man as well as to Camoens the poet" (366). Moore quotes
liberally from translations by Robert Southey, Lord Viscount

Strangford, and Richard Garnett, even as she quotes approvingly
Lord Byron's remarks on Strangford's translations, "it is to be
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remarked that the things given to the public as poems ofCamoens'

are no more to be found in the original Portuguese than in the

Songs of Solomon" (368). Of Os Lusíadas, Moore writes:

This great põem deals with the adventures of Vasco

de [sic] Gama and is, almost incidentally an epitome of

the achievements of the Portuguese nation. Camoens

dedicated it to Dom Sebastian. The three greatest episodes
in it are the Legend of the Floating Island, The Spirit of

the Cape and Inez de Castro. La Harpe, who figures as

one of the French translators of the Lusiads, says that,

although it lacks 'action, character and interest' as a

whole, he prefers its well-known episode of Dona Inez de

Castro to the whole of [John Milton's] Paradise Lost.

Voltaire has also criticised the machinery of the Lusiads.

But Voltaire has also made Cameons [sic] born a Spaniard
and a comrade ofVasco de Gama who, as a matter of fact,

died before Camoens was born. Southey, although a

Spanish scholar, was better acquainted with Mickle's

poor English heroic couplets than with the Portuguese of

the Lusiads. La Harpe did not know Portuguese at ali (so

says Sir Richard Burton), his so-called translation being

nothing more than a new rendering of the literal version

by D'Hermilly; and Voltaire knew the Lusiads only through

Mickle's translation. [John] Adamson says (in 1820) that

there are one Hebrew translation of the Lusiads, five

Latin, six Spanish, four Italian, three French, four German,

and two English. The oldest English version is by Sir

Richard Fanshaw (1655) who was the English Embassador

sent to Lisbon to arrange for the marriage of Charles II of

England with Catherine of Braganza. By the time of the

third Centennial Celebration in Portugal of the death of

Camoens (1580-1880) there were seven complete English

translations. At this time, also, there was brought out in

Lisbon the best complete edition of Camoens' works, the

Bibliotheca Camoneana, by Juromenha, in seven volumes.

It contains a list of ali works upon, and translations of,

Camoens. Of the various translations of Camoens Burton

says 'ali are meager in the extreme, they
follow like a flock

of sheep, they reflect one another like a band
ofChinamen.'

Sir Richard Burtons own translations of the Lusiads

and the Lyrics of Camoens deserve by far the most
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consideration, as being entirely scholarly. It so happened

that his own personal traveis formed, as he says, 'a

running and realistic commentary. upon the Lusiads.'

And again, 'I have not only visited almost every place
named in the Epos of Commerce; in many I spent months

and even years.' Burton speaks of 'my Master, Camoens'

and finds in him much of the Orient; its 'havock and its

ali splendor. And
—

regarding his translation—he naively
remarks that 'after ali, to speak without due modesty, my
most cogent reason for printing this translation of my

Master is, simply, because I prefer it to ali that have

appeared.' (371-72)

But Moore is not willing to give Burton the last word on the

matter. She continues:

Yet with ali our faith in Richard Burton, we feel the

need—when reading his Camoens
—of his wife's strenuous

assertions: not that they convince us; indeed, their very

insistance merely confirms our worst fears; but we need

something to explain at least why certain mannerisms were

allowed to interfere with usual lucidity of feeling and

expression ofthe original text. She says: This translation is

not a literary tour de force done against time or to -earn a

reputation: it is the result of a daily act of devotion of twenty

years.' So far, so good. The scholarly devotion ofBurton has

never been questioned. But, Whenever my husband has

appeared to coin words, or to use impossible words, they
are the exact rendering of Camoens; in every singularity or

seeming eccentricity the Disciple has faithfully followed his
Master:—his object having been not simply to write good
verse, but to give a literal word for word rendering of his

favorite hero. And he has done it so the letter, not only in the

words, but in the meaning and intention of Camoens.' And

again. To the unaesthetic, to non-poets, non-linguists,
non-musicians, non-artists, Burton's Lusiads will be an

unknown land, an unknown tongue.'
Even in the face of such an impeachment, one cannot

refrain from questioning the 'literal word for word

rendering,' and—what is of far greater importance—the

'meaning and intention of Camoens' in certain lines. Not

to be too prolix on the subject it is but necessary to

compare the following lines from the sonnets:
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Amor, com a esperança já perdida.' — Camoens.

(Amor, with Esperance now for aye forlore.) — Burton.

'Com grandes esperanças já cantey.'
— Camoens.

(While ere I sang my song with hope so high.)
—

Burton.

'Amor, que o gesto humano na Alma Enscreve.' —

Camoens.

(Amor, who human geste on soul doth write.) —

Burton.

Tanto de meu estado mecho incerto.' — Camoens.

(I find so many doubts my state enfold.) — Burton.

'Transforma se o amador na cousa amada.' —

Camoens.

(Becomes the Lover to the Loved transformed.) —

Burton.

But enough about Burton's methods. One either likes

Burton or one does not. With regard to our consideration

of Camoens himself, we must always remember that the

epic was in its infancy. Trissino had attempted the

liberation of Italy from the Goths, but with poor success.

Ariosto and his followers had thrown enchantment around

the fictions of Chivalry. Tasso's Jerusalém Delivered had

appeared only the year before Os Lusiads. Verily, Camoens

was, as Gerald Massey said:

'the poet of weary wanderers

In perilous lands; and wide-sea voyagers.' (372-73)

The identity of Isabel Moore remains shadowy, though it is

possible that she is the same Isabel Moore who published

"Portuguese Folk-Songs", in the Journal of American Folklore

(July-Sept. 1902) 15: 165-69.

5. The Journal

George Bailey Loring (1817-1891) hailed from Salem,

Massachusetts. A physician, he also served as United States

Commissioner of Agriculture (1881-85), and as minister to

Portugal (1889-1890). In the year of his death appeared A Year
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in Portugal 1889-1890 (New York and London: G. P. Putnams

Sons, 1891, his journal account of his Portuguese experience. In

the preface he explains that he wants to extend the American's

knowledge of Portugal:

I have been strongly inclined to sketch a country

which has a most delightful climate and most charming

scenery, is full of romantic traditions, and has been the

theatre of some of the most remarkable events in history.
From the days of Dom Henriques to the days of Dom

Carlos, Portugal has contributed a large share of the

contentious history of Europe; and now, after fifty years
of peace, it enjoys an opportunity to become a most

important kingdom. (v)

It is in his chapter on Coimbra that he takes up Camões:

The mother of Camoens... sent her son to Coimbra,

gave her mite to the cultivation of his mind, and gave the

country of her birth his immortal genius. We ali know

how misplaced love in the aristocratic circles of Lisbon

drove him to the wars; how his censuring verse was

punished by his banishment to China; how he was east

ashore at Goa, bearing his immortal põem through the

waves; how he was betrayed and starved at Mozambique;
how he depended upon the aims bestowed upon his

negro servant António in the streets of Lisbon for his

subsistence; and how át last he found a pauper's grave

where he rested in neglect until his country, inspired by
a cultivated monarch, erected a stately and imposing
monument to his memory. But we ought also to remember

that he gave his native land the inspiration which great

genius alone can give the mind and heart of a people.
What Shakespeare is to the English tongue, and Dante to

Italy, and Goethe to Germany, and Calderon to Spain,
Camoens is to Portugal, revealing to the Portuguese mind
ali that is devoted, heroic, and noble in the history and

character of the kingdom. The weakness of human nature
consists not in the absence of generous sentiments, and

poetic emotions, and noble aspirations, and warm

appreciation, but in the incapacity of man to express the

inmost workings of his soul. He who utters ali this for his

fellow-men, and gives shape to his thoughts and feelings,
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becomes for ali men the creator and guide. Camoens

taught the people of his time and country ali they were

capable of, and Portugal became his as he made it.

Byron, in his brilliant defence of [Alexander] Pope
—who

even at this day rises higher and higher in proportion as

he is assailed—says: "He who can reconcile poetry with

truth and wisdom is the only true poet in its real sense,

the maker, the creator"; and this Camoens did, and

placed himself in that great group around which stands

that multitude who have laid their offerings on the altar

erected to their inspired brethren, and have done the best

they could to keep step to the music of their great leaders

and captains. (107-08)

For the frontispiece to his book, Loring chooses—fittingly

enough
—

a photograph of the high-standing Camões monument

now reigning over the Chiado's newest underground parking

garage.

6. The Incidental Traveler's Book

I have not yet learned much about Lawton Mackall. It might
well be that he is the author of A Story about Skippy (published
in Cleveland, Ohio, by the Belle-Vernon Milk Company, possibly
in the 1910s) or the author of Scrambled Eggs, a play published
in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1920. Or both. What he definitely was is

the author of what is identified as "a recessional or final insult

hurled at the reader" in Crosby Gaige's Cocktail Guide and

Ladies' Companion, published in New York City in 1941. And he

is responsible for Knife and Fork in New York: Where to Eat, What

to Order, published in 1948, which has been called the first such

restaurant guide for New York City. What is of immediate interest,

however, is that Lawton Mackall is also responsible for Portugal

for Two, a sprightly book of traveis, published in New York by

Dodd Mead in 1931. He leads into his account of Camões by

speaking out "against the new municipal regulations which

require that ali citizens of Lisbon, not excepting varinas, shall

wear shoes or slippers in the streets".

Tyranny to Trilbys! The fish-women acquired their

grace and charm unshod; footgear isn't becoming to them.

Fortunately the "reform", like unpopular prohibitions

the world over, is cheerfully evaded. The caryatids own
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slippers and have them, but prefer to keep them stowed

overhead, unless a policeman is looking.

Not long ago, I am told, one of these foot-loose ladies

was actually arrested and fined. She paid. But a few days

later she reappeared on the street wearing high boots

laced up to the knee.

I like that spirit!
And I'm sure that Camões does, even more. He is in

a position to see and know which baskets have unused

slippers in them, for he stands thirteen feet tall, in

doublet and hose, upon an imposing pedestal surrounded

by eight lesser literary figures
—Genius above Talent.

Crowned with a wreath in token of the fact that he is

Permanent Poet Laureate, he presides over our square,

which doesn't really belong to our hotel at ali: it is the

Praça de Luiz de Camões.

Camoens, as we spell his name in English, ranks as

the greatest poet whom the Anglo-Saxon world does not

read. If he had sung the exploits of Columbus we should

known him—well, considerably better. He'd be in our

anthologies of Popular Recitations for Patriotic Occasions.

But, instead of the Genoese who discovered some outlying
islands of a New Wilderness, Camões chose as his hero

Vasco da Gama, who, in 1497, sought and actually found

the "way to the Indies", in a different direction—sailing
around Africa and arriving at last at Calicut, on the

Malabar Coast of Hindustan. By this voyage and

subsequent ones da Gama established the amazing

Portuguese trade empire in the East, which lasted for

centuries and of which a few fragments still remain
—not

to mention the great colony of Mozambique, in East

Africa, which he "picked up" for Portugal en route.

Today we make unconscious reference to da Gama's

achievement every time we use the word "calico", which

originally meant cotton goods from Calicut; but Vasco da

Gama himself is just a name in our school books, and

Camões, his epic-making biographer, is quite off our

literary map.

Which is our loss. For Camões—soldier, poet, lover,

idealistic patriot, and adventurer in far countries—

happens to be one of the Full-Strength Originais which

the human race has produced. Living a generation earlier

than Shakespeare (1524 to 1579, to be exact), Camões is
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the first virile voice ofthe Renaissance. Specifically, he is
the poetic spokesman of Exploration, of that new

dauntlessness which braves the Unknown to achieve

Discovery. In the ten cantos of Os Lusíadas —"The Feats

of the Lusitanians"—he not only recounts the experiences
of da Gama and companions (with Homeric super-plot of

gods and goddesses), but, in addition, reviews in stirring

pageantry the entire history of Portugal
—

as then believed,

or as romanticized by his vivid imagination. The põem is

a superb crystallization of national feeling, penned by a

one-eyed man whose life was a series of adventures,

escapades, and misfortunes.

Curious, this inverse relationship between epics and

optics. "Blind Homer". Blind Milton. Camões half-blind.

As a young man he lost his right eye in battle against the

Moores; and also, by being banished from her by a stern

king, the sweetheart to whom he wrote his best sonnets.

Thereafter the great lover took to caravels and cantos.

After vicissitudes in índia and Macao, he was shipwrecked
off Cochin China, losing everything he possessed except
the manuscript of Os Lusíadas, which he clutched in his

right hand as he swam ashore. He died of the plague at

fifty-five, in a charity hospital in Lisbon, without even the

price of a winding sheet. He was buried with other

paupers.

Now we see him as a bronze giant, the Presiding

genius of the Portuguese-speaking world. The disfigured

right eye, evidenced by a drooping lid, is as noticeable as

it was in real life; has not been apotheosized away, for it

is a soldier's wound—a soldier who grasps in his right

hand the sword of valor. In his left he clasps to his bosom

The Lusiads; the one epic that is a living force in the

world today.

Personally, I am mortified that in a land where people

know their Camões as the Scots know their Bobby Burns,

I am acquainted with Os Lusíadas only with the aid of

tepid translations. There are no adequate ones. Nobody

has done for Camões what Edward FitzGerald did for

Ornar the tent-and-quatrain-maker. Dr. Samuel Johnson

had intentions in that direction—imagine it!—and later

urged [Oliver] Goldsmith to undertake the job. It is as well

they didn't; for neither the Lexicographer nor the author

of The Deserted Village possessed the requisite fire. Let
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us hope that some poet of this generation—some really

full-blooded one—will make the attempt, and turn that

wingèd -ãos and -ões of the Lusitanian into soaring

English. If only [John] Masefield— ! (71-74)

I am not aware that Masefield ever undertook the task

Mackall would set for him. It would be interesting, however, to

look into the possibility that he somewhere said something about

Camões, sea-faring men that they both were.

7. Editions and Translations

It would take another two decades before there would be any

answer to Lawton Mackalfs pitch for a more than adequate

English translation of Os Lusíadas. NeitherWilliam C. Atkinson's

prose account of "what happens" in the põem, which appeared in

1952, nor the verse translation based onAtkinsons prose account

done by Hugh Finn in 1972, was the answer to MackalFs prayer.

But Leonard Bacon's translation, appearing in 1950, turned out

to be, in the opinion of some readers, the most satisfactory

English translation of the last century. The work of a distinguished

poet and translator of considerable learning, it is copiously
annotated, profiting a good deal from the work of his predecessors
in the field, with a particular debt to Jeremiah Denis Matthias

Ford (1873-1958), whose Portuguese-language edition of Os

Lusíadas—the first such edition in the United States—was

published by Harvard University Press, Cambridge,

Massachusetts, in 1946, six years after Ford had published, also

with Harvard University Press, an edition of Sir Richard

Fanshawe's seventeenth-century translation of Os Lusíadas. It

was Ford who suggested that Bacon offer his Lusiads to the

Hispanic Society ofAmerica, which became the book's publisher,

reprinting it several times over the years. Despite a few

archaisms—"spake", for instance, runs through the text
—Bacon's

translation has not yet been superseded in the half-century

subsequent to its publication. I should add that Bacon's

translation, because it is the work of an American, falis outside

the geographical limits, if not the linguistic province, of the

studies published in Camões em Inglaterra, though even in that

work Bacon does figure in passing; see pages 14, 46, 73, and

238, note 65.

Bacon's translation brings to mind another, often neglected,
resource for scholarship: reviews of translations and secondary
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works in journals and newspapers. I have located several reviews

of Bacon's translation. The most significant of these are

"Portuguese Epic in Octaves", by Thomas G. Bergin of Yale

University, in the Saturday Review ofLiterature (Sept. 23. 1950),

33: 31; "A Portuguese Epic", unsigned, in the London Times

Literary Supplement (Mar. 16, 1951), p. 168; and "Hymn to

Portugal", by the poet and translator Dudley Fitts, in the New York

Times Book Review (Dec. 24, 1950), p. 9. I quote a paragraph from

Fitts's review:

The Lusiads, like the Aeneid, is first of ali a paean of

national consciousness, a hymn of patriotism
—the right

sort of patriotism, as Mr. Bacon points out, and it scarcely
becomes any English-speaking person ofthe present time

to disparage it, to sneer at it, because its global pretensions
are so out of key with the sadly reduced Portugal of today.

England was once like Portugal at its height; and we too

may have had our moment. However that may be, it is

both esthetically and spiritually enthralling to watch here

the transformation of Vasco da Gama's great voyage
—

surely one of the most significant in history
—into an

apotheosized persona of a nation, to see how the

imagination of the poet universalizes human action and

makes a lasting myth of it. Heroic literature has not so

many instances of this that we can afford to let

unfamiliarity of language or of attitude deprive us of

Camões.

Interestingly, Fitts provides a direct answer to Thomas G.

Bergins earlier review of Bacons translation, in which he writes,

condescendingly:

[F]or the epic as for so many things, patriotism,

though admirable, is not enough. Indeed, it is
a downright

drawback unless the country whose merits are praised

has "made good" to such an extent as to give its national

history a world significance. When Virgil speaks with

solemnity of the destiny of the Roman people we listen

with respect because the destiny of Rome was in the

event a great part of the destiny of Western man. But

when Camões describes the Portuguese as a race so

valiant as to terrify even the elements or prophesies that

Lisbon will be another Rome we can only smile tenderly
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for his aspirations and regret that the little country

couldn't live up to them.

8. The Reference Work

An obvious (but neglected) source for research into such

matters as Camões' presence in the United States is the reference

work. I shall point you to two examples (out of many)
—

one from

the very end of the nineteenth century (a copy of which I happen
to own), and another from well into the twentieth century. The

Century Cyclopedia ofNames (volume 9 of The Century Dictionary
and Cyclopedia, edited by Benjamin E. Smith (New York: Century,

1899) offers entries under both "Camoens" and "The Lusiad".

The latter is made up largely of an extract taken from J. C. L.

Simonde de Sismondfs Historical View of the Literature of the

South ofEurope (II, 480). The former offers a succinct account of

the then received biographical view of Camões' life, along with

some bibliographical information. In contrast, Thomas R. Harts

contributes a well-informed bio-critical essay on its subject to

the multi-volume collection European Writers: The Middle Ages
and the Renaissance, ed. William T. H. Jackson and George
Stade (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1983), 2: 747-67.

Interestingly, in taking up the relative inaccessibility of Os

Lusíadas to readers without knowledge of Portuguese, he

recommends Fanshawe in these laudatory terms: "Sir Richard

Fanshawe's translation is a splendid põem in its own right and

comes closer than any other version to giving an idea of the vigor
of the original" (766). Harfs essay may well be the single best

short introduction to Camões and his work available in English.

9. The College or University Literary Journal

In this category can be placed The Indicator, a literary journal
associated withAmherst College, an institution located in Amherst,
Massachusetts, the home of the poet Emily Dickinson. In the

very first issue of this journal, published in June 1848, appeared
a largely biographical piece titled "Camoens". The author of the

piece, identified simply as "Ralph" has not been further identified,

though it is possible that it was written by George H. Gould, a

friend of Emily Dickinson's and The Indicatofs editor.

A second example, for which I rely on information provided
by Marcus Freitas, a teacher at the Universidade Federal de

Minas Gerais, in Belo Horizonte and the one who discovered this

long-forgotten journal, is Aurora Brasileira: Periódico Literário e
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Noticioso. The journal was founded in 1873 by a group of

Brazilian students studying at Cornell University, Ithaca, New

York. It lasted for eighteen issues, running from October 1873 to

June 1875. The journal, published in Portuguese as a rule,

covered many subjects in the áreas of science, art, education and

history. In its pages appeared at least two items relating to

Camões, both of them in English. In its third issue, dated

December 1873 appeared a bio-bibliographic article, with an

emphasis on Os Lusíadas, aimed at Americans who were

unfamiliar with the Portuguese poet. The idea of Camões as a

national poet is stressed, fittingly enough since it appears right
around the quadricentennial anniversary of the poem's

publication. The author is identified as C. C. Shackford, a

professor at Cornell. In the journafs fifth issue, dated February

20, 1874, appears Shackford's translation of Camões' põem "Sete

Anos de Pastor Jacob". Apart from Marcus Freitas and I, you are

probably the first to hear Shackford's translation in well over a

century.

Seven years, as shepherd, youthful Jacob served

The sir of Rachel, beauteous mountain maid;

Yet not to that proud sire the service paid:
To her he looked for recompense deserved.

Content, while her beholding, he observed

Each hour which led to that far day delayed;

But Laban, craftly, Leah gave instead

And from the faith he pledged him falsely swerved.

He, sadly seeing through his bitter tears,

Thus cruelly withheld his shepherd-bride,
As though he had not earned the prize he sought;

Resolved to serve again, seven other years,

And would, he said, serve countless years beside,

Were not one life for such long love so short.

The Point:

Ifs simply that there are still Camonean references of ali

sorts to be gleaned by the inquisitive and industrious scholar

who does not mind turning over the sometimes fragile and dusty

pages of old newspapers or who will risk eyestrain by staring for

hour upon hour at faded microfilm or microfiche.
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MUSIC IN THE CONTEXT OF ANGLO-PORTUGUESE

RELATIONS — A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

David Cranmer

Universidade Nova de Lisboa

The contact between England, later Britain, and Portugal,

through alliance, treaty, marriage, trade and other áreas of

exchange, has had an impact on the most varied aspects of life,

not only politicai and economic, but, of course, also cultural. And

since Music constitutes a fundamental manifestation of the

culture of any people, it should come as no surprise that it has

consistently played a part in the rich interchange between these

two countries: in terms of repertoire, personnel, instruments,

performance, publication, research, and so on. In this article I

seek to give an overview of the many áreas where Anglo-Portuguese
relations have led to musical exchange, in some instances

suggesting where further work might be fruitful.

The Middle Ages

Oh how great the jubilation of ali! Oh how great our

glory! O how many tears of rejoicing and gratitude flowed

when, in praise and honour of God and the Blessed Virgin

Mary, the standard of the redeeming cross was seen by

ali, placed at the highest point of the castle, as a sign of

the city's submission, and the Archbishop [of Braga] and

Bishops with ali the clergy and everybody else, not without

tears, singing with wondrous joy "Te Deum laudamus"

with "Asperges me" and other prayers of devotion.
'

1
"O quanta omnium leticia! O quanta omnium specialis gloria! O quanta prae

gáudio et pietate lacrimarum affluentia, cum ad laudem et honorem dei et
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Thus speaks Osbert, an English eyewitness of the siege and

taking of Lisbon in 1 147 by Afonso Henriques, the first King of

Portugal, for Osbert was among the crusaders from England,

Germany and Flanders who, sailing from Dartmouth for the Holy

Land, had stopped off in Portugal and agreed to give their

support in liberating the city from the Moors. And here already

music was present, in the form of Gregorian chant. The hymn

(canticle) Te Deum laudamus is associated with thanksgiving; the

Asperges me, an antiphon taking its text from verse 8 of Psalm

50 [Miserere mei), which it normally precedes and follows, is

associated with ritual purification. The fact that Osbert goes so

far as to name the antiphon suggests that it may have been used

not merely as a standard opening to the ceremony (as in the

Roman Mass) but in the context of a fuller cleansing of the castle

área, 'tainted' by the infidel.

Five days later, on Ali Saints' Day, a similar ceremony took

place. In the words of the anonymous author of the Crónicas dos

Sete Primeiros Reis de Portugal:
The King went with everyone else and in a great

procession they walked to the mosque, where now the

Cathedral stands, and they cleansed it of the ceremonies

of the sect of Mafamede [Mohammed] that used to take

place there. And after that, ali the Bishops, dressed in

accordance with the occasion, entered the place to Te

Deum laudamus. And in this way, ali the Christians

consecrated and built it in honour of the Blessed Virgin

Mary, Our Lady. And therein they celebrated the divine

offices and declared it a Cathedral, provided the Holy
Father should agree.

2

sancUssimae virginis Mariae crucis salutiferae vexillum in summa arce positum
subiactae in signum urbis ab omnibus videretur, praecinente archyepiscopo et

episcopis cum clero et omnibus non sine lacrimis admirabili iubilo «te deum

laudamus» cum «asperges me» et oraUonibus devotis." José Augusto de Oliveira

(ed.), Conquista de Lisboa aos Mouros (1 147): Narrações pelos cruzados Osberno e

Arnulfo. testemunhas presenciais do cerco, 2nd ed., Lisbon, S. Industrias da C. M.

L., 1936, p. 106. Here and elsewhere, unless otherwise stated, author's translation.
2

"...foyse elRey com todolos outros, e com grão precyção se forrom a

mesquyta, onde hora he edefyquada a Se, e fezea alimpar das serjimonjas que
aly erom da seyta de Mafamede. E depojs desto os Bispos todos, reuestidos

segundo sua ordem, com «Te Deum laudamus» emtrarom em ela. E asy el Rey
e todolos Christãos a comsagrarom e edeficarom a omra da Virgem santa Marja,
nosa Senhora. E fizerom em ela os hofiçios devinos e nomearom-na por See, se

ao Padre Santo prouuasse." Anon. (ed. Carlos da Silva Tarouca, S. J.), Crónicas
dos Sete Primeiros Reis de Portugal, Lisbon, Academia Portuguesa da História

(Fontes Narrativas da História Portuguesa N° 1), 1952, Vol. I, Crónica do Rei D.

Henriques, Cap. XXIII. Although this ceremony, both in the form given here and
the shorter version that appears in Duarte Nunes de Leão's Crónicas dos Reis de
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Fig. 1 — An example of musical iconography that came to Portugal from

England. This lithograph, published in Lisbon in the early 19th century as
"A vingança d'um vizinho, ou o musico desesperado" [The neighbours
revenge, or the exasperated musician], was actually copied directly from

William Hogarth's engraving 'The enraged musician". In the window is the

Italian vlolinist and conductor Gaetano Pugnani (1731-89), who directed

the opera at the King's Theatre, London, 1767-69. (Authors collection)
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Once again, the ritual purification would certainly have

included the repeated singing of Asperges me
— the Tridentine

consecration ceremony, to which this would have been broadly

similar, begins with three circuits of the exterior of the building

being consecrated, aspersing respectively the upper part,
middle

and foot ofthe church, while this antiphon is sung. It would have

been an essential part of the ceremony, prior to entering the

building and the singing of Te Deum and whatever followed.

It was on this occasion that the Englishman, Gilbert of

Hastings, was elected the first Bishop of the liberated Lisbon,

once again subject to Papal confirmation.
3 At a time when the

rites of the Roman Catholic Church were subject to a degree of

local variation, Bishop Gilbert, initiating practices in a new

diocese with no recent traditions, is likely to have been influenced

in his ministry by the Use with which he was familiar, almost

certainly the Use of Salisbury or Sarum (codified by St Osmund,

Bishop of Salisbury, in the late 1 lth century), in particular in the

observance of certain feasts and saints' days.
4
Of course, any

liturgical adaptations of this kind, would have had musical

consequences, involving new chants and variants of chants

already familiar in the Iberian Península. There is no evidence,

however, that Bishop Gilbert introduced Sarum Use on a wholesale

basis. 5

It is in the context of the immediate aftermath of the signing

of the historie Treaty of Windsor, celebrated between England

Portugal, is strikingly similar to that above described by Osbert, the latter is clear

in distinguishing the ceremony at the castle and the consecration of the

Cathedral. Given that he was an eyewitness, we must suppose that they really
were separate occasions. The dress appropriate for the clergy would have been

white or gold, which is considered liturgically equivalent to white.
3
He was indueted by João Peculiar, Archbishop of Braga, though the latter

was usurping jurisdiction, encouraged by D. Afonso Henriques, who wished in

this way to affirm Portugats ecclesiastical independence. Prior to the Moorish

invasion, Lisbon was within the Province of Mérida, since 1120 governed from

Santiago de Compostela. The Archbishop of Compostela duly protested to the

Holy See but it was only in 1199 that the then Pope, Innocent III, resolved the

dispute, in Compostela's favour.
4
It is unlikely, however, that this would have included St. George. Although

the veneration of this Saint in England, at least as a local saint, goes back to well

before the Norman Conquest of 1066, it was only at the national Synod at Oxford
in 1222 that 23rd April was formally declared a 'lesser holiday', to be

commemorated throughout the country as the martyrdom of St. George.
5
This widespread belief and the further belief that it then remained in use till

the early 16th century is refuted by Pe. Miguel de Oliveira (rev. Pe. Artur Roque
de Almeida), História Eclesiástica de Portugal, 2nd ed., Lisbon, Europa-América,
2001, p. 121. In a footnote he cites an article of his own authorship clarifying this
issue. However, the reference he gives is incorrect and I have been unable to trace

the article in question to pursue this matter as fully as I would like.
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and Portugal in 1386, that we must look for the next references

to music in the context of Anglo-Portuguese relations. Following
the defeat of the Spaniards by King João I at Aljubarrota the

previous year, with the help of English archers, John of Gaunt,

Duke of Lancaster, set out for Galicia with a view to enforcing his

claim to the throne of Castile with Portuguese support. The King
and Duke met at Ponte do Mouro, between Monção and Melgaço,
close to the border with Galicia. Jean Froissart in his Chroniques
tells us that on the day of their first meeting, King João was the

host and that at dinner "There were many minstrels, and his

entertainment lasted till night."
6
Two days later it was John of

Gaunfs turn to entertain King João and the Portuguese nobility.

Once again at dinner "there were numbers of minstrels, who

played their parts well; and the duke gave them and the heralds

one hundred nobles each".
7
What these minstrels might have

played and sung can only be guessed at, but it is worth drawing
attention to the fact that both contingents evidently travelled

with minstrels in tow.

It was in February of 1387 that King João was married to

John of Gaunfs younger daughter, Philippa of Lancaster, and

music once more played its part. To quote the Chronicles of

Fernão Lopes, describing the procession as Philippa approached

Oporto cathedral, "The Archbishop [of Braga] led the Queen by

the reins [of her horse]. Before [them] went pipes ['pipas'] and

trumpets and other instruments, so many as to be deafening.

Young noblewomen and girls from the city followed behind,

singing, as is the custom at weddings."
8
Given the context and

loudness ofthe instruments described, the term pipas is likely to

refer to shawms, rather than the high-pitched flutes implicit in

the terms flautas and pífaros, usually given instead of pipas in

modernised Portuguese versions of the text.

According to Fernão Lopes, after the ceremony and following

dinner, "they rose and began to dance and the ladies in a group

6
From the website: http://www.fordharn.edu/halsall/source/1385gaunt-

portugal.html Though this site does not indicate it,
the translation is taken from

that of Thomas Johnes, published in London in 1803-10. The practice of

abridging Froissart began at an early stage and ali of the editions in the original

French that I have consulted. including two from the 16th century, omit this and

the following passage.
7
id.

8Fernão Lopes (ed. William J. Entwistle). Crónica dei Rei Dom Johaml. Parte

Segunda, Lisbon, Imprensa Nacional, 1968. Ch. 96, p. 209. "E o arcebispo

leuaua a Rainha de rédea. Deamte hiam pipas e trombetas e doutros estormentos

tanto que se nom podiam ouuir. Donas filhas dalgo e jsso mesmo da cidade

cantauom himdo detrás, como he costume de uodas."
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around began to sing with great pleasure."
9 Or as Froissart put

it, "that night the festivities continued right the way through till

the next morning, in dance, carols and revelling: and thus they

passed the night"
10

— "carols" in this context, at this period,

refer to courtly dance-songs. And "ali ofthe next night [too] they
did nothing but dance, sing and revel."

n

In those days the pious of the secular world as well as those

in monastic orders kept the canonical hours (the divine offices

mentioned above) and Philippa of Lancaster was exemplary in

her devotion. "She always prayed the canonical hours, according
to the Use of Salisbury; and ... her chaplains and other honest

folk received instruction in it from her. Every Friday she was in

the habit of praying the psalter, not speaking to anybody until

she had finished it ali."
12
It is probable that some, if not ali, ofthe

canonical hours would have been sung; nor should we exclude

the possibility that she sang ali the psalms
— the number of

tunes would have been quite limited, since the same chants were

used for several different psalms. By this time the Use of Sarum

had largely supplanted ali others in southern England, and in

much of Scotland and Ireland.
13
It was natural, therefore, that

she should use it. That she should have needed to teach it to the

priests and other "honest folk" is indicative of the degree of

difference from the Use to which they were accustomed.
14 This

would have been as true of the music as of the word text.

The exact extent to which Sarum Use went beyond Queen

Philippa's chapei is unclear. In the next generation, we are told

in Frei João Alvarez's Chronicle of her youngest son, the 'Infante

5

"...alçarrom-sse todos e começarom a damçar, e as donas em seu bamdo

cantando arredor com gramde prazer." id. ibid.
10

"& celle nuict on fit les vigiles de la feste, iusque au lendemain, des

dances, de carolles, & d'ebatemens: & passerent ainsi la nuict." Jean Froissart,

Le premier (-quart) volume de LHistoire et cronique, Lyon, Ian de Tournes, 1559-

61, Vol. III, p. 173.
1
"& toute la nuict ensuyant on ne fit que dancer, ehanter, & ebatre." id. ibid.

12
"ella rezaua sempre as oras canónicas pello costume de Saresbri; e ...

seus capellaães e outras honestas pessoas recebiam nelle pêra ella emsinamça.
Todallas sestas feiras tinha costume rezar o psalteiro, nom fallando a nenhuuma

pessoa ataa que o acabaua de todo." Fernão Lopes, op. cit, Ch. 98, p. 211.
13
Northern England and Wales practised other similar local Uses, namely

those of York, Hereford and Bangor. See, for example, William Maskell, The
ancient liturgy ofthe Church of England, London, William Pickering, 1844.

14
For a summary of the differences between Sarum and Roman Use, see F.

Thomas Bergh-s entry 'Sarum Rite' in The Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 13, Robert
Appleton Company, 1912; also available on-line: http: / /www.newadvent.org/
cathen/ 134/9a.htm. For its musical implications, see also John Harper, The

forms and orders of Western liturgy from the tenth to the eighteenth century.
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1991.
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Santo', Prince Fernando, that "from the age of 14, as long as he

lived, he made a point of praying ali the canonical hours,

according to the English Use of Salisbury", and that "his chapei
was richly decorated with many vestments and ornaments,

according to the Use of Salisbury, and was served permanently

by many priests and singers."
15
We must also suppose that the

chapters dedicated by King Duarte, in the Leal Conselheiro, to

the running of his chapei and the lengths of the services
— where

there are frequent references to the choir and the music —

describe an institution in which Sarum Use was practised,
16 for

it was only in 1439 that the next King, Afonso V, sought of the

Pope, and obtained, a Buli authorising a return to the Roman

Rite as such. Outside court circles there was also limited influence

on the Use of Braga, which took on the Sarum form of ceremony

for the Deposition of Our Lord.
17

It was also, no doubt, the connection between the Aviz

dynasty in Portugal and the House of Lancaster in England that

led King Afonso V in the 1450s to send the singer, and later

chapelmaster, Álvaro Afonso to England to find out about the

organisation of the English Chapei Royal. Unfortunately, we do

not know to what extent his findings then influenced the

functioning of the Portuguese Royal Chapei.
In 1549 Thomas Cranmers Prayer Book replaced the books of

the Sarum rite in England, and the Gregorian chants for the Mass

were replaced by John Merbeckes chant settings for the Anglican

Holy Communion, published the following year. Although there

was a brief respite during the Catholic Queen Marys reign, the

Sarum rite was officially abolished in 1559, as the Protestant

15
"Des idade de xiiij annos em quanto viueu teue regra de rezar todas las

oras canónicas, segundo costume jngres de Salesberry;
... Tynha muy ricamente

ornamentada sua capela de muitas vestimentas e bõos coregimentos, segundo

ri' costume de Salesbery, e servida conthinuadamente de muitos sacerdotes e

cantores
"

Fr João Alvarez (ed. Mendes dos Remédios), Chronica do Infante

Santo D. Fernando, Coimbra, F. França Amado 191 1, p. 8 (relerring to foi. 3r). I

am grateful to Jorge Filipe de Almeida for drawing my
attention to this reference.

16

Joseph M. Piei (ed.), Leal Conselheiro o qual fez Dom Eduarte Rey de

Portugal e do Algarve e Senhor de Cepta, Lisbon, Livraria Bertrand, 1942, pp.

351-357. The chapters are "Capitullo LRV1 Do rregimento que se deve teer na

capeella pêra seer bem regida" and "Capitullo LRVII Do tempo que se deteem nos

oficios da capeella". ,

17
1 am grateful to Manuel Pedro Ferreira for this information

and that in the

following paragraph. See also Solange Corbin, Essai sur la musique religieuse

portugaise au moyen age (1100-1385), Société d'Edition «Les Belles Lettres».

Paris, 1952 pp. 302. ff., and La deposition liturgique du
Christ du Vendredi Saint:

sa place dans Vhistoire des rites et du théãtre religieux (analyse de documents

portugais], Paris, 1957.
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Queen Elizabeth established her rule. From that point on, the

wealth of Elizabethan church music that fornis the core of the

Anglican musical tradition to this day began to be composed.

The Seventeenth Century

It was the religious intolerance of the more extreme elements

in the Church of England that led to the exit of many Catholic

recusants, despite the threat of heavy fines, for greener pastures

on the continent. Among musicians, the best-known are Peter

Philips (1561-1628), who travelled widely and settled in what is

now Belgium, and Richard Dering (1580-1630), who also worked

in Belgium before returning to England in 1625 as organist to

Queen Henrietta Maria, upon her marriage to Charles I.

Although nothing is known of his origins or how he came to be

in Portugal, the composer Roberto Tornar (c. 1587-after 1624),

who worked at the Ducal Palace of the Dukes of Braganza in Vila

Viçosa, is thought to have been such a recusant.
18 With reference

to the musical training of the future King João IV of Portugal,
Francisco da Cruz in the Bibliotheca Lusitana informs us:

His teacher was Roberto Tornar, an Englishman,
whom his father, Duke D. Teodósio II, had hired for him

and sent to Madrid to be taught. And because [Tornar]

found that Philip IFs Chapelmaster, Philippe Rogier, had

just died, he remained there and studied with Rogier's

disciple Géry de Ghersem instead, and also had lessons

with Capitán, and after staying in Madrid for five years he

came to Vila Viçosa, where he became master of the

Ducal Chapei.
19

18
See Michael Ryan, Music in the Chapei ofthe Dukes ofBragança, Vila Viçosa,

Portugal c. 1571-1640. doctoral thesis, University of London, 2001, pp. 191-202.
19
Translation from Rui Vieira Nery, The Music Manuscripts in the Library of

King D. João TV ofPortugal (1604-1656): a study of Iberian music repertoire in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 2 vols., doctoral thesis, University of Texas

at Austin, 1990, p. 101; also cited in Ryan, op. cit., p. 193. Original text, here
with modernised spelling and additional punctuation: "Teve por Mestre Roberto

Tornar, Inglês, que lhe mandou vir Seu Pai, o Duque Dom Teodósio segundo do

nome e 7o Duque, e ensinar a Madrid, e porque achou a Filipe Rogier, Mestre da

Capela de Filipe 2o, morto, a quem ia remetido, ficou aprendendo com Geri de

Ghersem, seu discípulo, e teve lições de Capitán, aprendidos em Madrid cinco

anos veio a Vila Viçosa, onde foi Mestre da Capela Ducal." Cited in Rui Vieira

Nery, A Música no Ciclo da "Bibliotheca Lusitanta>, Lisbon, Fundação Calouste

Gulbenkian, 1984, p. 141. Philippe Rogier (c. 1561-1596) was Flemish by birth,
as was Géry de Ghersem (c. 1573/5-1630). 'Capitán' was a kind of nickname

given to the composer Matthieu Rosmarin (1575/6-1647), known in Spain as

Mateus Romero, also of Flemish origin.
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Though some of the details of this cannot be relied upon, it

seems that Duke Teodósio II of Braganza, in the context of

generous support for a number of recusants, sent the young
musician for the best available 'local' training, namely at the

Royal Chapei, Madrid. Tornar was certainly back in Vila Viçosa
in 1608, composed Christmas chançonetas for use at the Ducal

Palace in 1610 and was Chapelmaster there from 1616 to 1624.

He also got married to one Caterina Lopes de Quintana in the

Oucal Chapei on 2 February 1617. 20

It seems that Tornar had great difficulty in motivating the

future Duke of Braganza and King; indeed, ali the evidence is

that the latter had little respect for him. It is noticeable, for

example, that neither as Duke nor as King did João ever sponsor

the publication of any of his compositions, which he did for a

number of other composers.
21
The only works ofTornars to have

survived are the four psalms, De profundis, Beati omnes, Levavi

óculos and Confitebor tibi, ali of which are to be found in two

choirbooks preserved at the Ducal Palace Library, Vila Viçosa.
22

Of these, only Beati omnes has been published.
23

More a curiosity than directly relevant, Francis Tregian (1548-

1608), one ofthe most celebrated Catholic recusants, after some

30 years in prison, went into exile and came to live in Lisbon,

where he joined the Jesuit community. Here he was known, as

indeed he had always been, for his steadfast devotion and his

charity
— he gave away to the poor the pension Philip II of Spain

had bestowed upon him. When he died, he was buried in the

Church of São Roque, where to this day there is a stone slab

carved in his memory.
24

20
For this information, see Ryan, op.cit., particularly pp. 191-202.

21
João Lourenço Rebelo and Frei Manuel Cardoso, to name the two most

notable cases.

22
Manuel Joaquim, in Vinte livros de música polifónica do Paço Ducal de Vila

Viçosa, Lisbon, Fundação da Casa de Bragança, 1953, catalogued them

respectively as choirbooks 9 and 11; José Augusto Alegria, in Biblioteca do

Palácio Real de Vila Viçosa
—

Catálogo dos Fundos Musicais, Lisbon, Fundação

Calouste Gulbenkian, 1989, gives them the call marks A3 and A5, respectively.
23

Antologia de Polifonia Portuguesa 1490-1680 (transcriptions by Robert

Stevenson, Luís Pereira Leal and Manuel Morais; introductory study by Robert

Stevenson), Portugaliae Musica, XXXVII, Lisbon, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian,

1982; ali four psalms are transcribed in Ryan, op.cit., Appendix 8.

24
The stone is beneath the pulpit on the Epistle side of the church. There

have been various modern biographies of Francis Tregian (sénior), most notably

Helen Trudgian, Histoire d'une famille anglaise au XVIe siècle
— Les Tregian.

doctoral thesis, Paris Sorbonne, 1934, cited (p. 138) in the excellent scholarly

book by P. A. Boyan & G. R. Lamb, Francis Tregian
— Cornish Recusant, London,

Sheed & Ward, 1955; more recently, Raymond Francis Trudgian, Francis Tregian

1548-1608, Brighton, U.K./Portland, U. S., Alpha Press. 1998.
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His son, also Francis, was, in due course, also imprisoned (as

was another younger son, Charles). Among Francis junior's

talents was music. As was usual, among the nobler prisoners, he

was able to 'rent' a private room at the Fleet Prison, where he

gathered a considerable library and whiled away the time in

copying music. Three great manuscripts have come down to us

in his hand, the best known of which is the so-called Fitzwilliam

Virginal Book, by far the most substantial surviving collection of

Elizabethan and Jacobean keyboard music, now housed in the

Fitzwilliam Museum Cambridge.
25 We may truthfully state that

but for Francis Tregian senior's determined recusancy, which his

whole family followed, we would not have any of his son's great
musical manuscripts.

But returning to King João IV, a matter of central importance
to music in the context of Anglo-Portuguese relations is the

massive musical library that he assembled. His father had already

considerably enriched the stock of music available for use in the

Ducal Chapei, but this was nothing to what the 'Livraria' was to

become in his own hands, for by the 1640s, it must certainly
have been the most comprehensive music library in the Western

World. On being made King, in 1640, João transferred it from

Vila Viçosa to Lisbon and in 1649 published the first part of an

Index of the works it contained: choirbooks and parts, printed
music and manuscripts, sacred and profane, vocal and

instrumental, and a number of theoretical treatises. 26
Alas, the

entire library was lost in the earthquake that struck Lisbon on 1

November 1755, or rather in the fire that ensued. However, from

the two copies of the Index that have survived, we know a

substantial part of what the library had contained. In general

25 With thecall-markMus.32.G.29/Mu.MS.168, publ. J. A. Fuller Maitland,
& W. Barclay Squire (eds.), Breitkopf & Hàrtel, London & Leipzig, 1894-99,

republ. with corrections and preface by Blanche Winogron, New York, Dover

Publications Inc., 1979-80. The other two manuscripts, British Library, Egerton
3665, and New York Public Library, Drexel 4302, contain mostly vocal music

both sacred and profane. The entry Tregian, Francis' by Thurston Dart/Richard
Marlow in The New Grove (see General Reference Works, below), Vol. 19, gives
further details of these manuscripts, further biographical information on Francis
Tregian (júnior) and a bibliography.

26
Primeira Parte do Index da Livraria do Muyto Alto, e Poderoso Rey Dom

IOÁO o TV. Nosso Senhor, Lisbon, Paulo Craesbeck, 1649. One copy has survived
at the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris; the other was formerly at AlcobaçaMonastery
and is now housed in the Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo. The Alcobaça
copy was published in facsimile edition as Livraria de Música de El-Rei D. João
TV: estudo musical, histórico e bibliográfico, ed. Mário de Sampaio Ribeiro. Lisbon,
Academia Portuguesa da História, 1967, 2 vols. The second volume discusses
the contents of the first six of the forty bookcases whose volumes the Index
describes.
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terms, it makes staggering reading, but of particular interest

here are the considerable holdings of English music.

It would be true to say that the Livraria contained a

comprehensive collection of English printed music from the second

half of Queen Elizabeth I's reign and that of King James. There
were volumes of madrigais by many composers, such as Thomas

Morley (c. 1558-1602), John Wilbye (1574-1638), Thomas Weelkes

(1576-1623), Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625), Michael East (c.

1580-1648), John Farmer [fl. 1591-1601), Francis Pilkington (c.

1570-1638) and John Bennet [fl. 1599-1614), not to mention such

important collections as The Triumphes ofOriana (London, 1601);

airs by John Dowland (1563-1626), Thomas Campian (1567-

-1620) and Tobias Hume (c. 1569-1645); and consort music by

Anthony Holborne [fl. c. 1584-1602), as well as manuscripts of

instrumental music by Orlando Gibbons and John Coprario (c.

1575-1626), one of the two by Coprario being autograph.
It is noticeable that almost ali the sacred music listed by

English composers is by recusant Catholics, though there could

have been more Anglican music in the part of the library destined

for Part 2 of the Index, which was never printed. King João

possessed ali of the sacred music publications by William Byrd

(1543-1623), including the Canhones quae ab argumento sacrae

vocantur of 1575, composed jointly with Thomas Tallis (c. 1505-

1585); and also those ofthe composers who fled to the continent:

Richard Dering and particularly Peter Philips, the works of the

latter two being printed in Antwerp. In the case of Philips, the

library had ali his printed Italian madrigal editions and ali his

printed volumes of sacred music in its holdings, including a

Mass and Psalms, and a posthumous volume of motets. — no

copy of either of these has survived to the present day.
Reference should also be made to an English book on musical

pedagogy included in the Index, namely Thomas Robinsons The

Schoole ofMusicke (London, 1603), a milestone in the teaching of

lute technique. A manuscript by King João's music librarian

João Álvares Frouvo, entitled Scriptores de Musica, evidently

postdating the publication of the Index, indicates that the 'Livraria'

also possessed Thomas Morley's A Plaine and Easie Introduction

to Practicall Musicke (London, 1597) and A Brief Introduction to

the Skill of Song, by the Irish-born (and therefore, at that time,

an English subject) William Bathe (1564-1614).
27

Bathe was

27
Biblioteca Nacional, Lisbon, Cod. 6958, respectively ff. 89r and 88r, cited

in Nery (1990), op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 289-90 .
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briefly the Principal of the Irish College in Lisbon (the so-called

'Colégio dos Inglesinhos'), from 1604 to 1606, when he settled in

Salamanca.
28

During the reign of King João IV two musical incidents took

place that should be recounted here, one involving an English

lutenist in Portugal, the other the Portuguese Ambassador in

England.
The first concerns a certain Richard Flecknoe (?-c. 1678), poet,

lutenist and composer, who, upon arriving by boat at Cascais, was

immediately seized by the authorities on suspicion of being a spy.

When it became apparent that he played the lute, he was sent

straight away to an English gentlemans house for accommodation

and soon summoned by the King. As he himself tells us:

And now behold me (my Lord) safely arrived in Portugal
at Cascais, some twelve English miles from Lisbon, where

the Governour (besides the ordinary vice of that Nation,

the foolisher the wiser they pretend to be) would needs

play the States men, and be wiser than the Truth, in

suspecting me for some Spie, or else come thither upon

some great design, and so presently he sent me to Lisbon

with a Souldier along with me, with express order not to

leave me till he had delivered me to the Secretary of State,

who being altogether as great a Politician as my Governour,

made great defficulty of my stay in the Country, till spying

my Lute, the suspition I was a Musician, as "clavis clavem

pellit" 29, soon drove out of his head the suspition that I

was a Spy: so lodging me by way of caution in an English
Gentlemans house, a great Confident of the Kings, till he

might inform his Majestie of me (who being an excellent

Musician, was covetous of knowing ali Strangers of that

profession). He no sooner understood ofmy arrival, but he

sent for me to Court and was so well satisfied with me, as

continuing my lodging in Mr Muley's the same English

gentlemans house, than which the whole Town afforded

not more noble accomodation. The next day he sent for me

again, where after some 2 or 3 hours tryal of my skill,

(especially in the composative parte of musick, in which

his Majesty chiefley exceeded) I past Court Doctor.
30

28
See The New Grove, op. cit., Vol. 2, entry William Bathe.

29
literally "the key forces out the key", i.e., in this context, "one suspicion

drives out another".
30 Richard Flecknoe, A relation of ten years traveis in Europe, Ásia, Affrique,

and America, London, 1654, Letter XIX, p. 50. Cited in Mário de Sampayo
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Two comments need to be made about this quotation. In the

first place, we should not wonder that the first reaction to

Flecknoe was to suspect him of being a spy. The Portuguese in

the years following the Restoration were ever fearful of invasion

from Spain, and ali unknown foreigners were suspect. Secondly,
we should have no illusions as to the King's objectives in

summoning this foreign lutenist — not so much to satisfy his

curiosity as to show off his own musical wealth, namely his own

skill, his chapei and his library.
We should understand in a similar light, though in a different

cultural and politicai context, a corresponding English desire for

musical ostentation. The peace treaty of 1642 signed between

João IV and the English crown was under severe strain, following
the execution of Charles I by Oliver Cromwell in 1649 and the

Portuguese king's subsequent sheltering of Charles' cousin, Prince

Rupert, and his fleet in Lisbon. Having eventually succeeded in

getting Rupert to leave Portuguese territory, João was anxious to

regain the support of the English government, now in the hands

of Cromwell and the 'Commonwealth'. In the course of the

negotiations in London, the English entertained the Portuguese

ambassador, João Rodrigues de Sá Menezes, Count of Penaguião,
with the masque Cupid and Death, newly composed by

Christopher Gibbons (1615-76), possibly in conjunction with

Matthew Locke (1622-77), which was performed on 26 March

1653. 31 The negotiations were protracted, the English demands

being considerable, and the new treaty was only signed on 10

June 1654.

With the death of Cromwell and the restoration of the English

monarchy in 1660, Charles II became King. It was as the result

of another treaty, ratified on 23 June 1661, that King João's

daughter, Catherine ofBraganza married the English King. Setting

sail from Lisbon on 25 April 1662, she reached Portsmouth on

13th May, where she was married to the King in a private

ceremony, with the Roman Catholic rite on 2 lst, before a public

Anglican marriage the following day, with the Bishop of London

presiding. Throughout her stay in England, in accordance with

Ribeiro's introductory essay to: El-Rei D. João IV, Defensa de laMusicaModerna

Contra la Errada Opinion dei Obispo Cyrilo Franco, Coimbra, Universidade de

Coimbra, 1965; p. XXXVIII; and in Nery (1990), op.cit. Vol. I, pp. 173-74.

31
The surviving manuscript, British Library Additional MS. 17,799, relates

to a new production in 1659 with revisions by Locke. It is unclear whether Locke

was involved only in the revised version or also in the music for the original

production.
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the treaty provisions, she maintained a Catholic chapei, at first

at the Palace of St. James and later at Somerset House.

Catherine brought with her a number of singers and

instrumentalists from Lisbon in her retinue.
32

As soon as 9

June, John Evelyn heard a Portuguese ensemble at Hampton

Court, which he described as "Pipes, harps and very ill voices". 33

Samuel Pepys records his first visit to the Chapei at St. James's

Palace on 21 September the same year in the following terms:

[I] saw the fine altar, ornaments, and the fryers in

their habits, and the priests come in with their fine

crosses and many other fine things. I heard their musique

too; which may be good, but it did not appear so to me,

neither as to their manner of singing, nor was it good
concord to my ears, whatever the matter was.

34

The combination of the two accounts tells us a good deal.

What Catherine brought with her was the practice she had grown

up with —

a small choir with accompaniment on the harp and

double-reed woodwinds, particularly the fagotilho and baixão

(dulcian), somewhat raucous instruments similar to the modern

bassoon. Evelyn was completely dismissive of this sound, which

must indeed have sounded strange to English ears. Pepys, while

confessing it didn't sound good to him, admitted that the problem

might reside in his perception rather than in the music. As we

shall continue to see, Pepys was to remain open-minded, though
his tolerance was at times strained.

At quite what point the Queen's Chapei acquired Italian

singers is unclear, but it may have been in the aftermath of

Thomas Killigrew's unsuccessful attempt to introduce Italian

opera in around 1664. After Pepys had visited the Chapei again
on 2 April 1666, he admitted, "I do not so dislike the music".

35

Returning again on 15th of that month, he compared the music

favourably with that at the King's Chapei in Whitehall:

Walked in the Park to the Queene's chapei, and there

heard a good deal of their mass, and some of their

32 See Peter Leech, "Musicians in the Catholic Chapei of Catherine of

Braganza, 1662-92", in Earíy Music, Vol. XXIX/4, November 2001, pp. 570-587.
This excellent article for the first time supports an assessment of Queen
Catherines chapeis on the basis of documental evidence.

33
Leech, op. cit. p. 573, citing The diary of John Evelun, ed. E.S. de Beer,

Oxford, 1955, vol. III, p. 322.
34
Richard, Lord Braybrooke (ed.), Diary and Correspondence ofSamuel Pepys,

F. R. S. etc. 4 vols., London, Swan Sonnenschein & Co., 1890 vol I d 356
35
id., vol. II, p. 306.

'
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musique, which is not so contemptible, I think, as our

people would make it, it pleasing me very well; and,

indeed, better than the anthem I heard afterwards at

White Hall, at my coming back. 36

In April 1667 Pepys makes specific reference to the Italian

musicians there. Following a walk in the park on 7th he "heard the

Italian musick at the Queen's chapei, whose composition is fine,

but yet the voice of eunuchs I do not like." The 'eunuchs' were, of

course, castrati. Peter Leech is of the opinion that one of the

Portuguese musicians, Timotheo de Faria, consistently described

in documents as "al(ia]s tiple" (treble) is likely to have been a

castrato,
37 but this is most improbable

— there was no tradition of

castrati in Portugal until their introduction into the Royal Chapei

by King João V, some 50 years later. More likely, since Faria came

to England still in his teens, is that at that time his voice had not

yet broken and tiple was a nickname left over from those times

when he was naturally a treble. In his final entry regarding the

Queens Chapei on 27 September 1668 Pepys was unambiguous in

stating that he "there heard some good singing".
38

Probably upon Catherine's marriage and certainly by the

following year, 1663, Matthew Locke was appointed organist to the

Queen's Chapei. He no doubt played the new organ that Pepys

heard in January 1667. Pepys didnt like it and described its

sound, when doubled by a virginal as a "bauble".
39 Locke was still

organist when Catherine's Chapei moved to Somerset House in

1671. Two years later, the Italian Giovanni Battista Draghi (c.

1640-1708) was also appointed organist. Though it is generally

stated that Draghi was appointed over Lockes head, Leech finds

there is no actual documentary confirmation of this —

on the

contrary, Locke is consistently described in Chapei records as "our

organist", a term applied to Draghi only after Locke's death in

1677.
40
Unclear too is exactly which if any of Locke's surviving

sacred works, including those in a clearly italianate style, were

intended for the Queens Chapei.
41

36
id., vol. II, pp. 309-10.

37
Leech, op. cit., p. 583.

38

Diary, vol. IV, p. 14.
39

Entry for 23 January 1667 in Diary, vol. III, p. 1 1.

40
Leech, op. cit, p. 581.

41
The arguments are best set forth in Peter Le Huray's Introduction to

Musica Britannica XXXVIII, Matthew Locke: Anthems and motets. London, Stamer

& Bell, 1976; also the notes by Peter Holman with the CD Matthew Locke:

Anthems. Motets and Ceremonial Music, Choir of New College Oxford/The Parley

of Instruments/Edward Higginhottom, Hyperion, 1990, CDA66373.
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Locke was not the only Englishman in Queen Catherine's

Chapei. Though a number of adults are recorded from the late

1660s onwards, it was particularly the boys that were English.
These boys, though not great in number, seem to have taken a

very full part in the life of the Chapei, living and eating in

adjoining accommodation and receiving their musical training
there — much the same conditions of service as those of the boys
in the Chapei Royal.

42

Following Charles II's death in 1685, Queen Catherine

remained in England and maintained her Chapei at Somerset

House, returning to Portugal only in 1692. A number ofmusicians

are likely to have travelled with her and formed the nucleus of the

choir in the Palace of Bempostinha, where she established her

residence in Lisbon. The fact that five of them — Timotheo de

Faria and four Englishmen
—

were named as beneficiaries in her

will of 1699 suggests they were still in her service at that time.
43

According to Catherine's entry in the Dictionary of National

Biography, "The first Italian opera performed in England was

acted in her presence. She was fond of masques and plays were

constantly performed before her." However, the source cited,

Calendar of State Papers, 1666, Vol. CLXXIX, p. 305, only

partially supports this statement. The document to which it

refers —

an order of payment to Thomas Killigrew
—

simply
mentions that it was in settlement of "severall plays acted before

his Majesty and Royall Consort y [the] Queen".
44

Though, as we
saw above, Killigrew was responsible for the first attempt to

introduce Italian opera in England, there is no mention of this

occurrence here; nor can we assume that the Queen enjoyed the

performances she attended —

though as the highly cultured lady
she was, she may well have done

— for she was evidently present
in the call of duty, to accompany the King.

Before we leave the seventeenth century, mention should just
be made of an English instrument, by an unknown maker, that

has found its way to the collection of the Lisbon Music Museum
—

a bandora. 45 The bandora, a low-pitched plucked . string
instrument, was widely used in consort music and to accompany

42
Leech, op.cit, pp. 583-84.

43
id., p. 585.

44

London, Public Record Office: Signet Office —

Docquets
— SP38/23, p.

51. dated November 1666. I am grateful to Juliet Perkins for tracing this
document for me and sending me a transcript.

45 Inv.° MM 257. My thanks to the Lisbon Music Museum for providing me

with a comprehensive list of the English instruments in their collection
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solo songs, in the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods, but by the

end of the seventeenth century its used had died out.

The Eighteenth Century

On 3 December 1712 a 15th-century parchment manuscript
was sold in Venice for 250 lire. 46 The manuscript in question,

copied probably in Ferrara around 1465, is made up of two

halves. The first half (ff. lr-50v) consists of two musical treatises,

the second (ff. 51v-79r) a series of nineteen polyphonic songs,

eight of which are by Guillaume Dufay (c. 1400-1474), the

greatest master of this period, and seven ofwhich are by English

composers ofthe mid 15th century: John Bedyngham, Robertus

de Anglia and Galfridus de Anglia. At some point in the 18th

century, possibly as a direct result of the 1712 purchase, this

manuscript was acquired by the Monastery of Santa Cruz,

Coimbra, at that time a thriving centre of musical activity.

Following the dissolution of the Portuguese monasteries and the

expropriation of their contents in 1834, it became part of the

holdings ofthe Biblioteca Municipal do Porto. The manuscript is

regarded as one of the most important sources of secular 15th-

century polyphony, particularly for English music, both because

it is the unique source for several of the works it contains and

because, from those for which there are further sources, it is

clear that its readings are particularly good. It has recently

become available to the general public in facsimile edition, with

an introductory essay by Manuel Pedro Ferreira.
47

For a period of about 50 years, from the 1680s to the 1720s

the dance ground 'La folia' gained a certain popularity in England.

The earliest written references to the dance are of Portuguese

origin in the first quarter of the 16th century, notably in a

number of Gil Vicente's plays.
48 It then appears in Spanish

sources in the second half of the 16th century and Italian early

in the 17th. In England it is first documented in 1682 as the

music for 'The King's Health", a politicai text by Thomas d'Urfey

(1653-1723). Three years later, in London, John Playford

published a set of violin variations based on it by the French

composer Michel Farinei (1649-?), as a result of which the

46
Biblioteca Municipal, Porto, Ms. 714, indication on the inside ofthe back

còver.
47
Manuel Pedro Ferreira (ed.). Porto 714: Um Manuscrito Precioso, Porto,

Campo das Letras/Porto 2001 Capital Europeia da Cultura. 2001.

48
See José Sasportes, História da Dança em Portugal, Lisbon, Fundação

Calouste Gulbenkian, 1970, especially pp. 67, 71, 88, 92 and 95.
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ground was known in England as 'Farinefs Ground'. D'Urfey

republished 'The King's Health" in the six-volume collection Wit

and Mirth: or Pills to Purge Melancholy, London, 1719-20. This

was the source that John Gay (1685-1732) used when he selected

it for inclusion in his phenomenally successful The Beggafs

Opera (1728). It appears here in truncated form as Air LXIII, with

the title "Joy to great Caesar", but with the rather baser text "If

thus — A man can die / Much bolder with brandy."!
49

In the 1760s London, for the first time, witnessed an opera

linked to a Portuguese historical theme: The Captive, a ballad

opera with a libretto by Isaac Bickerstaffe, based on an episode
from John Dryden's play Don Sebastian. First performed at the

Little Theatre in the Haymarket on 21 June 1769 and

subsequently given at the Crow Street Theatre, Dublin, in 1772,

it was musically a pastiche. There were five new numbers by
Charles Dibdin (1745-1814), the remaining ones being borrowed

from earlier works, by Dibdin (once again), [Baldassare] Galuppi

(1706-85), [Gioacchino] Cocchi (1715-1804), [?Leonardo]
50
Vinci

(71696-1730), [Vincenzo] Ciampi (1719-62), [Davide] Perez (1711-

78, maestro di cappella at that time at the Lisbon court), [Mattia]

Vento (1735-76) and [Egidio] Duni (1709-75). Though the work

has received attention from a literary point of view, it has yet to

be examined thoroughly from a musical perspective.
51

Also in the 1760s particular mention must be made of Pedro

António Avondano (1714-82) and his association with the English

colony in Lisbon. Avondano, a Portuguese violinist of Italian

extraction in the Lisbon Court Orchestra, after hosting a number

of concerts in his own home, initiated the first known public
concerts in Lisbon, at the Assembleia das Nações Estrangeiras.

S2

49 The Beggars Opera by John Gay (facsimile edition, with commentaries by
Louis Kronenberger and Max Goberman), Larchmont (New York), Argonaut
Books, 1961. The song appears on p. 43 of the music section, with relevant

references on pp. XXV and LII.
50
The printed libretto, published in London in 1769, gives no first names for

the composers. That an ária by Leonardo Vinci should still have been in the

repertoire as late as 1769 is, to say the least, surprisihg, but assuming that the
attribution is correct, there is no other Vinci who could have been involved. Both

Cocchi and Vento were working in London at the time The Captive was staged.
51
See M. Zulmira Macedo Leal, "Isaac Bickerstaffe e Frederick Reynolds,

Adaptadores de Dryden" in Maria Leonor Machado de Sousa (ed.), D. Sebastião
na Literatura Inglesa, Lisbon, Instituto de Cultura e Língua Portuguesa, 1985.
Peter A. Tasch, The dramatic cobbler — the life and work of Isaac Bickerstaff,
Lewisburg. Bucknell University Press, 1971, pp. 185-87, provides some useful
information on the music, probably drawn from the printed libretto.

52
See Manuel Carlos de Brito, "Concertos em Lisboa e no Porto nos finais

do século XVIII" in Estudos de História da Música em Portugal, Lisbon Editorial

Estampa, 1989, p. 171.
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The Assembleia was particularly associated with the English
colony, and Richard Twiss, visiting it in 1772, spoke of two long-
rooms where the English would meet twice a week for dancing
and cards. Avondano's close connection with the English is

borne out by the fact that, though he never set foot in England,
four of his works were published in London between 1 76 1 and

1770, apparently at the cost of the English colony in Lisbon: A

Second Sett ofTwenty-Two Lisbon Minuets (1761), A Collection of
LisbonMinuets [ 1 766) , Eighteen entire new Lisbon Minuets [ 1 770?] ,

and A Favourite Lesson [for harpsichord] (1770).

Just as Flecknoe's tale of being taken for a spy and ending up

playing the lute before the King provides us with a revealing
musical anecdote with regard to King João IV, Twiss's Traveis

53

are a priceless source of information on musical life in Portugal
in the early 1770s. Indeed, his book marks the beginning of

regular insights into musical life that are to be gained from

reading the accounts of visitors.
54
In late 1772 he attended a

performance of Jommellfs Ezio at the Teatro da Ajuda. He

describes the theatre and the total silence on the part of the

audience throughout the performance. Ali performers being

men, he was greatly shocked by the dancing between the acts, in

which the women's roles were played by "men with great black

beards and broad shoulders, dressed in female apparel".
5;

We saw above, with The Captive, that though Davide Perez

was court chapelmaster at Lisbon, his music was known in

London. This ties in with a comment Twiss makes at the end of

an account of an event he attended at the Church of São Roque

on 26 November 1772. The performance, of music once again by

Jommelli, lasted three hours and was to mark St. Cecilia's Day.

... the band was placed as follows:

The organ over the church door; and in the organ

gallery were ten eunuchs from the King's chapei: on one

53
Richard Twiss, Traveis through Portugal and Spain. in 1 772 and 1 773,

London, G. Robinson, etc, 1775.
54

Rui Vieira Nery is nearing completion of an exhaustive compendium of

musical references from travei books. When it is published, it would be important
to make a proper assessment of the role

of English travellers in giving us a picture
of Portuguese musical life. In this article I have restricted myself to quoting some

of the most directly relevant works that have come to my attention.

55
The account is to be found on pp. 10-12. See Manuel Carlos de Brito,

Opera in Portugal in the eighteenth century, Cambridge, Cambridge University

Press, 1989, p. 5 1 , and footnote 127 on p. 212, for the context of the performance

and the value of Twiss's description. Twiss gives the date of
the performance as

17 November, which Brito properly calls into question.
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side were sixteen violins, six basses [i.e. 'cellos], three

double basses, four tenors [i.e. violas], two hautboys

[oboés], a French horn, and a trumpet; and underneath

them, about sixty voices for the chorusses; and, on the

other side, were the same number of vocal and

instrumental performers... The whole concert was under

the direction of the celebrated Mr. David Perez; some of

whose compositions have been lately published in

London. 56

Indeed árias from some of Perez's operas, namely Didone

abbandonata, Ezio and Farnace, as well as an overture, had been

published in London in the 1750s and 60s. 57

Twiss's passing references to a number of other musicians

are also of interest. Among amateur musicians he mentions a

"Mr. May, a merchant, whose wife was a talented

harpsichordist."
58
He also tells of hearing the Portuguese António

Rodil (?-1787), whom he mistakenly describes as Spanish, and

"whose skill on the German [i.e. transverse] flute and hautboy is

well known in London."
59
Rodil became a member of the Lisbon

musicians' guild, the Irmandade de Santa Cecília, in 1766 and

played in the orchestra of the Teatro da Rua dos Condes, but

nothing is known of his stay in London. Twiss also heard "a

Portuguese young lady's performance on the musical glasses,
which were empty, but her fingers were occasionally dipped in

water". 60

To his musical references to the musical life of Lisbon we

must add what he tells us of his visit to Mafra. As well as

mentioning the six organs and two carillons of the Basílica, he

describes in fascinating detail the dancing of the landlord and

lady of the inn where he was staying.
I was agreeably entertained with seeing my landlord

and landlady dance the fandango, to the music of the

guitar.
61 The person who played on it struck merely a few

56
Twiss, op. cit, p. 9.

57
Ali of these items are to be found in the British Library.

58
id., ibid.

59
id., p. 10. In the eighteenth century, unlike nowadays, it was entirely

usual for flautists and oboists to be one and the same individuais. Many operas,
for example, have some numbers that require flutes and others oboés, but never

together, since both instruments were played by the same musicians.
60

id.. ibid.
61

At this period, he would have been referring either to the French guitar
or some other local type of viola, not the modern Spanish or Portuguese guitar.
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chords in triple time, and beat time with the same hand

on the belly of the instrument.
62

continuing
But to return to the fandango. Every part of the body

is in motion and is thrown into ali postures, frequently
into very indecent ones. Stamping the time with the feet,

and playing ali the while with the castanetas, which are

a kind of small shells of ivory, or hard wood, ofwhich two

are rattled together in each hand. When they have not

these instruments, they snap with their fingers and

thumbs. The dancers approach, turn, retire, and approach

again; the man with his hat on. I afterwards saw this

dance to greater perfection on the stage, to the music of

the whole orchestra. It seems the tune is always identically
the same. When those dancers were tired, and in a

profuse sweat with the violence of the exercise, their

place was immediately supplied by another couple, as the

room was by this time filled with most of the decent

people of the village, who having danced in their turns, I

discharged the musician.
63

It was in the 1780s that the Portuguese salon songs known

as modinhas first appeared in Lisbon. Probably of Brazilian

origin, but ultimately the result of the constant interchange
between Portugal and its Brazilian colony, they were composed
for one or two voices over an accompaniment played on a

keyboard (fortepiano or harpsichord) or guitar (French or English,
of which more below). Often sensuous in both their words and

music, English visitors to Portugal were entranced by them, none

more so than William Beckford. Describing them as "an original
sort ofmusic different from any I ever heard, the most voluptuous

imaginable, the best calculated to throw saints off their guard
and inspire profane deliriums", such was his attachment that he

confessed "I am a slave to modinhas, and when I think of them

I cannot endure the idea of quitting Portugal."
G4

Among other

English visitors to make mention of modinhas were Walter Henry

(1808), Richard Barnard Fisher (1811), John Milford (1816), A. P.

62
id., p. 17.

63
id., p. 18.

64
From Beckford's Journal, cited in Rui Vieira Nery's preface to Manuel

Morais (ed.), Modinhas. Lunduns e Cançonetas, Lisbon, Imprensa Nacional-Casa

da Moeda, 2000.
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D. G. (1826) and William Morgan Kinsey (1829).
65 Both A. P. D.

G. and Milford went so far as to print musical examples. Cruel

saudade by Manuel José Vidigal [fl. 1794-1824), reproduced by
A. P. D. G., has been published in modern edition,

66 the examples
in Milford's book are reproduced here in facsimile (pages 89 to

95).

As was mentioned in the previous paragraph, one of the

principal instruments used to accompany modinhas was the

English guitar. This instrument, which developed from the cittern

around 1750 was extremely popular in England from then till

early in the 19th century. It is characterised by having 10

strings, 2 single and 4 double, a pair-shaped body with a flat

back and, from about 1760, a tuning system involving the so-

called 'watch-key' mechanism rather than pegs. Such was its

popularity that a good many instruments were imported by the

English colony in Oporto. Thus when the Oporto guitarist and

composerAntónio da Silva Leite (1759-1833) published his guitar
method Estudo de Guitarra, in 1795, reprinted the following year,
if was to the English guitar that he was referring. That Silva Leite

should have found it necessary to write this method is indicative

of how popular the instrument had already become among the

Portuguese too. Indeed a number of local makers turned to

producing English guitars. The Museu de Música, Lisbon,

possesses English guitars of Portuguese origin made by Domingos
José de Araújo (Braga 1806 and 1812) and Henrique Rofino

Ferro (Lisbon, lst half of 19th century); the Victoria and Albert

Museum, London, possesses instruments by João Vieira da Silva

(Lisbon, c. 1780) and again by Henrique Rofino Ferro (Lisbon, c.

1850).
67

It was from the English guitar that the 12-stringed
Portuguese guitar developed in the mid 19th century, so familiar

nowadays because of its use in accompanying fado.
At this point reference should be made to three other

eighteenth-century Portuguese instruments that have found their

way to England. The Victoria and Albert Museum, London, also

possesses a small positive organ dating from around 1700. It

comes from the Igreja de São Salvador, Santa Cruz, Madeira, and

was presented to the Museum in 1886 by a Dr. Grantham of

Madeira. It has 45 notes (four cctaves C-c", with short octave at

36 Ali but Milford are cited in Nery's preface, op. cit; John Milford (jun.),
Peninsular sketches during a recent tour, London, 1816.

66
Morais, op. cit, pp. 117-19.

67
The instruments in the Victoria and Albert Museum are incorrectly

identified as Portuguese guitars.
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the bottom) and three stops, but is not in working order. According
to Gerhard Doderer,

68
there are two eighteenth-century keyboard

instruments in England that were built by the Antunes family.
The Finchcocks Museum possesses a harpsichord by Joaquim
José Antunes, dated Lisbon 1785. To judge by the Antunes

harpsichord at the Museu de Música, Lisbon, this must be a very

precious instrument indeed. In private hands is an undated

fortepiano, possibly by Manuel Antunes.

Conversely, a number of eighteenth-century English
instruments are now in the Lisbon Music Museum, namely a

bass viol, made by Barak Norman (dated 1711), and two other

viols (one dated 1743, the other undated), two 'cellos, made by
John Hare (dated 1722) and Henry Lockey Hill (late 18th century),
a harpsichord (dated 1785) built by Longman and Broderip, a

harp, by J. A. Strumpff, and a number of early pianos, of various
kinds.

69

The Napoleonic Period

The upheavals of the Napoleonic period, in general, and, in

particular, the British involvement in Portugal during the

Peninsular Wars and their aftermath had significant and

sometimes surprising consequences in musical terms.

For example, the normally close relations between Portugal
and Italy with regard to opera were temporarily strained. During
the first decade of the nineteenth century, as Napoleon increased

his grip on most of the continent of Europe, a significant number

of Italian singers in Lisbon did not wish to return to Italy but

chose instead to accept contracts in London. Thus the great
artists Angélica Catalani (1780-1849) and Giuseppe Naldi (1770-

1820) moved to the King's Theatre, London, following the Carnival

season of 1806. This had significant repercussions in terms of

repertoire, for each of them sang in London operas that had been

written for them in Lisbon. Madame Catalani, in particular,

championed the operas composed for her by Marcos Portugal

(1762-1830). Of the four that she introduced to the London

68
Gerhard Doderer (ed.). Libro di Tocate Per Cembalo

— Domenico Scarlatti,

facsimile edition, Lisbon, Instituto Nacional de Investigação Científica, 1991, pp.

39-40.
69

Respectively, Inv.° MM 4, 5 and 2, 38 and 39, 371, 21 1, and, for example,
the pianos 448 (Broadwood, grand), 455 (Gunther and Horwood, square), 461

(Johannes Pohlmann, square, dated 1770). The Hare cello belonged at one time

to King Luís, the Henry Lockey Hill to Guilhermina Suggia.
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stage, La morte di Semiramide, with which she gave her debut at

the King's Theatre, on 13 December, 1806, was by far the most

successful, not only in terms of the number of performances she

gave but because it led to the printing in London of a substantial

number of árias from the opera
70
and various engravings of the

singer in the role of Semiramide.
71

At Carnival 1809, following the ousting of the first French

invasion of Portugal, there was a second major wave of Italian

musicians moving to London, including virtually ali of the opera

singers
— Dorotea Bussani, Luigia Calderini, Angiola Bianchi,

Diomiro Tramezzani and Prospero Pedrazzi — and also the

composer Pietro Cario Guglielmi (1763-1817). To them was

added the theatre's poet, Giuseppe Caravita, some time the

following year. It is probable that three operas, two by Portugal,
one by Valentino Fioravanti (1764-1837), ali composed in Lisbon

to libretti by Caravita, and now in the Parry Library at London's

Royal College of Music, were brought to London by the librettist.

In late 1812, as Napoleon's power began to wane, there was

a. corresponding move from London to Lisbon. This involved the

composer Felice Radicati (1775-1820) and his wife, the soprano,

Teresa Bertinotti (1776-1854), and probably (though possibly

later) Cario and Angiolina Cauvini, Giuseppe Bertini and Giuseppa
Collini, with whom she had been working at London's Pantheon.

Like Catalani and Naldi, they brought scores with them from

London to Lisbon, and later on to Oporto. Among the works that

reached Portugal in this way was Mozarfs Cosi fan tutte,

performed at the Teatro de São João, Oporto, around 1815, and

very probably at some time before that at the Teatro de São

Carlos, Lisbon.
72

Another phenomenon was the music, of various kinds, that

resulted more directly from the Peninsular War and the British

military involvement in it. In the first place, in the months after the

French were removed from the Portuguese capital, following the

signing of the Treaty of Sintra on 30 August 1808, a number of

70
The British Library possesses nine items.

71
As well as at least two where this is explicit, there are others in which she

is portrayed with the coronet that she wore in this role.
72
The phenomenon of operatic interchange between England and Portugal

at this time is described at length in David Cranmer, "Operatic relations between

Portugal and London during the Napoleonic period" in Revista Portuguesa de

Musicologia, Vol. 10, Lisbon, Associação Portuguesa de Ciências Musicais, 2000,

pp. 11-30, and "Relações operáticas entre Portugal e Inglaterra durante o

período napoleónico" (I Congresso Internacional de Estudos Anglo-Portugueses,
Lisbon, May 2001), to be published in the proceedings.
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celebratory theatrical works were composed and performed in the
various Lisbon theatres. João José Baldi (1770-1816) composed
music for a Drama entitled Á Feliz Restauração de Portugal [To the

Happy Restoration of Portugal], performed at the Teatro da Rua

dos Condes on 2 and 3 October.73 Also in 1808 there were

performances of an allegorical 'drama heróico' by Miguel António
de Barros, among whose characters feature not only "O Génio de

Portugal" [The Spirit of Portugal] and "O Nume Tutelar de

Hespanha" [The protective god of Spain] but also "O Nume Tutelar

de Inglaterra" [The protective god of England].
74

Although we do

not know the composer ofthe music in 1808, at the Palácio Ducal,
Vila Viçosa, there is an autograph manuscript score of this work

by the Brazilian composer Father José Maurício Nunes de Garcia

(1767-1830), dated 1809, composed to celebrate the Portuguese
Prince Regent João's name day on 24 June.

75
It seems certain that

this was composed in Rio de Janeiro.

In many respects, the most interesting of these celebratory
works was one entitled simply "Cantata" and performed at the

Teatro de São Carlos to celebrate Queen Maria I's birthday on 17

December 1808. Once again it was an allegorical drama, the text

being by Giuseppe Caravita, the music by Pietro Cario Guglielmi.
The importance of the British presence on this occasion is once

again apparent, not only because one of the characters is the

"Génio Britannico" [British spirit] but in that the libretto was

trilingual. The text was printed not only in Italian (the language
of performance) and Portuguese translation, as was the usual

practice, but, uniquely in the theatre's history, also in English.
76

Besides these works there were others that celebrated or

described the battles and sieges of the War itself. Once again at

the Palácio Ducal, Vila Viçosa, there is music manuscript material

of a march for chorus and orchestra entitled A Defeza de

Saragoça. As well as an autograph score, there is the prompter's

copy which ascribes the work to Fortunato Mazzioti [fl. early 1 9th

century) and gives a date of 1812.
77

Presumably recalling one of

the two sieges of Saragossa (1808-09), this chorus may have

73
The argomento published is to be found in the Jorge de Faria collection

at the Faculdade de Letras, Coimbra, and at the Biblioteca Nacional, Lisbon.
74
Libretto at the Biblioteca Nacional, Lisbon (Fundo do Teatro de São

Carlos)
75
MS. N.° G prática 13.

76
Libretto in the Jorge de Faria collection at the Faculdade de Letras,

Coimbra, and at the Biblioteca Nacional, Lisbon.
77
MS. N.° G práUca 84a.
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formed part of a dramatic cantata or have been inserted in some

other musical form.

In addition, there were a number of battle ballets performed

at the Teatro de São Carlos, particularly between 1809 and 1811.

Among these were A batalha do Vimeiro [The battle of Vimeiro]

(1809, repeated in 1815, though probably with different

choreography), A restauração do Porto ou Um dos triunfos do

herói Wellesley [The restoration of Oporto or One of the hero

Wellesley's tríumphs], Os patriotas de Aragão ou O triunfo de

Palafox [The patriots of Aragon or Palafox's triumph] and O Io

triunfo da Espanha ou o rendimento de Dupont [Spain's lst

triumph or the surrender of Dupont] (ali 1810), and A defesa da

ponte de Amarante por Silveira [The defence of the bridge at

Amarante by Silveira] (1811).

A printed edition survives of a piano piece by António José do

Rego (?-after 1837) entitled A Batalha do Buçaco [The battle of

Bussaco], In this multi-sectional work, each section describes a

different phase in the battle. At regular points text is inserted in

the score, giving a kind of running commentary of the battle,

indicating the various incidents to which the music corresponds.
78

A striking figure from the Age of Napoleon, yet very much a

man of his time was the pianist and composer João Domingos

Bomtempo (1775-1842). Politically a Liberal, for which he was to

suffer in the aftermath of the Vilafrancada ( 1 823) , and particularly

during the repressive years of King Miguefs usurpation of the

crown (1828-33), he turned his back on his Italian ancestry (his

Italian father was oboist in the court orchestra) and the Portuguese
obsession with Italian opera, as the be-all-and-end-all of

successful musical activity, to become a pianist and to study in

France. As well as the considerable time he spent in France

(1801-10 and briefly in 1820), he also spent a number of years
in London (1810-11 and 1816-20). The influence of his London

years was criticai to his development, for it was in the English
capital that he found the model for the Philharmonic Society and
concerts that he established in the 1820s upon his return to

Lisbon.

It was also in London that Bomtempo published most of his

works, including the "March of Lord Wellington", an arrangement
for piano duet of part of his Hino Lusitano (Op. 10), also published

?8The apparently unique copy, formerly belonging to José Blanc de Portugal,
was acquired by the Centro de Estudos Anglo-Portugueses, following the aucUon
of his library.
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as La virtú trionfante, a work in the celebratory cantata tradition
we saw above. The monthly London-based Portuguese periodical,
O Investigador Portuguez em Inglaterra, dedicated a substantial

article to the composer in the May 1813 edition. Entitled "Catalogo
das Obras do insigne professor Bomtempo publicadas em

Londres", it lists the works he had published there up to that

time and includes reviews of various of his concerts given in Paris
and in London.

79

Although Bomtempo's activity as performer in
Paris has more recently been the object of a more comprehensive
study,

80 his reception in London needs much fuller investigation.
This would hopefully bring us to a fuller understanding of the

striking discrepancy between the flattering reviews Bomtempo
received from the Parisian press and the extremely negative
views we find in various other sources. 81

This is what Marianne

Baillie, hearing him in Lisbon in 1821, had to say:
I have also been at a party where I heard the first piano

forte player in Portugal; his name is Bontempo, and you

must have heard of him in London, some time ago; his

execution is miraculous, but he failed in interesting my

feelings to the smallest degree; his defects appear to

proceed from a want of sensibility, and as true genius,
never exists without it, I cannot consent to reckon

Bontempo a real master of his art; depend upon it, that if

poor Merlin had lived a few years longer, he would have

made a wooden man who should have composed and

executed pieces ofmusic much in the same style, and fully
as well.

82

79
Vol. VI, May 1813, pp. 384-88. There was a follow-up article entitled

"Catalogo das Obras de J. D. Bomtempo, publicadas em Londres", in Vol. XVI,

August 1816, pp. 265-67.
80

Joseph Scherpereel, João Domingos Bomtempo. musicien portugais (XIXe.

Siècle), Paris, Centre Culturel C. Gulbenkian —

Portugal, 1994.
81
As well as Marianne Baillie, see David Cranmer. "Opiniões estrangeiras

sobre dois músicos portugueses J. D. Bomtempo e J. A. Canongia", in III

Encontro Nacional de Musiologia
— Actas. Lisbon, Associação Portuguesa de

Educação Musical, Boletim 48, Janeiro/Março 1986, pp. 33-5. This cites and

assesses the various reviews from the Leipzig periodical Allgemeine Musikalische

Zeitung, relating to concerts given by Bomtempo in Paris and in Lisbon.

82
Marianne Baillie, Lisbon in the years 1821, 1822 and 1823. 2 vols.,

London, John Murray, 1824, vol. II, pp. 17-18 (letter of 14 November 1821). She

returned to this theme after hearing him again, in her letter of 8 April 1822. For

a discussion of her contribution to our understanding of music in Lisbon at this

time, see David Cranmer "Music in Lisbon in the years 1821, 1822 and 1823",

in The British Historical Society ofPortugal's 1 5th annual report and review 1 988.

Lisbon, June 1989, pp. 1 13-25. Marianne Baillie's book has recently been

published in Portuguese translation with an introduction by
Albano Nogueira, as

Lisboa nos anos de 1821. 1822 e 1823, Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional, 2002.
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The Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries

England was described in the second half of the nineteenth

century as "Das Land ohne Musick" — the land without music.

Writing somewhat earlier, Almeida Garrett would probably have

had some sympathy with this view. At any rate, he considered the

English incapable of singing other than when drunk on good

Portuguese wine. As he tells us in Chapter 7 of Viagens naMinha

Terra, while passing through Cartaxo:

How can a loyal English throat, rasped by the anarchic

acids of those French vinaigrettes, intone God-saye-the-

King properly in a national toast! How, without port or

madeira, without Lisbon or Cartaxo, does a British subject
dare to raise his voice, in that harmonious, insular out-

of-tuneness which is typical of him, and part and parcel
of his respectable national character

— it is, really; don't

laugh: the Englishman does not sing unless he drinks ...

in fact, when he is DRUNK. Msi potus ad arma ruisse.

Juggle it around: Msi potus in cantum prorumpisse... And

of course, how on earth, in the state he's in, is he to lift

his voice in that sublime, tremendous popular hymn
Rule-Britannia!

83

In one respect, however, nineteenth-century Portugal did

look to England for musical inspiration: in the supply of musical

instruments, particularly pianos. The Lisbon Music Museum

alone possesses in excess of twenfy nineteenth-century English

pianos
—

grand, square and upright
—

by such makers as

Clementi, Broadwood, Kirkman, and Collard & Collard. Luísa

Cymbron mentions a Broadwood and a Collard & Collard as

being in the Museu Carlos Machado, Ponta Delgada, as well as a

Euphonicon
—

a kind of upright piano with the longest strings

extending vertically outside the case in a wing shape
— made by

83
"Como pode uma leal goela britânica, rascada pelos ácidos anárquicos

daquelas vinagretas francesas, entoar devidamente o God-save-the-King em um

toast nacional! Como, sem Porto ou Madeira, sem Lisboa, sem Cartaxo, ousa um

súbdito britânico erguer a voz, naquela harmoniosa desafinação insular que lhe
é própria e que faz parte do seu respeitável carácter nacional — faz, não se riam:
o inglês não canta senão quando bebe... aliás quando está BEBIDO. Msi potus
ad arma ruisse. Inverta: Msi potus in cantum prorumpisse... E pois, como há-de
ele assim bebido erguer a voz naquele sublime e tremendo hino popular Rulle-
Britannia!" Almeida Garrett, Viagens na Minha Terra, Porto, Lello Editores,
1998, pp. 34-35. The Latin sentences mean: "Only if drunk does he rush to

arms" and "Only if drunk does he break into song".
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John Steward. 84
In recent years an early nineteenth-century

Clementi piano in the possession of the National Palace, Queluz,
has been restored and is used for concerts and recordings. Most

other instruments are in varying degrees of neglect, in some

cases beyond repair.

Though not on the same scale, a number of Portuguese
churches possess English organs. Besides St. George's Anglican
church, Lisbon, with an organ by Henry Fincham from the 1880s

and Corpo Santo Roman Catholic church, with a slightly later

Forster and Andrews, the organ in the Chapei of the Colégio dos

Inglesinhos is one of three made by Gray and Davison around

1860, the other two being in the church of Santo António à Sé,

Lisbon, and the parish church ofTomar. Among other nineteenth-

century English instruments scattered around the country is

another by Fincham in the parish church of Portimão.

The island of Madeira is particularly rich in English organs.

Though now altered almost beyond recognition, the organ of

Funchal Cathedral, transferred from the Anglican church in the

1930s, is of English origin. A number of instruments came to

Madeira in the aftermath of the devastating flood of 1803,

including three by Flight and Robson — at the church of São

Pedro, Funchal, and the churches at São Vicente and Estreito de

Câmara de Lobos. The best-documented is the G. P. England

organ at Nossa Senhora do Monte.
85

Dating from the second

decade of the nineteenth century, it is a small instrument with a

single manual and just eight stops.
In the Azores, at the Convento de Esperança, Ponta Delgada,

there is a curious hybrid piano-organ. Originally a small grand

piano by Collard & Collard, with a 'patent repeater' action, at

some point pipes and mechanism for a small organ were added

to it, so that it can function as a piano, organ or both

simultaneously. When the present author saw it in the mid

1980s it was barely functional, but it has since been restored.
86

84
"O piano e a sociedade açoriana oitocentista: subsídios para um estudo

organológico em Ponta Delgada" in IV Encontro Nacional de Museologia
— Actas.

Lisbon, Associação Portuguesa de Educação Musical, Boletim 52. Janeiro/

Março 1987, pp. 83-85.
85

Christopher Kent, "The George Pike England organ
in the Church ofNossa

Senhora do Monte, Island ofMadeira", in Revista Portuguesa de Musicologia, N.°

6, Lisbon, Associação Portuguesa de Ciências Musicais, 1996, pp. XX-XX.

86
For further information on this instrument, see Luísa Cymbron, op.cit, and

David Cranmer, "Órgãos dos Açores", ibid.. pp. 86-90; also
David Cranmer, "Organs

in the Azorean Archipelago", in Arquipélago, Revista da Universidade dos Açores:

Número especial 1988: Relações Açores-Grã-Bretanha.-
Ponta Delgada, 1988, pp.

149-63, which includes a number of photographs ofthe instrument as it then
was.
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The Music Museum also possesses a number of nineteenth-

century English transverse flutes, a piccolo, three clarinets, a

double flageolet and a so-called 'Russian' bassoon.

It has only been possible to trace two Portuguese instruments

from this period that have found their way to Britain. The

Victoria and Albert Museum, London, has a machete [cavaquinho)
of Madeiran origin from around 1860. The Horniman Museum,

London, has a nineteenth-century rojão, sl five-string guitar,

often, as in this instance, in the shape of an elongated fish.

Though I have mentioned a substantial number of instruments

here, they represent merely the tip of the iceberg. There are

doubtless many more English instruments in palaces and in

other institutions in Portugal, and the number in private hands

is incalculable. Only in the case of organs has there been any

serious attempt to produce an inventory. Similarly, there may be

a significant number of Portuguese instruments in Britain, but

there has been no systematic attempt so far to collate them.

Equally patchy is our knowledge of other aspects of Portuguese
musical life from the 1830s till the Second WorldWar (after which

personal recollection becomes an increasingly valuable source)
— not because information is unavailable, but because the

collation and evaluation of it is still at an early stage. At the same

time, there is no reason to suppose, other than the rather one-

way movement of instruments, that there was more than sporadic
interchange between Britain and Portugal during this period.

Composers, after ali, whether in the British Isles (including
Ireland) or Portugal, looked to France and Germany, and beyond,
not to each other, in search of possible models, as they sought to

establish their own national musical identities.

In the midst of this, a few cases of interchange stand out as

exceptions. In the first place, from the late nineteenth century
onwards, a number of Portuguese musicians visited or settled in

London. In particular the Andrade brothers, António (1854-

1942) and Francisco (1856-1921), celebrated for their opera

performances, made various concert and stage appearances in

London. António (tenor) sang there in 1889 and 1890, while

Francisco (baritone) performed regularly at Covent Garden and

elsewhere in London each Spring during the years 1886-90, as

well as making a tour of northern England, Scotland and Ireland

in the autumn of 1889. 87

87
See the extensive entries for these two artists in the first volume of Mário

Moreau, Cantores de Ópera Portugueses, 3 vols., Lisbon, Livraria Bertrand/
Bertrand Editora, 1981/1984/1995.
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Much more permanent was the stay in London of the great

Portuguese 'cellist Guilhermina Suggia (1888-1950), who spent
the years from the beginning of the First World War to the

beginning of the Second in London, giving concerts and teaching
at the Royal Academy of Music. She has been the subject of two
recent biographical works by Fátima Pombo. 88

Rather out ofthe mainstream, but important for other reasons,
was King Manuel II (1889-1932), who, after being deposed in

1910, found exile in London. An amateur organist, of competent
but modest technique, as well as sponsoring the installation of a

new organ at his local Roman Catholic Church, he also had one

built for his home at Fulwell Park, Richmond. It was for this

instrument, at the King's request, that the great French composer
Camille Saint-Saéns (1835-1921) wrote his 3rd organ Fantasia

(1919), dedicated to King Manuel.

In 1936 appeared a book of enormous importance in making

Portugal better known in Britain, and hence to the history of

Anglo-Portuguese relations, Portugal: a book of folk-ways, by

Rodney Gallop (1901-48). The author, a diplomat and

anthropologist of enormous energy and perspicacity, working
within a clear theoretical framework, studied and wrote about

Portuguese traditional beliefs and customs, folk-music and folk-

literature. If his tone is occasionally paternalistic, his research is

rigorous and his perception penetrating. His book makes

fascinating reading throughout, portraying, as it does, a society
that has largely vanished, and his chapter on fado particularly

repays reading, for he manages through his own careful

observation and research to avoid the many myths surrounding
the genre's birth and development. Gallop, who also published a

collection of 130 Portuguese folksongs,
89
was a pioneer and in

every sense the father of Portuguese ethnomusicology.
The father of Portuguese historical musicology was also a

British national, though of a German piano-making family:

Macário Santiago Kastner (1908-92). His editions of and writings
on Portuguese keyboard writers, especially Carlos Seixas, were

especially notable. It would also be true to say that almost ali

88
Fátima Pombo, Guilhermina Suggia ou o violoncelo luxuriante, Porto,

Fundação Eng. António de Almeida, 1993; and Guilhermina Suggia. A sonata de

sempre. Matosinhos, Câmara Municipal de Matosinhos/Edições Afrontamento,

1996. Both are reviewed by Teresa Cascudo in Revista Portuguesa deMusicologia
Nos. 7-8, Lisbon, Associação Portuguesa de Ciências Musicais, 1997/98, pp.

212-15.
89

Rodney Gallop, Lisbon, Cantares do povo português. Instituto para a Alta

Cultura, 1937.
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leading musicologists in Portugal now, if not actually pupils of

his, have in one way or another been touched by his enormous

knowledge, generously shared.

As far as music is concerned, the oldest alliance is at present

active and well. A substantial number of British musicians

currently work in Portugal, especially in the orchestras and

teaching institutions. Among those that have made riotable

contributions to the musical life of Portugal over the last twenty

years are the composer and teacher Christopher Bochmann,

conductor of the Orquestra Sinfónica Juvenil. British musicians

have also been responsible for a number of outstanding recordings
of Portuguese music, particularly important contributions coming
from Owen Rees, Harry Christophers and James 0'Donnell with

their respective groups. Many Portuguese musicians, especially

singers, have studied in England, principally in London. The

young Portuguese marimba player, Pedro Carneiro, has made

London his base and gained a substantial reputation there.

General reference works

Livermore, H. V., A New History ofPortugal, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1966.

Stanley Sadie (ed.), The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic, 20 vols., London,

Macmillan, 1980.

Ernesto Vieira, Diccionario Biographico de Músicos Portuguezes, 2 vols.,

Lisbon, Lambertini, 1900.
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Fig. 2 — Two modinhas published by John Milford in his Peninsular

sketches during a recent tour, London, 1816. (British Library, 1050.g.6;

reproduced by permission)
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GARRETT E SHELLEY: "O CAMPO DE SANTANNA"

E "ENGLAND IN 1819"

Maria de Deus Duarte

Na Europa romântica o soneto encontra o seu lugar como

meio para o tratamento de temas políticos e especulativos, os

quais têm assim equivalência acentuada aos factos do passado
imediato. A forma — diacrónica ou sincrónica — reflecte também

a sua escrita num conjunto ou série: o diálogo que se estabelece

entre os textos escritos entre 1817 e 1819 por Percy Bysshe

Shelley (1792-1822) permite encontrar o mesmo fundo temático,
claramente expresso num dos sonetos mais conhecidos —

"England In 1819" —

,

'
ou seja, a relação do sujeito com o lugar

e a profunda crítica social, fundamentalmente centrada nos

papéis do rei e do exército britânicos.

Independentemente das ênfases específicas de cada um, os

sonetos do mesmo período de João Baptista da Silva Leitão de

Almeida (Garrett por vaidade aristocratizante, e não provada

1
P. B. Shelley, "England in 1819", Shelley Poetical Works. Ed. Thomas

Hutchinson (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1905); (rpt. 1983) 574-5. Abreviatura:
SPW. Em carta publicada em 1812 ("Letter to Lord Ellenborough", em defesa do

editor Daniel Isaac Eaton e de Thomas Paine), Shelley defendera a liberdade de

imprensa e de expressão, explicando que sem ela as nações não poderiam
desenvolver-se; mas a coacção era a força dominante em 1819. Shelley enviou

o soneto ao amigo Leigh Hunt (1784-1859) a 23 de Novembro de 1819, dizendo-

-lhe que não esperava que ele o publicasse, mas que o poderia mostrar a quem
entendesse (sabemos que Leigh Hunt e o seu irmão John tinham sido presos em

1812 por publicarem um artigo contra o futuro rei George IV — a 'fat Adónis of

fifty' — e sentenciados a dois anos de prisão e à multa de £ 500). Na realidade.

apesar da zeugma, a crueza da descrição da figura real. que não é nomeada mas

se adivinha através do título, não permitiria a sua publicação, o que só viria a

acontecer pela mão de Mary Shelley, na edição das obras completas do poeta, em
1839. Apesar da elipse, são várias as expressões da identidade do soberano,

obviamente decorrentes da ênfase crítica, bem visíveis nas várias sequências
que compõem o soneto, que é em si mesmo uma hipálage alargada.
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origem irlandesa),
2 embora plenos de sedimentação arcádica,

denunciam, para além do seu formalismo, a centralidade do

sujeito poético enquanto objecto primeiro da poesia, dela fazendo

um espaço ontológico. Os poemas de Almeida Garrett passam

pela exposição do sujeito e da sua sensibilidade própria face aos

outros, através de um pensamento ondeante; esclarecem pois a

natureza processual da lírica garrettiana, e os materiais que o

escritor usou — filosóficos, éticos, psicológicos
—

, materiais que

se insinuam nos textos, não como absolutos, mas como objectos
em permanente problematização e construção (através de versos

algo digressivos), facilitada pelo encadeamento lógico das ideias,

servido pela ênfase e pela declamação, sem grande vibração

lírica, contudo.

Apesar da singularidade dos dois escritores, os textos de

Almeida Garrett (1799-1854), seguindo de perto a consciência

liberal, possibilitam, tal como os de Shelley, uma profunda
crítica às instituições, realizando através dela a legítima função
do poeta enquanto guia e dirigente que dá um precioso contri

buto para a dramatização da experiência e a sua transformação,
ou seja, aquele que desafia a ossatura formal do poder, mesmo

enfrentando o ostracismo.

Ainda que distanciados pelo espaço (só o primeiro exílio

levará Almeida Garrett à Grã-Bretanha em 1823, vindo então a

encontrar -se em Londres com a viúva do poeta britânico),3 a

fidelidade a tão alto ideal une assim os dois poetas em dois

sonetos elaborados entre 1817 e 1819, em Coimbra e Itália,

respectivamente: "O Campo de SantAnna"
4
e "England In 1819".

Estudante dependente ainda do Iluminismo francês, vivendo

uma juventude paralela ao ciclo vintista, e alheio aos prestígios
da governação britânica em Portugal, Almeida Garrett defendia

uma monarquia democrática moderada por uma constituição, e

acreditava no sentido da verdade e na coragem de a dizer, tendo

como modelos iniciais Manuel Fernandes Tomás e Manuel Borges
Carneiro. Shelley, impermeável às seduções neo-clássicas, embora

2
Cf. Gomes de Amorim, Garrett. Memórias Biográficas. 3 vols. (Lisboa,

1881-1883); José V. de Pina Martins, "Almeida Garrett (1799-1854): O Homem

e a Obra", Cultura Portuguesa (Lisboa: Verbo, 1974) 197-216; David Mourão

Ferreira, Hospital das Letras (Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda, 1981)
47-56.

3
Cf. Ofélia Paiva Monteiro. A Formação de Almeida Garrett, Experiência e

Criação. 2 vols. (Coimbra: Centro de Estudos Românicos, 1971) 56-57. Carlos
Estorninho, Ganett e a Inglaterra (Lisboa: Faculdade de Letras de Lisboa, 1955).

4
Almeida Garrett, "O Campo de SantAnna", Lírica Completa (Lisboa:

Arcádia, 1971) 212.
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exilado em Livorno, lutava contra todas as formas de opressão,
iluminando com as suas palavras inventivas o caminho daqueles

que julgava mais longe da liberdade.

Ambos falam de lugares onde a História se viveu crua

(Manchester / St Peter's Fields, 1819; Campo de SantAna, 1817,

ou, explorando o mito. Campo dos Mártires da Pátria),
5
e apostam

ambos no combate, com inteiriça veemência, à tirania e seus

malefícios. Nos dois poemas, igualmente, o processo de envolvi

mento do sujeito enunciador com a acção faz com que ele, tal como

o leitor, se revele um actante indirecto dessa acção, alguém que se

projecta no acto veiculado, e se sente pronto a agir no futuro.

A trajectória política de Garrett é sinuosa, culminando num

conformismo que o afastará dos ideais da democracia burguesa
oitocentista expressos em Londres em Portugal na Balança da

Europa.
6
Garrett assinalará mais tarde a sua adesão ao modelo

parlamentar britânico, mas, em "O Campo de SantAnna", vemos

exposto o desejo de liberdade e revolta perante a impudência da

tirania britânica, já que o texto de Garrett lembra uma ferida

recente: Lord Beresford, que tinha sido informado em 1817 de

uma conspiração a levar a cabo por oficiais portugueses com

possíveis ligações ao próprio Governo, consegue ver cruelmente

punida essa tentativa, sendo exemplar a morte do polémico

general Gomes Freire de Andrade (1 757-- 1817). O mais discutido

dos soldados portugueses,
7
um homem apanhado pelas tramas

do poder e pela esgrima política, padeceu o suplício da forca,
8

episódio que ficou também a dever-se à luta política entre

D. Miguel Pereira Forjaz e o marechal Beresford.

5 Cf. Teófilo Braga em "Gomes Freire de Andrade", Revista de Estudos Livres

(s. d.) pp. 250-251: "Tal foi a sentença da alçada, proferida em 15 de Outubro

de 1817, condemnado à morte, com mais onze sacrificiados para cohonestarem

a sua morte. Foram apresentados embargos à sentença, sendo rejeitados no

mesmo dia 17 de dezembro, executando-se a sentença no dia seguinte. No

Campo de SantAnna foram enforcados o coronel Manoel Monteiro de Carvalho,

as majores José Campello de Miranda, José da Fonseca Neves, o alferes António

Cabral Galheirós, e os officiaes Henrique José Garcia de Moraes, José Joaquim

Pinto da Silva, José Ribeiro Pinto, Manoel José Monteiro, Manoel Ignacio de

Figueiredo, Máximo Dias Ribeiro e Pedro Ricardo de Figueiredo. Depois de

enforcados, ficaram os corpos d'estas victimas de
uma justiça cannibal à espera

do cadáver de Gomes Freire, para serem queimados em uma grande fogueira e

lançar-se depois as suas cinzas nas águas do Tejo".
6

Cuja base é o artigo de 1826 "Da Europa e dAmerica, e de sua mutua

influencia na causa da civilização e da liberdade.", O Popular, Londres, V. 4, n.19

(19 de Maio de 1826) pp.25-81.
7 Cf. a propósito, António Rodrigues Cavalheiro, Gomes

Freire, mau portuguez

e mau soldado (Lisboa: Faculdade de Letras da Universidade Clássica
de Lisboa,

1928).
8
Cf. a visão apaixonada de Raul Brandão em 1817: a conspiração de Gomes

Freire de Andrade (Porto: Renascença Portuguesa, 1922).
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Os primeiros versos do soneto garrettiano permitem pois,

para além da expressão enunciativa, a distanciação que o modo

dramático possibilita; a par da postura eminentemente social e

normativa do sujeito de enunciação, surge também o olhar do

sujeito real e o radicalismo dos pontos de vista de Garrett, que o

levam a uma perspectiva em que confluem o processo de identi

ficação do estado de dependência da pátria, e o pesadelo de

assumir essa visão: "Longe, hypocritas vis, longe, impostores".

Assim, a fase conflitual da voz poética com o facto que recorda (o

enforcamento de 1817; um corpo que o Tejo rejeitou duas vezes)
9

é logo representado ao longo das duas primeiras estrofes pela dor

de lembrar a nação em caos (com tudo o que essa dor implica de

conflitos que ficam por assimilar, e das memórias que os regis

tam), e pelo desprezo votado aos oficiais enviados da altivaAlbion

por George III (1738-1820).

O poema sublinha o papel negativo da Igreja ("O mentido

apparato religioso"), a cedência de poder aos oficiais estrangeiros
e à sua forte organização militar ("De atrozes Leis cruentos

guardadores, / Vós curvaes ante o déspota orgulhoso"), a cobardia

da nossa junta de governadores, e a revolta abafada e dispersa
do povo, manobrável e facilmente amordaçado: "Geme sem pro

tector a humanidade: / E Vós juizes, tigres humanos, / A

immolaes sem remorso e sem piedade". Tal visão sustenta a

mitificação do herói pela liberdade da pátria, a que procedeu a

historiografia do século XIX. I0

- Também Shelley utiliza em "England In 1819" toda a herança
estrutural da forma soneto, valorizando através dela as preocu

pações humanísticas e políticas ("Poets, not otherwise than

philosophers, painters, sculptors, and musicians, are, in one

sense, the creators, and, in another, the creations, of their

age")
n

e nele criticando por isso a figura do rei George III; o

soberano, cuja loucura era pública, tinha oitenta e um anos em

1819. O carácter de aparente suspensão temporal com que o

texto se inicia, observando o seu título ("In 1819"), sugere a

ausência de actividade dinâmica. Contudo, essa pretensa ausên-

"Depois de enforcado, o corpo de Gomes Freire, mal consumido pelas
chamas, foi deitado ao mar que, por duas vezes, o devolveu à praia, onde os seus
restos foram enterrados": António Pedro Vicente, "Alorna e Gomes Freire -

propos
tas para uma reorganização militar no início do século XIX", Actas do VI Colóquio
"Portugal na História Militar" (Lisboa: Palácio da Independência, 1996) p.17.10

Cf. Alfredo Margarido, "Gomes Freire de Andrade, teórico do facto militar
e do recrutamento", Actas do VII Colóquio "O Recrutamento Militar em Portugal"
(Lisboa: Palácio da Independência, 1996) p. 71.

"
P. B. Shelley, "Preface to Prometheus Unbound", SPW, 206.
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cia de dinamismo não significa ausência de acção, mas a exis

tência de uma actividade negativa, o imobilismo de uma nação

que morre lentamente, tal como o rei, sem governo e sem fé

("laws which tempt and slay"). O confronto entre a euforia de um

universo de memórias de melhores tempos e a disforia vivida em

1819 torna-se então mais visível. O tempo do massacre dos

trabalhadores em St Peter's Fields ("In 1819") e o lugar ("England")
participam assim da génese deste soneto que se defronta com os

seus próprios limites ontológicos
—

a nação surge como uma

revelação negativa, um lugar que dialoga com possíveis reminis

cências de um passado histórico heróico e perfeito.
A ironia constitui um vector determinante no discurso deste

soneto (em claro contraste com o de Garrett), em particular
através da paródia à inacção e à ausência da dimensão épica que

permitiria a pintura do herói que o soberano deveria ser ("mud

from a muddy spring").

Shelley tentou encontrar uma forma mais complexa e orga

nizada para o soneto, conservando no entanto a necessidade da

rima enquanto recurso mnemónico e repetição melódica. Mas o

soneto shelleyano, apesar de construído em pentãmetros jãmbicos,
com aliteração no verso 6 ("blind in blood without a blow"), não

é musical, e está cheio de dor e desespero evidenciados por

lexemas como stabbed, starved, fainting, blood, dying, Godless,

graves e prey: é que mesmo os que tinham escapado às patas dos

cavalos reais estavam atolados de morte.

O soneto shelleyano é uma adaptação das estruturas do

soneto italiano e do soneto shakespeareano, desenvolvendo na

primeira sextilha a imagem de um rei moribundo cuja loucura

tornara necessário o Regency Act de Fevereiro de 1811, que

transformara o seu filho mais velho no Príncipe Regente: "An old,

mad, blind, despised, and dying king,
— / Princes, the dregs of

their dull race, who flow / Through public scorn". Nessa primeira

sextilha reconhecemos a repetida crítica de Shelley relativamente

à Monarquia, à Igreja e ao Estado; a ela se junta a denúncia do

mau uso do exército contra o povo ("Rulers who neither see, nor

feel, nor know, / But leech-like to their fainting country cling, /

Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow"), do abuso dos

mais fracos, vítimas das consequências práticas do progresso

industrial, de uma sociedade estagnada pela causa maior da

alienação, da explosão demográfica, do rescaldo da Guerra da

Independência dos Estados Unidos da América e da necessidade

de sobreviver na urbe dessacralizada e torpemente esmagadora.

Depois, à decadência, ao desamparo da nação e ao caos político,
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devidos à situação do rei, acrescenta Shelley, na segunda sextilha,

a imagem de um povo faminto e chacinado: "A people starvd and

stabb'd".

A importância do lugar do exílio de Shelley
—

a Itália —

depende da interacção que estabelece com a outra categoria
—

o

tempo
—

, já que o processo da passagem do tempo sugere em

Shelley um conflito radical, em particular no que diz respeito ao

seu diálogo com saudosas reefabulações dos valores ancestrais,

ou com as sonhadas representações de um futuro possível.

Longe da pátria, o diálogo de Shelley com a Grã-Bretanha, ou

seja, com as raízes da sua identidade e com o presente histórico,

é o cerne da acção pedida depois ao leitor do soneto, através do

dístico final, vitalmente esperançoso: a destruição de tudo o que

de mau existe nas instituições britânicas,
12
e o caminhar para

um devir mais perfeito.
Observamos no dístico final do texto de Shelley o pedido da

acção directa, ou seja a transformação desse tempo (1819) e

desse lugar (a Grã-Bretanha no reinado de George III) através da

figura simbólica do glorioso fantasma da Liberdade que ilumina

rá o caminho do futuro: "a glorious Phantom may burst to

iluminate".

O soneto de Almeida Garrett conclui-se de igual modo pelo
estranhamento da revelação final, ou seja, pelo confronto entre

a panorâmica negativa de um Portugal submisso à tirania dos

oficiais de George III, e a perspectiva da possibilidade redentora,

elaborada pela voz crítica do poeta e veiculada nos dois últimos

versos pelo sujeito de enunciação, o qual proclama claramente a

profecia e a revolta:

Ah, tremei, sanguinários deshumanos;

Que ella hade vir, tremei, a Liberdade

Punir déspotas, bonzos e tyrannos.
Dois sonetos, dois espaços, dois poetas: mas, num mesmo

tempo, igual esperança de redenção pela palavra.

12
A Philosophical View of Reform (escrito por Shelley entre 1819 e 1820)

critica igualmente as instituições britânicas, secundando The Necessity of
Atheism (1811), e reiterando a noção de que os Estados Unidos da América eram
um exemplo a seguir. Respondendo ao espirito do tempo e ao mito da regenera
ção nacional e humana, Almeida Garrett usará igualmente nesta época, na ode
"O Brasil Liberto", Washington e Franklin como símbolos dos ideais que destrui
riam a "opressa natureza" que então se vivia.
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BRITISH TRAVELLERS' ACCOUNTS OF PORTUGUESE AFRICA

IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY '

Malyn Newitt

King's College, London

Introduction: the British Victorian Travei Writer in Africa

Travei writing is one ofthe most accessible but also one ofthe

most treacherous of ali sources for the historian. As a genre it

has always been situated uncomfortably close to fiction. Indeed,
it has been argued that travellers' tales are one of the principal

origins of the novel, the archetypal form of fiction. With few

exceptions, the earliest fictional writing
—

particularly the early
novel — took the form of a journey. This was the ideal médium

for recounting adventure and for describing character and

situation. However, the traveller was often also a pilgrim, a man

on a quest or a journey of self discovery. The protagonist in a tale

of travei is always a hero2 and the greatest early works of poetry
and fiction took this heroic form— Homer, the Arthurian romances

and the Icelandic sagas, Mandeville, Camões, Rabelais and

Cervantes.

So intimately connected were travei writing and fiction that it

is often difficult to tell them apart
— after ali how do we classify

Homer, the Icelandic sagas or such works as Fernão Mendes

Pinto's Peregrinação and the fabulous journeys of Cabeza de

1
This paper was presented on 23 April 2002 to the Department of Anglo-

Portuguese Studies Masters seminar on English Literature lectured by Teresa

Pinto Coelho at Universidade Nova de Lisboa and was kindly sponsored by the

Gulbenkian Foundation.
2
P.G.Adams, Travei Literature and the Evoíution ofthe Novel, U. Kentucky

Press (Lexington, 1983), pp. 148-160.
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Vaca, or, to take a less well known example, Daniel Defoe's A

GeneralHistory ofthe Pyrates or Drury's Traveis inMadagáscar?3

So historians using travei writing as a source must be aware

of the extent to which this kind of writing has derived from an

essentially literary genre. They should be aware of the conscious

and unconscious purposes and devices of the travei writer, how

the author's imagination was been at work in constructing the

narrative and how the traveller develops an image of himself as

a hero embarking successfully or unsuccessfully on a quest. As

Edward Ive said, "the man who writes his own journey, is under

a necessity... of making himself the hero of his own tale".4

For a historian to understand Victorian travei writers three

factors have to be considered — the writer's personal objectives,
unconscious as well as conscious; the readership with its

preconceptions and tastes; and the politicai context
— the public

debates and ideologies on which the travelogue inevitably becomes

a commentary.
Personal motivation is often difficult to determine but one

can begin by looking at how travei writers represent themselves.

Whatever the ostensible reason for the journey, the Victorian

traveller soon reveals that he is on a quest. This may be a quest
to build his reputation and fortune, or to convert the heathen to

Christianity or free trade or both. At a deeper levei he represents
himself as the hero of a fairy story where he sets out to prove

himself, to test his virtue or manhood, through meeting and

overcoming tests, trials and dangers (as Tamino in the Magic
Flute or Hercules faced with the twelve 'labours' imposed on him

by the Delphic oracle). Or he may be in search of an earthly

paradise, the description of which will act as a critique of his own

country and its corruption. The English traveller, for example, is

often on a quest to rediscover the true nature of 'Englishness'.5
In our post-Freudian age we may here also be aware that his

journey can be one of psychosexual exploration and fulfilment.

However, travei writing is not ali about- self. The readership
also matters since the book has to be published and sold.

Although by the end of the nineteenth century the Victorian

appetite for African travei had become almost insatiable, the

3

Captain Charles Johnson [Daniel Defoe], A General History ofthe Pyrates,
(London, 1724), new edition ed. Manuel Schonhorn, Dent (London, 1972);
P.Oliver ed., Madagáscar; or, Robert Drury's Journal, during Fifteen Years'

Captivity on that Island, Fisher Unwin (London, 1890).
4

Adams, Travei Literature and the Evolution of the Novel, p. 148.
5
Simon Gikandi, Maps of Englishness: Writing Identity in the Culture of

Colonialism, Columbia University Press (New York, 1996), especially pp. 86-90.
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writer still had to take care to provide his public with what it

wanted to read. And it is clear that the Victorian public wanted

most if not ali of the following
— scientific discoveries,

demonstrations ofthe superior intelligence, courage and technical

skill ofthe British, hunting stories, descriptions ofthe moral and

physical degradation of Africa (but curiously also descriptions of

an earthly paradise and a childlike people naturally innocent and

good), vindications ofthe racial superiority ofthe whites and the

rightness of British imperial policies, and last, but not necessarily
least, descriptions of tortures, executions, cruelties and sexual

practices, which stayed firmly the right side of the pornographic
but which nevertheless stimulated the imagination in regions
otherwise forbidden. ED Young was referring to this when he

wrote in 1868: "it is too much the custom with some to bring
back to Europe a portfolio of nastinesses stored in memory,

which can only be collected by the research of a filthy curiosity,

and serve the purposes of an antagonism to our common

humanity."6

Thirdly, what of the policies and ideologies dominant at the

time? As has been frequently described, the prevailing ideology
in Britain at the beginning of the nineteenth century maintained

that many, if not most, of the evils of the world stemmed from

economic restrictions and the absence of free trade — and from

the disastrous effects of the slave trade. Once free trade was

achieved, and the slave trade had been abolished, a world would

be born in which the virtues of hard work, thrift, peace, the

exchange of ideas, and good government would flourish. The

native African, once freed from slavery and given the benefit of

Christian knowledge, would achieve his full stature as a human

being, and become the moral and intellectual equal of the rest of

mankind.

Although this current of ideas persisted throughout the

century, it was gradually overtaken by another ideological system

which held that non-Europeans were inherently inferior, that

they were like children, who needed to be held in tutelage until

they "had grown up". The virtues of hard work, thrift and

Christian knowledge would not grow of their own accord but had

to be taught, or even enforced.

Moreover the idea that free trade was uniquely beneficiai was

now less self-evident and was beginning to be replaced by a

demand for imperial unity, an imperial market, and an imperial

6

E.D.Young, The Search after Livingstone, (London,
1868). p. 246.
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defence force. Colonisation with the plantation of British settlers

and British institutions, rather than simply free trade, now

seemed the way ahead.

These two, often quite contradictory, ideolological systems
can be found as theme music running through much of the travei

writing of the period accompanied by another theme, a growing
sense of self-doubt. British travellers, it has been argued, were

often in search of the true nature of Britishness. Aware of the

disastrous consequences of the industrial revolution on the

social and moral fabric of society in Britain, travellers like

J.A.Froude sought to rediscover or to recreate what they believed

to be the true, virtuous Britain in the colonies of settlement, or

to define Britishness by describing, confronting and frequently

denouncing other systems and cultures wherever they found

them.

To this uncertainty about his Britishness, the traveller

frequently added an uncertainty about his masculinity. That

much travei literature is a transparent, and often childish,

assertion of masculine, even macho, values (a phenomenon that

can also be seen in the contemporary vogue for public school

stories) obviously suggests to the modern reader that many men

of the time were profoundly ambivalent about their sexuality.7
With these signposts and maps as a guide, I want to look at

some of the travei narratives ofBritish men who visited Portuguese
Africa in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Britain and Portugal in Africa

The context in which British travei writers viewed Portuguese
Africa changed significantly over the course of the nineteenth

century.

Early in the century the main contact was between officers of

the British anti-slave trade squadron and the Portuguese. Portugal
was believed to be one of the major obstacles in the way of

Britains policy of ending the trans-oceanic slave trade. This

policy was, of course, intimately connected with BritauVs industrial
revolution and with the campaign for liberalism and free trade. In

the case of Portugal the slave traders were ali seen as being
Miguelistas and exponents of the old colonial system of closed

markets and monopolies.

7
Isabel Quigly, The Heirs ofTom Brown, OUP (Oxford, 1984); J.A.Mangan,

The Games Ethic and Imperialism, Viking (Harmondsworth, 1986).
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It was an article of faith that the slave trade bred, both in the

victims and in the slave traders themselves, vice, superstition,
bloodshed and war and that it was the enemy of peace, prosperity
and civilisation.

As the century advanced Britain's concerns became more

complex. There was a revival of naval and colonial rivalry with

France in the Indian Ocean and, after the opening of the Suez

Canal in 1869, a concern for the strategic security ofthe western
Indian Ocean. There was also the attempt to maintain control

over the Bóer Republics in South Africa through controlling their
outlets to the sea —

a policy which made southern Mozambique
an área of great sensitivity for Britain. Britain had annexed Natal

in 1844 to prevent independent Bóer access to the sea but

became alarmed when Portugal and the Transvaal concluded a

frontier agreement in 1869 which allowed for free trade through
the port of Delagoa Bay and the possibility of a railway. This led

Britain to contest sovereignty over the Bay and over the coast

south to Natal —

a contest which brought to the fore not just

legalistic issues of sovereignty but the question whether the end

of the slave trade, free commerce, peace and civilisation would

ever be achieved except under British rule.

Britain's diplomatic defeat in 1875, when Delagoa Bay was

awarded to Portugal, was one ofthe factors which led to a change
in British policies towards southern Africa and to a temporary

change in the official attitudes towards Portugal. While Disraelfs

government now embarked on an ambitious policy of trying to

unite ali of southern Africa in a British ruled Confederation —

a

policy which led to the annexation of the Transvaal in 1877 and

the Zulu War in 1879 — it also sought to cooperate with Portugal
over a variety of major issues.

Negotiations between 1877 and 1884 focussed on the need to

build a railway to Delagoa Bay, on the organisation of labour

recruitment for the diamond mines of Kimberley and on the need

to establish the principie of free trade, free navigation and free

right of access to the African interior via the Congo and Zambesi

rivers, the mouths ofwhich were controlled by Portugal. Portugal

ceased, temporarily, to be a target for moral denunciation and, in

the person of the Minister for Overseas Affairs, João de Andrade

Corvo, was seen as the newest recruit to the cause of liberalism

and empire.

However, the Congo and Zambesi treaties were never ratified.

They met a wall of opposition within Portugal and Britain and

brought about the intervention of Bismarck and the summoning

ofthe Berlin Congress in October 1884.
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Following the Berlin Congress, Anglo-Portuguese relations

again deteriorated as competition for central African territory led

to armed confrontations on the Shire River and in Manica, and

to the Ultimatum of January 1890. Once more Portugal appeared
to be the obstacle to progress and civilisation in Africa. British

perceptions ofwhat constituted progress and civilisation, however,

had subtly changed. Now it was no longer a question of ending
the slave trade and establishing freedom of commerce, but of

opening Africa to British investment, British settlement and

direct British rule.

The Ultimatum of 1890 and the treaty of 1891 are often seen

as a humiliating defeat for Portugal which led to the financial

collapse of 1892 and, indirectly, to the fali of the Monarchy in

1910. In fact, it should have been seen as a considerable victory,
for Portugal now controlled the access routes to the Transvaal

mines and to British Central Africa. Railways had to cross

Portuguese controlled territory to reach Portuguese controlled

ports. Cooperation not confrontation was vital, and the building
of the Beira and Benguella railways soon led to the rapid growth
of two Anglo-Portuguese port cities at Beira and Lobito.

At the same time British entrepreneurs realised that, far from

being an obstacle to British enterprise, the Portuguese colonies,

particularly Mozambique, presented major opportunities for

investment, while Portuguese attitudes towards African labour

were no longer demonised as slave trading but came to be seen

in a much more favourable light as they enabled British-owned

enterprises like Sena Sugar, the Mozambique Company and, of

course, the Rand Mines to recruit the labour they needed.

PortugaLs possession of Delagoa Bay, of course, still rankled

and was to remain an object of South African expansionist
ambitions at least until the 1920s, but with the signing of the so-

called modus vivendi in 1901, Britain and Portugal were once

again close partners and allies in Africa.

Dominant Themes

It should now be clear that the dominant themes of British

travei writers, apart from their own personal odyssies, would be

first 'Paradise Lost' — the disastrous consequences of slavery
and the slave trade, the moral failings of the Portuguese and the

poor state of the Portuguese colonies — and then the potential for
'Paradise Regained', the contrasting virtues ofthe British and the

potential for progress under British politicai and moral influence.
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Ali writers played with these themes, though their emphasis
shifted markedly from a preoccupation with the slave trade (and

the denunciation of the Portuguese as slave traders) to a

preoccupation with good government and sound principies of

colonisation (and the contrast between "good" British and "corrupt"

Portuguese government).

The Anti-slave trade campaign

The earliest British travellers who concerned themselves with

Portuguese Africa were deeply involved in the campaign against

slavery and the slave trade. They were naval officers, missionaries

and consuls and they wrote for a public which, by and large,

accepted the rightness and necessity of Britain's campaign and

did not question its motives. The naval officers' narratives were

concerned very much with defending the role of the navy and

extolling the traditional virtues of life at sea. The hero of their

narratives was usually the navy itself rather than the writer.

Frederick Barnard wrote a racy and detailed account of the

hunt for slavers off the Mozambique coast in the 1840s. His

direct, unsentimental narrative describes the hardships suffered

by the navy as well as the horrors of the trade they were trying
to suppress. Africa, for him, was "that land of slavery, debased

human nature, disease, bribery, and corruption; the grave of

many a fine noble fellowwho has been sacrificed to the impossible
theories of orators who have never been out of England"8 and,

after a visit to Mozambique Island, he commented, "now, it is ali

falling into ruins, and house after house seems to be crumbling

away; and one cannot help feeling how just is the doom of a place
whose merchants flourished by trafficking in the flesh of their

fellow creatures, who are even now considered by them as

belonging more to the brute than the human species."9
Barnard portrayed the Portuguese town of Quelimane as the

centre of slaving activity but also as a scene of burlesque comedy
in which the Portuguese players parodied the qualities ofEuropean

(read British) civilisation. He describes the announcement of the

imminent arrival of the governor -general when "ali was hurry

and bustle; dressing gowns gave place to gold-laced coats and

8
F.L.Barnard, Three Years Cruize in the Mozambique Channel for the

Suppression ofthe Slave Trade, (London, 1848), p. 277.
9
Barnard, Three Years Cruize in theMozambique Channelfor the Suppression

of the Slave Trade. p. 70
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long beards to cut chins; thin men staggered under fat epaulets
and snuff, and butter-coloured artillerymen risked their lives by

firing a salute from ghosts of guns of ali calibres". One poor

artilleryman had his arm shattered by an explosion. "The poor

fellowwas immediately in a blaze, but, being black, little sympathy
was evinced by the bystanders, and although I had to run the

gauntlet before the soldiers who were firing a feu de joie, I was

one of the first to tear his trousers off. In this humanitarian

crisis it was the Englishman, Barnard, and the German, Dr

Wilhelm Peters, who took charge and amputated the arm "above

the elbow with a carving knife and carpenter's saw, the former of

which I sharpened on my boot whilst Peters prepared the latter

with a file. I assisted him by holding the arm and afterwards the

artery, the gentlemen of the place being in their Sunday clothes

and not accustomed to the sight of blood"10.

The British were not only suppressing the slave trade but

were practical, efficient and down to earth. The Portuguese were

not only slavers but were unable to cope with the demands of a

humanitarian emergency.

With Lyons McLeod and David Livingstone the situation was

very different. Livingstone's account of his epic journey to Luanda,

and then back across Africa to the Indian Ocean, between 1853

and 1856 became the most influential and widely read of African

travei narratives. It was a mirror in which the mid-Victorians

could see reflected their strengths, virtues and ideais
— scientific

curiousity, personal courage and perseverance, a concern for

morality, social progress and, of course, free trade
—

against the

background of an Africa, a natural paradise populated with

people who had a childlike innocence but scarred with violence,

slavery, ignorance and superstition.

Although Livingstone was emphatic in his denunciation of

slavery and the slave trade he refused, unlike many subsequent
writers, to demonise the localAfro-Portuguese. Indeed, Livingstone
belonged to an earlier Victorian generation which prided itself on

its lack of colour prejudice. Livingstone's account of Angolan
society reflects his belief that progress and civilisation are not

dependent on nationality or colour but on ending the slave trade
and establishing freedom of commerce. As a result Livingstone
often sounds much less hostile to the Portuguese than other

writers:

10
Barnard, Three Years Cruize in theMozambique Channelfor the Suppression

of the Slave Trade, pp. 62-3.
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It is common for them [thePortuguese] to have families

by native women. It was particularly gratifying to me, who
had been familiar with the stupid prejudice against colour,
entertained only by those who are themselves becoming
tawny, to view the liberality with which people of colour

were treated by the Portuguese. Instances, so common in
the south, in which half-caste children are abandoned,
are here extremely rare. They are acknowledged at table,
and provided for by their fathers, as if European. The

coloured clerks of the merchants sit at the same table

with their employers, without any embarrassment...

nowhere else in Africa is there so much goodwill between

Europeans and natives as here.11

Where subsequent British writers would sneer at the mixed

race Afro-Portuguese, Livingstone was less crudely racist:

We had a black militia corporal as a guide. He was

native of Ambaca, and, like nearly ali the inhabitants of

that district, known by the name of Ambakistas, could

both read and write. He had three slaves with him, and

was carried by them in a 'tipóia' or hammock slung to a

polé. His slaves were young, and unable to convey him far

at a time, but he was considerate enough to walk except

when we came near to a village. He then mounted his

'tipóia' and entered the village in state.12

The Ambakistas he described as "famed for their love of ali

sorts of learning within their reach, a knowledge of the history of

Portugal, Portuguese law etc, They are remarkably keen on

trade, and are sometimes called the Jews of Angola. They are

employed as clerks and writers, their feminine delicacy of

constitution enabling them to write a fine lady's hand, a kind of

writing much esteemed among the Portuguese."13

Livingstone was willing to accept that the Portuguese were

actively seeking to put an end to the slave trade, though they

were thwarted by the weakness of their colonial administration

—

a point which was to be seized on and endlessly repeated by

1 '
David Livingstone, Journeys and Researches

in SouthAfrica, Amalgamated
Press (London, 1905), p. 346.

12

Livingstone, Journeys and Researches in South Africa, p. 350.
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Livingstone, Journeys and Researches in South Africa, p. 411.
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future writers who had more clearly defined expansionist

objectives:

The Portuguese home Government has not generally
received the credit for sincerity in suppressing the slave

trade, which I conceive to be its due...The intentions of

the home Portuguese Government, however good cannot

be fully carried out under the present system. The pay of

the officers is so very small, that they are nearly ali

obliged to engage in trade.14

While Livingstone was recuperating from his traveis, the

British government sent its first cônsul to Mozambique to provide
information about the slave trade and to oversee the operation of

the anti-slave trade treaties.

Lyons McLeod was pious, opinionated and undiplomatic. He

had no doubts about the complicity of the Portuguese in the slave

trade nor about their immorality, inefficiency and general lack of

Anglo-Saxon virtues. Following McLeod on his traveis is to

undertake a journey of pious self-justification where it is the very
virtues of the hero which become the cause of his victimisation

and eventual downfall as the evil Portuguese conspired against
him.

Visiting Delagoa Bay, McLeod described the small Portuguese

trading town of Lourenço Marques, not yet the bustling capital of

the colony:

The town consists of a miserable square of squalid-

looking houses, surrounded by huts containing the natives

whom the occupants of the ruinous-looking habitations

have enslaved... the town is filthy in every sense; even the

Governor's quarters being so surrounded with filth and

dirt of ali sorts, that none but Portuguese and Natives,

acclimatized by long usage to the pestilential atmosphere
of the place, can approach it without being attacked with

fits of vomiting. It is impossible for any one to see the

town of Lourenço Marques without being struck with the
idea how it is possible for human beings to live there.15

4

Livingstone, Journeys and Researches in South Africa, p. 370.
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Lyons McLeod, Traveis in Eastern Africa, 2 vols, Hurst and Blackett

(London, 1860), vol 1, p. 155.
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Note the emphasis on filth (like many Scots McLeod certainly
believed that Cleanliness was the next best thing to Godliness),
and the bracketing together of Portuguese and 'natives' with the

gloss that neither of these can be considered fully human.
As he travelled up the coast the contrast between the potential

ofAfrica and the corrupting influence of Portugal becomes almost

arefrain: "In the district of Inhambane, the valleys, the mountains,
and the rivers abound in riches. Copper, gold, and iron are found
in abundance; nuts, roots and even trees, are found producing
dyes".

Rubber, oranges, lemons, grapes, bananas, plantains,

pineapples, fruits of Brazil, coconuts, coffee, sugar abound.

"Cotton is growing over the whole country", and "the kaffirs bring
in plenty of ivory". Even "the sea washes up large quantities of

amber."16

As a contrast he describes the garrison at Inhambane where,

"some of these Portuguese soldiers have outraged every law,

human and divine; on this side of the grave there is no hope for

them. Banished from their country to Goa, they have there, jn

that sink of iniquity, committed fresh crimes, for which they have

been sent, as an additional punishment, to Mozambique."
17

The priest in charge is described as "mais cobiçoso e avaro

que os seculars, e mais engolfado queelles na vileza dos vicios"

[sic].
18

As for Justice — "Here, he who bribes highest wins his suit...

In short, ali the officers necessary for carrying on a good

government are appointed; some without salaries, and others

with salaries which are a mockery, and ali without even a public

place in which they can transact business."

The same picture is painted of Sofala: "Sofala is admirably

situated for commerce; and nothing but the baneful influence of

the slave-trade could have reduced it to its present state: a

melancholy contrast to the flourishing Arab settlement which the

Portuguese found there in 1506."

Like ali good Victorian travellers, McLeod had to try to

establish his credentials as a scientist, but when he tried to

obtain the skeleton of a hippopotamus, his endeavours were

thwarted:

16
McLeod, Traveis in Eastern Africa, vol 1, p. 201.

17
McLeod, Traveis in Eastern Africa, vol 1, pp. 198-9.
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McLeod, Traveis in Eastern Africa, vol 1, p. 200.
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I even offered a handsome amount for a foetus, which

might often be obtained from the females which they
kill... but the truth is, the Portuguese ali laughed at the

idea of troubling themselves with any specimens in natural

history as beneath the dignity of man. Of man in ali his

varieties, male and female, and of ali ages, from lisping

infancy to decrepid age, I could have had any number at

my own price; frequently for two dollars per specimen,

and sometimes even for half that price.19

In McLeod's universe the vices of cruelty, dirt, ignorance and

laziness, by implication the opposite of those British qualities

approved by his readers, are bracketed with the slave trade and

the whole is presided over by the Portuguese. The remedy is not

so much Livingstone's plea for commerce and Christianity but a

scarcely veiled demand for the removal of the Portuguese from

the coast.

The Zambesi Expedition

When Livingstone returned to Mozambique in 1 858 it was at

the head of a major scientific expedition which spent five years

exploring the lower Zambesi basin and the Shire valley.

Livingstone's party witnessed the early stages of the Zambesi

Wars, the long drawn out conflict between the Portuguese
authorities and the powerful Afro-Portuguese prazo dynasties.
The private diaries kept by members of the expedition were not

public documents and in consequence are less carefully crafted

and certainly less censored than the published accounts.20

John Kirk was the expedition's doctor. He was a Scot, who

went on to have a distinguished career as cônsul in Zanzibar

where he became one of the chief exponents of the idea of

informal empire. Kirk was an unsentimental realist about ali

things African and ali things human, and it is clear that he

believed that the mixed race Afro-Portuguese were at the root of
most of the evils with which he had to deal — a type of racial

analysis that was to colour a lot of late Victorian thinking. The
idea that the decadence of the Portuguese was closely connected
with their sexual promiscuity and with the practice of

19
McLeod, Traveis in Eastern Africa, vol 1, p. 171.

20
As well as Kirk-s diaries the journals of Livingstone, Thornton, and

Stewart have been published. Waller's diaries await an editor.
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miscegenation informed many supposedly academic works and

was later used by R.S.Whiteway to explain the decline and fali of

the Portuguese empire in índia.21

A diary entry for 14 Feb 1862 shows Kirk at his most

forthright:

We have had a good sight of the life of a half east brute

named Joaquin, a drunken blackguard, morally a Baboon

with a poor diseased despicable human frame. This fellow,
after getting drunk by a deliberate course of dram drinking
at 15 minute intervals, made a tall strapping negro sit

and fan him. If these natives had any pluck in them, they
would soon rebel and kill their despicable masters. Take

half-casts as a rule, they are cruel and tyrannical. Not so

in general with Europeans, many of them make their

slaves comfortable.22

Note here the juxtaposition of drink, disease, being of mixed

race and being "morally a baboon". This catalogue of vice is, of

course, also associated with slaving, as can be seen from his

description of a man he calls Belshone:

This fellow we had known formerly as one of the very
doubtful characters even for this part. He had been a

Portuguese trooper and may have come here for his

country's good. He married a relation of Bonga... Now at

the head of a band of natives, he has taken to marauding.

Poor devil, he can do little himself. The day after his

marriage, now two years since, I was asked to see him

and found him with an abominable gangrenous penis.

This disease has gone on and now his eye sight is nearly

gone and he remains a wreck. Still, backed by guns and

powder, his people are capable of causing great damage

among a defenceless race.23

And superstition is part of the same mixture:

21

R.S.Whiteway, The Rise of Portuguese Power in índia, 2nd edition, Susil

Gupta (London, 1967).
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Reginald Foskett, The Zambesi Journal and Letters ofDr John Kirk.
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23
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This day we had to pass Lupata, the horror of canoe

men where many a trader distributes grog to his men and

condescends to the meanness of throwing out food on

passing certain rocks, pandering to superstition in order

to give his goods the best possible chance. But while

hinting darkly a belief professed by many Portuguese in

fetish and magic power, I may note that even Europeans

are accused by their more intelligent bretheren of having
faith in ali the witchcraft and superstitions ofthe negrões,

carrying it so far even as to inflict death on those whom

they have previously subjected to the Muavi or native

ordeal.24

To reassure himself Kirk confides to his diary his confidence

in his Britishness: 'To be confounded with Portuguese would be

bad enough but to be called by a name given to such Portuguese
is intolerable."25 And a few days later he writes:

I... had no sympathy with the miserable small minded

avaricious system of the Portuguese who, while they ruin

their own Provinces and keep others out, would make

them a barrier against commerce and civilisation entering
in the Centre of the Continent. Happily we belong to a

nation sufficiently powerful not to dêem the Portuguese
much of an obstacle.26

The 1870s and the 'search' for Livingstone

Livingstone returned to Africa in 1866 and disappeared
somewhere on the upper waters of the Congo. A number of

expeditions went in search of him and, not surprisingly, tried to

depict their activities within the moral framework that Livingstone
had delineated for the Victorian public.

The imperial context, however, was changing. In 1857 the

Indian mutiny had occurred and in 1868 came the Jamaica

Rebellion. Belief in the beneficent influence of free trade and

British institutions became tempered by a growing racism which,

24
Foskett, The Zambesi Journal and Letters ofDr John Kirk, vol 2, 15 May

1862, p. 445.
25
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26
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of course, had always been implicit, but which was now openly

expressed and was given a quasi-scientific justification by the

publication of Charles Darwin's Origin of Species.
For Commander E.D.Young who led a Livingstone search

expedition in 1867, unspoiled Africa was a kind of paradise:

Acres of azure blue lilies hide the water in places, and

for the moment deceive the eye... Hollyhocks and

convolvulii are among the reeds, the palm trees stateliness

and the acacia's blossoms are things that fix themselves

on the mind; the mists are whiter, the cries of the birds

wilder, the largeness larger, and the stillness of the dawn

more still upon these lagoons than anywhere else. Ali

nature by consent seems to acknowledge this reign of

stillness... Rarely is silence broken and then only by
sounds which utter allegiance to the scene.27

However, it was a paradise spoilt by the slave trade and the

deplorable Portuguese administration:

News of our presence had got as far as some of the

outlying rice farms which are held by the convicts under

the Portuguese authority, and we were glad to be able to

administer to their poor cadaverous fever -stricken frames.

Surely if dissipation, wretchedness, and vice ever were

personified to the full in human form, they are to be seen

in such men! More sickening examples I never witnessed

than amongst these unfortunate wretches.28

The arrival of the British brought a ray of hope to a benighted

land, but Young's comment is also one about colonisation with

which British opinion was now increasingly concerned. Portugal

still used its African territories as penal colonies but Britain had

abandoned this practice and was anxious to demonstrate the

rightness of its decision with ali the fervour of a recent
convert —

just as earlier in the century it had become an earnest, if late,

convert to the anti-slavery cause. Although the Portuguese slave

trade had now been abolished, the convicts were ali owners of

slaves and the object ofYoung's denunciatións
was not so much

the slave trade as slavery itself:

27

E.D.Young, The Search after Livingstone, (London, 1868), p. 83-4.
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The slaveholder in these dismal mangrove swamps

leads a life of incessant terror lest he should be at any

moment overpowered by those under him. He is alone

with his own conscience, far from any other white man,

and ardent spirits and debauchery cannot keep the spectre

long away at a time from his mind. His plan is to rule by

intimidation... In the code of severe penalties and special

modes of death lie horrors perpetrated on the wretched

slaves, and on the women especially, that leave it very

hard to believe the ingenuity of such men is one whit

behind the cruelty of Satan himself.29

At Mazaroon the Zambesi he observes "a stockade of piles
driven into the ground to afford security to a few miserable half-

castes. They are kept in by this means: I have described how

crocodiles are kept out by a somewhat similar contrivance, in

order to render a bath safe; but which is the greatest curse to the

country, Portuguese impotency or crocodiles? Perhaps it would

be hardly fair to ask the natives, although it would draw forth a

very unanimous opinion."30
Another Livingstone search expedition was that led by Verney

Lovett Cameron. Cameron began his crossing of Africa from

Zanzibar and entered Angola, as Livingstone had first entered it,

from the interior. There he met up with the Afro-Portuguese slave

traders and the Ambakistas, as Livingstone had done twenty

years earlier. In Cameron's world the line between whitemen and

others was much more clearly drawn than it had ever been for

Livingstone, and his account becomes as a daily commentary on

the superiority of white civilisation.

Kendele, as the Portuguese trader was called by the

natives though his true name was José António Alvez,

visited me next day. He came in state, being carried in a

hammock with an awning by two bearers with belts

covered with brass bells round their waists, and followed

by men with flintlock muskets, and a boy carrying his

gun
—

a worthless Birmingham double-barrel — and his

stool.

I had almost taken it for granted from the manner in

which he came, and as I had hitherto only heard him

29
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spoken of as a Msungu, that he was a white man who

might possibly give me some information. Great was my

disappointment, however, when an old and ugly negro

turned out of the hammock.

Certainly he was dressed in the European fashion

and spoke Portuguese, but no further civilisation could

he boast of, notwithstanding his repeated asseverations

that he was thoroughly civilised and the same as an

Englishman or any other white man.

One point upon which he specially insisted was that

he never lied, his word being as good as his bond; and,

indeed, that he was aitogether the most honest man on

the face of the earth.31

Another Afro-Portuguese trader, Coimbra, is described in a

way that clearly indicates the moral qualities that are associated

with his mixed blood:

His attire and general appearance were worthy of his

character. A dirty, greasy and tattered wide-awake hat,

battered shapeless... crowned this distinguished person.

His shirt was equally dirty, and a piece of grass cloth

bound round his waist trailed its end upon the ground.
His hair was short and kinky, and his almost beardless

face, where not covered with filth, was of a dirty yellow

colour. Even had he not been always in a half-drunken

state, his bloodshot eye would have told the tale of

debauchery. In short, he was true to his appearance, an

unmitigated ruffian.32

Here, as with Kirk, dirt, drunkenness and villainy are the

inevitable qualities of those of mixed-race, and Cameron never

hesitated to demonstrate to his readers, as he had already

demonstrated to the Africans, the power of Britain
— "I told him

that my chief was greater than he, and, indeed, that he could

have no idea of the magnitude of her power. We had ships the size

of islands, and although carrying more than a thousand men

each they could remain away from land for months"33 — and his

31
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own personal prowess
—

"Upon my picking up a half-load

consisting of ten pieces and holding it out at arm's-length the

people were greatly astonished and declared I had made a 'great

medicine' to be enabled to do this... I am of the opinion that the

average muscular power of the native is decidedly less than that

of the white man."34

Put simply, Cameron's message was that the slave trade was

alive and well:

On this march with Alvez I was disgusted beyond
measure with what I saw of the manner in which the

unfortunate slaves were treated, and have no hesitation

in asserting that the worst of the Arabs are in this respect

angels of light in comparison with the Portuguese and

those who travei with them.

Had it not come under my personal notice I should

scarcely have believed that any men could be so wantonly
and brutally cruel.35

Moreover, the pretensions of Portugal to be able to sustain a

civilizing mission were without foundation as they were every bit

as 'superstitious' as the African population:

Before Alvez and his people would consent to march

they declared that 'medicine, must be made as a

precaution against fire... Alvez, though nominally a

Christian, appeared to be a firm believer in divination

and incantation and had engaged a fetish man at Bihe to

do this service for the whole journey at the same rate of

pay as a porter...36

As for Coimbra:

His Christianity, like that of the majority of the half-

breeds of Bihe, consisted in having been baptized by
some rogue calling himself a priest, but who, being far too

bad to be endured either at Luanda or Benguella, had

retired into the interior, and managed to subsist on fees

34
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given him for going through the form of baptizing any

children that might be brought to him.

Indeed, the cruelties perpetrated in the heart ofAfrica

by men calling themselves Christians and carrying the

Portuguese flag can scarcely be credited by those living in
a civilised land; and the Government of Portugal cannot
be cognizant of the atrocities committed by men claiming
to be her subjects.37

The 1890s

The 1880s and 1890s saw an increasing number of travei

narratives. Missionaries ascended the Zambesi en route for the

Scottish missions in the Shire Highlands, the British consuls,

Elton and 0'Neill, traveled widely in northern Mozambique while,

in the south, the Transvaal gold rush, which began in 1886, led

to intense interest in Delagoa Bay. A wide variety of different

groups found they had a vested interest in discrediting Portuguese

colonizing efforts and, although the frontiers of Mozambique
were drawn in 1891, the belief that Portugal could be persuaded
or compelled to relinquish Delagoa Bay or other parts of its

colonies remained a live issue. In 1898 the British and Germans

actually signed an agreement providing for the future partition of

the Portuguese African empire.
Wallis Mackay's The Prisoner of Chiloane was published in

1890 and is now a totally forgotten work. Although ostensibly a

travei account it is deliberately crafted as a work of the imagination
— the self-consciously elaborate prose and the descriptions of

the trials and tribulations of the hero easily taking precedence
over the desire to impart any factual information. It is nonetheless

a profoundly ideological work.

Arriving in Delagoa Bay Mackay takes up a familiar refrain of

Paradise Lost:

'Dear dirty Dublin,' they say of the capital of the Isle of

Saints. Let me here write 'Confoundedly dear, dirty Delagoa

Bay,' set in a land of loveliness, surrounded by rich,

luxuriant vegetation, cursed with malária, and given over

to a lazy people who wallow in their filth, and cause the

place to be a truly most undesirable one to sojourn in.38

37
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Note the juxtapositions
— filth, disease and laziness have

corrupted a potential Paradise. And the comparison with Dublin is

deeply instructive about contemporary English attitudes to Ireland

(clearly also a colonial territory inhabited by 'natives'). Contrast

with this the little enclave of Britishness represented by the vice-

consul's house where "I have spent many happy healthy days and

delightful evenings, innocent of the existence of the physical and

moral foulness lying beneath us at the foot of the hill."39

To the now familiar catalogue of vices which characterise

Portuguese colonialism, Mackay adds two more
— sexual

immorality and lying. He describes:

a view of the well-built yard and out-houses, where a

thriving trader of Portuguese nationality keeps, or kept
when I was there, a large assortment of fine-looking Kaffir

'wives' ('a large assortment always kept on hand').40

Those better informed than I am upon the subject
bear testimony that the Portuguese are a valorous people,
in no way lacking in courtesy and courage. I can only say
that I have found in those of the higher class that I have

come in contact with that this is the case; but I must add

that a rooted objection to telling the truth
—

though lying

may be a poetical accomplishment with them — is a

universal failing. Even in the representatives of the

Portuguese Government far afield, the courteous bearing
is to be found, but only in the higher grade; but even then

it is so imbued with the fictitious that it becomes to those

who are misled by it an irksome ignis fatuus upon which

to depend.41

This 'unBritish' inability to tell the truth is, of course, a

quality normally attributed to native Africans with whom the

Portuguese are here equated, and Mackay finds the black

Portuguese to be worse even than the white:

The Portuguese black soldier is, perhaps, not excepting
the black rhinoceros, the most hateful denizen of East

Africa. He is a cross between a negro convict and a gaol

39
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bird... This brute, should he covet a ring, a pipe, a pair of

boots, or anything you may have, would not hesitate in

sticking you in the back and doing you to death for its

possession. It is an easy matter, even in a small island

like Chiloane, secluded from the observation of the civilised

world, to prove that you were found dead; and, after ali,
the death of an Englishman is a consummation to be

devoutly wished for by the Portuguese in these convict-

slave settlements.42

Mackay's description of Portuguese East Africa is designed to

make its impact not so much by the accumulation of sober fact

and evidence as by inducing cynical contempt in the reader. Take
for example his description of the activities of the church:

The spiritual welfare of the Portuguese at Chiloane

was (and is, I should surmise) looked after by a little

clean-shaved priest, or "padre". This little pillar ofmother

Church in this out-of-the-way corner of the vineyard was

a person of considerable importance, and busied himself

with much more profitable and tangible affairs than the

sterile souls of his flock. In short, he was the chief vendor

of the horrible concoction, Caçhu, and in it did a roaring
trade... After his [the Bishop's] departure more

representatives of the Church arrived. These were two

female "missionary teachers," who had been up to

Gungunanae's kraal, to spread the Gospel, and had

found such favour with the monarch himself, that both

were in a highly interesting condition... Verily with the aid

of gin and female "missionary teachers", Portugal ought
to work wonders in lightening the darkness of the

benighted negro.43

This denunciation of Portugais colonising record, ali the

more vicious for being couched in facetious, semi-humorous

language, was part of a sustained campaign aimed at convincing

the British public that Britain should take action to replace

Portugal as the principal imperial power in south-eastern Africa.

However, while the public was being fed a daily diet of

Portuguese cruelty, corruption, and incompetence, in contrast to

42
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the robust virtues associated with the British, the Foreign Office

in London was receiving information of another kind. A sample of

this will serve to put some of the almost hysterical denunciations

of the Portuguese into some kind of contemporary perspective.

Take for example some internai Foreign Office memoranda

relating to the year 1880. The affair concerns the mission of the

Church of Scotland at Blantyre in the Shire highlands which had

been founded to carry on the work of Livingstone. An African,

called Chagunda, had been caught having sex with two women.

Details of what followed eventually reached London. The British

vice-consul, Henderson, reported on 1 1 September 1880. The

women were caught "and tortured in a terrible manner, their

heads being crushed between two polés... Chagunda was soon

caught and his head, leg and arms cut off in the presence of two

men sent to intercede on his behalf. The Foreign Office minutes

on this report reads, "I not remember to have heard this case

before. Where is Blantyre? Have the Portuguese any claim to it?...

What does Pauncefote think of this case?"44 and later, "I am not

aware of us having any means of preventing British subjects
from torturing and murdering people in Central Africa, if the

Central Africans will let them do so".45 Then, fully aware of the

dangerous position in which Britain, having tried to occupy the

moral high ground, found itself, "I think Cônsul 0'Neill should be

instructed to go there... for our inactivity may damage us in the

estimation of the Portuguese at Mozambique who know ali about

it and may be difficult to defend here bye and by."46

Cruelty, injustice and the misbehaviour of Christians bent on

civilising the Africans was not, it seemed, a uniquely Portuguese
characteristic.

Delagoa Bay

In 1899 Montagu Jesset published an account of Delagoa
Bay which summed up a whole century of writing about British

relations with the Portuguese in eastern Africa. The book was

published just as relations with the Boers were deteriorating and
when secret negotiations with Germany in 1898 appeared to

have paved the way for a British take over of southern

PRO FO 28 April 1880, Henderson 11 Sept 1880, 'Events of Nov 1879'.
PRO FO 31 May 1880, Lister to Cônsul 0'Neill.

PRO FO 2 June 1880, Minute by Pauncefote.
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Mozambique. Indeed, the book is written as though the transfer

of Delagoa Bay had already been agreed and was imminent.

Unlike most earlier writers, Jessett developed the theme of a

once great Portugal which had now fallen sadly into decline

(incidentally a view to which many Portuguese of the time

subscribed):

The Portuguese
— those grand old adventurers —

were the early pioneers of exploration of new and far-

distant lands. To their hardihood, their enterprise, and

their insatiable love for exploration, we are indebted for

many of the early discoveries thát were made...

Unfortunately they became gradually tinged with an

inordinate desire for riches
47

As for the deplorable state of Lourenço Marques, "most of this

was due to two prime causes, viz., the poverty-stricken state of

the Portuguese and their confirmed dilatory, procrastinating

natures".48 On this theme he begins to grow almost lyrical. 'The

generality of the Portuguese officials in East Africa are bad in the

extreme, corrupt, lazy, avaricious, and totally without conscience.

They are the ne'er-do-wells whom the Government are only too

glad to get rid of by giving them posts in their colonies."49

Portugal's colonial regime, far from civilising Africa, had been

able only to communicate the vices of western society. Colonies

in Portuguese hands were not only a wasted opportunity, they

were positively an evil:

The untutored natives in many respects resemble the

monkey tribe very closely. They are extremely imitative,

but are unfortunately more adept in acquiring the white

man's vices than in emulating his virtues. In land, where

there are many petty tribes under small chiefs, who
have

not come into contact with the Portuguese to the same

extent, the natives are fine fellows, with simple tastes,

and a fairish code of morais. Of course, one must not

expect too high a standard of morais from people who are

practically savages, but at the same time they can put to

the blush( if that be possible) some of the neighbouring

47
M.G. Jessett, The Key to South AfricaDelagoa Bay, Fisher Unwin (London,

1899), pp. 1. 4.
48
Jessett, The Key to South Africa Delagoa Bay. p. 43.

49
Jessett, The Key to South Africa Delagoa Bay. p. 41.
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tribes who have taken a lesson from their Portuguese

masters in civilisation.50

Note here that Africans who are "practically savages" and in

many respects "resemble monkeys" have nevertheless a higher

standard of morality than those who have had contact with the

Portuguese. The racial tone of these remarks is of course typical

of the era but very different from the attitudes towards Africa of

travellers writing earlier in the century.

After this analysis it is not difficult to guess what Jesset will

be saying next:

If it [Lourenço Marques] has flourished, as it has to a

limited degree, under Portuguese rule, what, then, must

be its future condition when in English hands! Truly the

place will be speedily altered and improved, and will

quickly become a thriving, healthy, and busy port, working
in harmony with ali the other British ports, to the benefit

of the Colony and the mother Country.

A British acquisition of Delagoa Bay would, therefore, be

justified by ali the moral standards of the day as well as by

politicai expediency.

After the Ultimatum

A final writer to be mentioned is R.C.F. Maugham, another

British cônsul, who spent many years in Nyasaland and

Mozambique and wrote three books on his traveis in the region.

Maugham was writing at a time when Britain and Portugal had

reached an understanding covering the building of railways and

ports, the recruitment of labour and the investment of British

capital in the chartered companies and the new prazo concessions.

British and South African businessmen, like Hórnung, Marks

and Oury, were investing in Mozambique and British labour

recruiters were busy assigning tens of thousands of labourers for

work in mines and farms in the Rhodesias and South Africa.

Portugal was no longer the colonial power that the British wanted

to dispossess. Instead it had become the faithful ally whose

compliance was allowing British interests to flourish.

Jessett, The Key to South Africa Delagoa Bay, pp. 90-1.
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In Maugham we once again have the image of Africa as

Paradise. At Villa Bocage on the Shire,

after an early breakfast... I take a shot gun and stroll

away along the bank to plunge almost immediately into

the thickly growing forest. Here, at this time of the year,
the vegetation displays a vast wealth of colour and detail,

whilst the water reflects a sky ali dappled with fleecy
clouds terminating in edges of luminous straw colour...

Forest trees have always had an extraordinary fascination

for me, whether at midday stretched out for my siesta

beneath their shade, or camped for the night in their

purple shadow... I never see one felled without

experiencing a vague feeling akin to grief, whilst the

pleasure one feels after crossing some wide plain or

expanse of scrub country and again finding oneself in the

sylvan depths of the true forest is not unlike the

satisfaction one experiences on reaching camp at the end

of a weary march... We see an amusing sight
—

a score of

yellow chacma baboons have come down to drink. Their

antics are indescribably diverting. The old men sit or

recline a little apart, watching with a slightly bored air of

complacent superiority the amusements of the younger

animais, who play together like so many small children...

This singular compact between widely different members

of the creation is noticeable in the case of several

animais,... and one asks oneself in vain whence originated
the amazing understanding whereby the approach of a

common danger became the basis of a compact for the

compassing of a common security... It is a peaceful scene

of a beauty and interest which few who have looked upon

it could ever forget. One hesitates to disturb it, seeing

that there is nothing edible to tempt one's gun; but even

as this resolve shapes itself in the mind, other destructive

agencies are at work. A sudden scurry among the baboons,

followed by a yellowish flash, and a leopard springs from

the cover behind, and striking one ofthe younger animais

a lightning-like blow with its paw which dashes him

senseless to the ground, snatches him up and disappears

at a bound. Now the beautiful picture is at an end...
"51

51
R.C.F. Maugham, Zambesia, Murray (London, 1910), pp. 67-70.
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Of course this paradise had been threatened by the activities

of the Afro-Portuguese, the corrupt product of Portuguese

rhiscegenation. The Zambesi trade of former times,

had fewer competitors to contend with, less tiresome,

embarrassing regulations to get in the way of their rough-

and-ready methods, and far more incitement, arising
from deadly climate and daily funerais, to make as much

money as possible in the shortest time... a rough-and-

ready type, whose integrity was elastic, and whose ideas

of the fitness of things were bounded by a horizon which

stood for gain... [They] were, unconsciously perhaps,

doing the country more injury than they had any idea of.

They were taking everything out, and putting nothing
back. These were the days ofwhich very old residents still

speak reverently, with many a reminiscent sigh, and, I

doubt not, many an inward pang at the bitter recollection

of opportunities lost...52

But:

... with the effective occupation by Great Britain in

the later eighties of those neighbouring colonies now

known as Nyasaland and Rhodesia, a method was shown

to Portugal whereby she might do likewise, and this we

must do her the justice to admit she has not been slow to

adopt.53

As a result Mozambique, and the colonising effort of the

Portuguese has, in general, become almost something to respect,
while Portuguese labour policies are wholly admirable — a

considerable admission for a British cônsul brought up on an

ideological diet of Portuguese slavery and corruption. Of his visit

to the Zambesi island of Inhangome he wrote:

Here, by the kindness of Captain A. de Portugal
Durão, the Zambezia Company's capable and energetic

manager in Africa, we are enabled to leave the steamer...

close to the headquarters we are shown about twenty
acres of cotton... Large numbers of well-set-up, well-fed.

53
Maugham, Zambesia, p. 6.

Maugham, Zambesia, p. 7.
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contented-looking natives are employed by the Company,
and here it is quite evident, that there is no chance of the

African being permitted to fali into those habits of

slackness which beget famine and pestilence in

neighbouring territories.5
54

And of Tete:

There is one thing upon which this town and district

are to be most cordially congratulated, namely the high
character of the officials and functionaries by whom their

destinies are guided. Seldom in my fairly wide knowledge
of Portuguese East Africa have I found myself among
such a consistently cordial, entertaining and capable

governing body. His Excellency Governor Bettencourt

has long been known and esteemed by ali classes for his

unvarying courtesy and kindness. his great personal
tact, and that ready approachableness which is the

unmistakable sign of a first class official; but added to ali

this I found myself conversing with a student, a thinker,

a man with a firm grasp of the situation and its needs. I

do not remember that any portion of our conversation

was uninstructive —

certainly none was uninteresting.55

What, one might well ask, has happened? How has the

British travellers perception ofthe Portuguese altered so radically?
The answer, as always, is that the traveller sees what he wants

to see and writes a narrative to justify his own personal quest or
to substantiate his ideological view of the world. The travei writer

grapples with the contradictions of the human psyche and the

ambiguities of the human condition in largely the same way as

the writer of fiction, even to the extent of having to convince the

reader to suspend disbelief while the tale is told.

Maugham, Zambesia, p. 1.

Maugham, Zambesia. p. 87.
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RECENSÕES CRÍTICAS

Harriett Low, Lights and Shadows ofaMacao Life: The Journal
of Harriet Low, Travelling Spinster, 2 volumes, (1829-1834),
transcrição, introdução e notas de Nan P. Hodges e Arthur W.

Hummel, The History Bank, Woodinville, 2002 (833 pp.)

Rogério Miguel Puga
*

I every day exclaim, What a world this is, and what

funny people in it. You may laugh at the idea of our

seeing any thing of the world in Macao, but 1*11 assure

you, we see an infinite variety of characters [... in]
this distant and irreligious world!

Harriett Low, Lights and Shadows..., Part One,

September 17 [1831], 2002, p. 263.

A propósito da recente publicação nos Estados Unidos da

América da primeira edição completa dos nove volumes do diário
de Harriett Low (1809-1877), a primeira jovem americana a

residir em Macau, apraz-nos voltar a escrever quer sobre a

autora quer sobre a terceira edição desta mesma obra. '
Em

língua portuguesa, até à data, debruçaram-se sobre o diário para

publicar ou traduzir curtos excertos Manuel Teixeira, Macau no

Século XIX Visto por uma Jovem Americana, 1981; Luís Gonzaga
Gomes, Páginas da História de Macau, 1966 e Cecília Jorge,
MacaU, nos. 84, 85 e 86 (II Série): Abril (pp. 45-53), Maio (pp. 42-

-49) e Junho de 1999 (pp. 44-51); também Jack M. Braga,

*
I. S. E. C. (Lisboa). Bolseiro da Fundação Oriente.

1

Vejam-se os nossos artigos sobre o diário de Harriett Low: "A vivência social

do género na Macau oitocentista: o diário de Harriet Low (Hillard)", Administração:
Revista de Administração Pública de Macau, n. 56, vol. XV, Governo da Região
Administrativa Especial de Macau-Direcção de Serviços de Administração e

Função Pública, Macau, 2002, pp. 605-664; "Imagens de Macau oitocentista: a

visão intimista de uma jovem americana — O diário de Harriet Low (Hillard) (1829-

-1833)", Estudos sobre a China V, I. S. C. S. P., Lisboa, no prelo.
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estudioso macaense, publicara, em inglês, no South ChinaMorning
Post (Hong Kong) de 27 de Agosto de 1962, um artigo intitulado

"Macao through Harriet Low's eyes" (p. 4).

Em língua inglesa existiam até recentemente apenas duas

antologias de excertos seleccionados por familiares da autora:

My Mother's Journal: A Young Lady's Diary ofFive Years Spent in

Manila, Macao and the Cape of Good Hope from 1829-1834,

introdução e notas da filha, Katherine Hillard (1900) e da autoria

da neta: Elma Loines (ed.), The China Trade Post-Bag ofthe Seth

Low Family of Salem and New York 1829-1873 (1953), sendo

estas duas edições (muito incompletas) citadas em inúmeros

estudos quer da história de Macau quer das presenças inglesa e

norte-americana no enclave.
2
Faltava, no entanto, uma edição

completa das missivas que Hariett Low envia à irmã durante a

sua estada na Cidade do Santo Nome de Deus desde 1829 até

1833, em que regressa aos Estados Unidos da América. Tal

trabalho foi levado a cabo durante dez anos pela investigadora
americana Nan P. Hodges, partindo de uma primeira transcrição
de Arthur W. Hummel (1884-1975)

3
e cujos resultados podem

ser avaliados ao longo do texto, da introdução, das ilustrações e

notas que compõem os dois volumes de Lights and Shadows of
á Macao Life: The Journal of Harriett Low, Traveller Spinster

—

Part One: 1829-1832/ Part Two: 1832-1834, publicados em

Junho de 2002, por The History Bank, Washington, podendo o

livro pode ser encomendado na Europa à HOLO Books, Clarendon

House, 52 Cornmarket, Oxford 0X1 3HJ, United Kingdom (e-

mail: holobooks@yahoo.co.uk) e em Hong Kong à Far East Media

(Hong Kong) Ltd., Unit 1902 Hing Wai Centre # 7, Tin Wan Praya
Road, Tin Wan, Hong Kong, FAX (852) 2873 6807 (e-mail:

imelda@feml.com.hk).

Uma comparação atenta entre os textos transcritos por

Katherine Hillard e Nan P. Hodges revela o quanto a primeira
excluiu e modificou a partir da versão manuscrita, sendo a

citação que serve de epígrafe a esta nossa recensão suficiente

para o provar quando comparada à edição da filha de Harriett

Low: "Everyday I exclaim, What a funny world this is, and what

funny people there are in it! You may laugh at the idea of seeing

2
Austin Coates, China Races, Oxford University Press, Hong Kong e

Oxford, 1984, pp. 4-12; Jacques M. Downs, passim The Golden Ghetto: The

American Commercial Community at Canton and the Shaping ofAmerican China

Policy. 17884-1844, Lahig University Press, Bethlehem, 1997, entre outros.
3 Foi aliás Wummel que em 1944 adquiriu da filha de Harriett, Mary Hillard

Loines, os nove volumes do diário para a Biblioteca do Congresso.
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anything of the world in Macao, but, I assure you, we see an

infinite variety of characters [... in] this distant and irreligious
world!" (Harriet Low, My Mother's Journal..., September 1 7 [1831],

1900, pp. 104-5), tal como a forma como o nome da autora é

escrito num e noutro texto, uma vez que Harriett é a forma

utilizada pela própria. Apresentamos de seguida apenas uma

ínfima percentagem das muitas descrições e comentários de

Hariett Low durante a sua estada em Macau para que se possa

julgar da riqueza histórica e antropológica, bem como dos inúme

ros temas deste mesmo diário agora acessível no seu 'formato'

original.
No dia do seu aniversário, em 24 de Maio de 1829, a jovem

Low, oriunda de uma família unitária de Salem, Massachusetts,

parte a bordo do navio Sumatra rumo a Macau para, durante

quatro anos, acompanhar a sua tia doente, Abigail Knapp Low,

esposa de William Henry Low (1795-1834). Na sua residência, o

n° 2 do Pátio da Sé, no alto da Calçada de S. João, a autora

descreve a vivência pluricultural do enclave sob administração

portuguesa, bem como da cidade de Cantão, representando as

facetas mais pitorescas das diferentes comunidades que com

põem o tecido urbano de Macau, concorrendo assim para a

divulgação de uma das características únicas do território, o

exotismo, que se funde com a familiaridade europeia por entre

estreitas e sinuosas ruas, adornadas pelo festim dos sentidos,

através de sons, cores, formas, odores e significados que se

ocultam por entre a observação da viajante ocidental. Ao longo

dos quatro anos da redacção da narrativa íntima, Harriett des

creve vários quadros que se acumulam durante a caracterização

da vivência antropológica do Sul da China e enquanto narrativa

'estrangeira' sobre a vivência sócio-cultural de Macau, o(s) texto(s)

apresenta(m)-se como fonte privilegiada de interpretações e fac

tos ausentes nos textos portugueses, uma vez que a focalização

americana da autora filtra e veicula, de forma diferente, a

realidade que se desvenda perante os seus sentidos, levando,

portanto, a conclusões também distintas, algumas das quais

envoltas do que actualmente designamos de preconceitos religio

sos e raciais. O ponto de vista presente na obra é, portanto, o de

uma jovem quaker, longe da segurança e conduta social do local

onde nascera e de onde se afasta a pedido de William Henry Low,

que, entre 1829 e 1833, dirige a firma americana Russell & Co.

Harriett descreve, então, a Molly a sua primeira imagem da

exótica Cidade do Nome de Deus que a acolherá durante quatro

longos anos:
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There is an immense quantity of boats ali about, in

which whole families live, — indeed, two or three

generations. The women steer the boats, and frequently
have an infant slung to their backs,

— the common mode

of carrying children among the poor [...].They sometimes

use their children very cruelly. One idea of the Chinese

amuses me exceedingly; that is, that a vessel cannot go
without eyes. They therefore have a large eye painted on

each side of the bow, which looks very singular; and if

you ask them why, they say, "Hi yah, how can see without

eye?4

O primeiro contacto/impacto visual com a dimensão da

alteridade da Cidade do Santo Nome de Deus remete para a

diversidade cultural desta última, uma vez que a população

marítima chinesa é a primeira a merecer um comentário por

parte da autora que entra no enclave por via marítima. A repre

sentação do género, ou seja, da (simbologia da) masculinidade e

da feminilidade encontra-se igualmente presente no texto envolta

da 'estética do diverso',
5

prendendo a imagem da tancareira a

atenção de Harriett, bem como a forma como as crianças chine

sas são tratadas pelos pais. O imaginário exótico é assim adensado

por uma panóplia de imagens que a autora vai descrevendo ao

longo dos seus passeios diários em Macau, remetendo a dimen

são exótica do território para o conceito de alteridade, fundindo-

se igualmente com a dimensão europeia, logo, mais familiar, da

vivência do território. A sua singularidade advém da pitoresca
mescla de formas de ser e de viver que adornam a paisagem

antropológica do enclave que, sendo uma plataforma multicul

tural por excelência até aos dias de hoje, foi, desde sempre, um

4
Harriet Low, My Mother's Journal, pp. 27-28 ( a pedido de Nan P. Hodges

não citamos ainda de forma extensiva a sua edição da obra, recorrendo,

portanto, à edição de 1900, páginas da qual indicamos após a citação entre

parêntesis). William C. Hunter, The 'Fan Kwae' at Canton Before Treaty Days
1825-1844, Ch'eng-wen Publishing Company, Taipei, 1970, (1882), p. 151,

descreve esta mesma prática, acabando por esclarecer a informação que Harriett
adianta no seu diário, que só seria publicado em 1900: "[...] an eye was painted
on each bow [ofthe boat...]", informando em nota de rodapé (n. 1): The 'eyes' on
the bows of Chinese junks gave rise to the expression, 'No got eye, no can see',

under the erroneous foreign belief that the Chinese attributed to them the power
of seeing and avoiding danger. This is very far from the fact. The bows of sea-

going junks represent the head of a dragon, with expanded jaws and full round

eyes, (...) being the symbol of the Chinese empire [...]."
5

Expressão cunhada por Victor Segalen, Essai sur VExotisme, Le Livre de

Poche, Paris, 1999, p. 41.
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local privilegiado para se testemunhar a vivência transcultural

entre várias etnias, religiões e vários costumes, como a autora

descobre durante uma tempestade após a ópera: "The coolies

with their enormous hats, wading up to their knees, and with

lanterns in their hands, presented a curious picture. [...] It

reminded me of the descriptions of Venice, and I took the chairs

for gôndolas." (August 6 [1833], 219).

A descoberta empírica da diferença do Outro, multidimensio-

nal e fruto de contemplação emotiva, é algo difícil de conseguir de

uma forma objectiva, processo este que Todorov denomina

'exotopia', ou seja, "[...] afirmação da exterioridade do outro que

acompanha o seu reconhecimento enquanto sujeito [...]"
6
e que,

por diversas vezes, pode ser observado no diário: "[...] talked to

Uncle about the Chinese, their cruelty, their recklessness of life,

their belief concerning a future state, etc. It is almost impossible
to know what they believe, there is such a great variety of sects."

(August 7 [1833], 220).

Surgindo do espaço-mistério que ilustra as distâncias da

dicotomia: Eu civilizacional — Tu Outro, o exotismo, enquanto

objecto de estudo, exige uma abordagem interdisciplinar que

capte toda a sua complexidade, fundindo-se, portanto, com a

experiência humana que a viagem geográfica e imaginativa pro

porciona, espelhando a imagem de contrastes que cada civiliza

ção tem das demais, neste caso a da recém-fundada nação norte-

americana, em relação ao contexto cultural, religioso e político de

Macau no século XIX. A viagem da autora vai-se construindo em

torno de representações, por vezes hiperbólicas, de tempos,

lugares e personagens em constante movimento, de e para o

enclave sob administração portuguesa:

Macao from the sea looks beautiful, with some

romantic spots. We arrived [...] took sedan chairs and

went to our house [...] The streets of Macao are narrow

and irregular, but we have a garden in which I anticipate

much pleasure. In fact there are two,
one above the other.

Ali the paths are of flat stones [...] you ascend to an

observatory from which we have a fine view of the bay and

harbor, and can see ali over the town [...] a terrace and

6
Cf. Tzevan Todorov, La Conquête de LAmerique: La question de Vautre,

Editions du Seuil. Paris, 1982, p. 254.
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there many pretty plants. With this pretty spot and a few

birds I shall get along very comfortably. I had no idea

there was so pretty a place here, but I want some one

to enjoy it with. (28, negrito nosso).

Por entre visitas dominicais e procissões (chinesas e portu

guesas) constantes nas sinuosas ruas do território, a jovem
americana critica a vivência católica do mesmo, não entendendo

as manifestações públicas de fé de uma religião diferente da sua,
visitando inúmeras vezes as casas de residentes americanos e

ingleses, como a do pintor George Chinnery, com quem convive

e pinta, existindo actualmente no Peabody Essex Museum (Salem)

um quadro da jovem da autoria deste mesmo pintor.
Era Macau, sociedade patriarcal desde a sua fundação, a

comunidade feminina estrangeira fica praticamente à sua pró

pria mercê durante as épocas comerciais em que os seus familia

res e amigos homens se deslocam para Cantão, o que se torna

mais evidente em momentos de pressão ou perigo, como em 7 de

Dezembro de 1832, quando alguns ladrões tentam forçar a

entrada na residência dos Low, ao que a autora reage afirmando:

"As ali the gentleman are in Canton, they would have had no

opportunity to show their gallantry." (158). A 'coscuvilhice' (gossip)
da pequena colónia portuguesa acaba por invadir, várias, vezes,

õ espaço íntimo de Harriett, que informa a irmã da sua solidão

e mudança de sentimentos em relação à cidade, onde se sente

engordar de dia para dia, embora, devido ao défice de mulheres

jovens no território, não sinta qualquer rivalidade:

You have no idea how circumspect it is necessary to

be in this place! This gossip concerns me only as it

concerns the whole sex,
7
but I intend to learn a lesson by

another's experience. It is about a lady who has been

7
Ao longo de todo o diário, a autora demonstra um enorme interesse por

temáticas relacionadas com o sexo feminino, quer nativo quer das metrópoles
coloniais, comentando, em 10 de Dezembro de 1832, as afirmações que Mr.

Inglis tece sobre as mulheres: "I think he has not much respect for the fair sex

[...]. He speaks highly ofAmerican ladies, but the ladies in índia he cannot abide,
and, indeed, they are but toys. They are designed by their parents, from

childhood for the índia market. They are taught to dance, sing, and play (...) and
are then fitted up and sent out in ship-loads to be disposed of to the highest
bidder. (...) from people who have lived in índia I have heard the most melancholy
description of such marriages, more than half of them turn out unhappily. The
climate makes Englishwomen unfit for anything, and they lead a listless, vain,
and useless life." (159).
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staying in Macao for the last six months. Thank fortune,

she has now gone! It really made me quite melancholic

[...]. it is a heartless way of living. There are but few here

we can put confidence in [...] I have no one to walk with,

and it is not proper for me to go alone. [November 12-; 41)

[...] It would not be so if there were many ladies here, but

you know they are scarce. There are twenty times as

many gentlemen, only a little sprinkling of ladies. I have

no rivais, as there is but one spinster in the place.
(November 18 [1829], 44).

As referências a passeios pelas ruas, no Campo e nas ilhas

adjacentes são constantes quer a pé, na companhia de cules ou

de amigos, quer nas cadeirinhas que transportam os membros

das famílias abastadas, conferindo aos mesmos um estatuto e

prestígio demarcados. A autora afirma encontrar nesses pas

seios por Macau: "[...] Portuguese and Chinamen, who annoyed

[them] very much by their intent gaze [...]" [Sunday, October 18,

32), deparando-se durante este mesmo toúr pelo território com

duas chinesas de pés enfaixados, prática que merece um longo
e admirado comentário com base no seu saber, agora de expe

riência feito:

[...] We saw two of their women with small feet. I was

perfectly astonished, although I had heard so much of

them; but I never believed it, and always supposed I must

be deceived. These women's feet were about the size of

our little's Charley's. [...] I thought she must be in torture,

but she walked apparently with the greatest ease. Both

women carried little canes. (32).

Uma outra descrição das comunidades quer portuguesa quer

chinesa tem lugar quando da primeira visita às pistas de corridas

de cavalo na Areia Preta, mais uma das atracções e entreteni

mentos de Macau:

November 5 [1829] — [...] The race-ground is at what

is called the Barrier, which prevents ali foreigners from

passing over the spot. The course is about three-quarters

of a mile. It is a delightful place, and I was much amused

by the novel scene. There was a temporary house of

bamboo built for the ladies, and I assure you, my dear

sis, it was very interesting to look upon the motley group
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below us.
8 Chinese of ali descriptions, dressed in their

most singular costume, some with these large basket

hats [...] carrying a fan which they hold up to screen them

from the sun [...] The poor little things [babies] were

knocked in the crowd as if they had been so many bits of

wood. Portuguese and Lascars [Indians] were mixed with

the Chinese, and to hear the mixture of languages
—

none of which I understood — made me think of the

confusion of Babel [...] Some of the races were very good,
and some large bets were made. (39-40).

Muitas outras vistas da cidade, bem como a toponímia local,

encontram-se registadas pela pena de Harriett, à semelhança do

que Chinnery faz, na mesma altura, com os seus quadros:

[...] Saturday, October 24 [1829] — On another hill

near by stands what is called the Gear [Guia] signifying
Beacon.

9
It is very high, and is a convent,

10 I believe. [...]

the Franciscan church, and the green
n where the ladies

walk [...] little view of the sea, but a new house lately built

intercepts our view very much.
12

[...] In other direction

we have a fine view of the harbor [...] hills with an ancient

church and convent. It is really a delightful spot. I love it

now, and if we remove [...] I shall regret it much." (36).

Um dos exóticos ex-libris de Macau oitocentista é o famoso

'aviário' do negociante de ópio inglês Thomas Beale, considerado,

durante parte do século XIX, o homem mais rico da cidade. O

mercador vive numa antiga casa senhorial portuguesa, rodeada

de jardins adornados por uma vasta colecção de plantas e aves

raras que os seus agentes adquirem por toda a Ásia, 13 fauna

8
De acordo com a descrição de Austin Coates, China Races, pp. 8-12,

podemos afirmar que Harriett se encontra no "Ladies Stand" propositadamente
construído para as senhoras de Macau: "[...) the Stand was erected in the curve

ofthe hill, with tumbling slopes covered with bushes and fringed with flamboyants
and bamboo on either side, and ahead the broad Pearl River, with CasUe Peak

and Lantao Island far away in the blue distance." (Idem, ibidem, p. 12).
9 Fortaleza de S. Paulo, na Colina do Monte.
10
Convento de São Francisco, demolido em 1864 para dar lugar ao quartel

com o mesmo nome.

11
Jardim de São Francisco.

12
Tendência esta que não parou em Macau desde então, tendo-se intensi

ficado nas últimas décadas.
13
De entre os muitos autores que também descrevem e/ou referem o merca

dor inglês, veja-seWilliam C. Hunter, Bits ofOld China, Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co.,

Londres, 1885, pp. 73-78; Austin Coates, Macaw Calçadas da História Gradiva
—

Instituto Cultural de Macau, Lisboa, 1991 [1978], pp. 109-115.
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essa que a autora descreve minuciosamente à sua irmã, enquan

to confessa a impossibilidade da linguagem/escrita para repre

sentar (mimesis) tamanha singularidade e maravilha:

October 26 [1829] — [...] We went to Mr. Beale's,

where we were cordially received by the old gentleman,
and entertained beyond measure. He has an aviary filled

with a most choice collection of birds. The birds of

paradise is by far the most beautiful. You cannot imagine

plumage more perfect [...] you can barely judge of the

beauty of this bird [...]. Another singular bird is called the

dagger-breasted pigeon. I cannot describe to you the

beauty of ali these birds. They were too numerous. [...] we

walked in the garden, which is literally filled with plants
and trees of the rarest kinds, and has a pond filled with

a great variety of gold-fishes. [...] we were joined by
several friends, and went to the house and took tea made

in the Chinese style. Each one's tea is put into a covered

cup till sufficiently steeped, and is then drunk without

milk or sugar. (36-37).

A 'cerimónia' do chá coroa a visita a este monumento dedicado

à diversidade e exotismo orientais, ficando implícita na última

comparação por dissemelhança a forma como os americanos

bebem chá: com (açúcar e) leite. Muita informação acerca das

duas civilizações em contacto deverá, portanto, ser lida nas

entrelinhas do tecido do texto elaborado por Harriett Low, uma vez

que a viajante compara, consciente e inconscientemente, o cá e o

lá. O ano novo lunar é também festejado pelos chineses, que

exigem relativa conformidade com as suas crenças e hábitos:

January 24. [1830]
— The comprador (butler) chin-

chind us not to ring the bell to-morrow, being their New

Year's day. The Chinese have an idea it will call up

Fanqui, or the devil. They fire crackers ali day for the

purpose of keeping off the evil spirit for the coming year.

January 25. — A great day with the Chinese. They ali

have a new suit of clothes, and keep a sort of holiday,

going home to their families, to
chin-chin Joss, etc. They

are ali obliged to pay their debts at this
time. Most of the

servants got a little too much luncheon this morning.
Our

comprador did not hesitate to say that
he was "too muchy

drunk" (50).
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Todas estas descrições, e as muitas outras, que povoam o

texto podem perfeitamente servir de suporte e/ou guia escrito

para uma incursão a algumas das gravuras do enclave que

George Chinnery nos legou, entre 1825 e 1852, uma vez que

ambos os estrangeiros convivem na cidade durante alguns anos,

apreciando paisagens e tipos sociais que o inglês regista com o

'pincel' e a jovem americana com a sua 'pena'.
As entradas do diário e as cartas, através de explicações e

apartes entre parêntesis que facilitam a leitura e interpretação

do leitor, acabam por traduzir não apenas termos chineses e

portugueses mas também hábitos e interesses económicos das

diversas comunidades que interagem em Macau,
14 remetendo

para a problemática da representação do Outro, as suas limita

ções e manipulações.
15
O excerto da obra que serve de epígrafe

a este trabalho expressa essa mesma tentativa de compreensão

que a jovem diarista unitária tenta levar a cabo no seu longo e,

por vezes, penoso processo de adaptação numa sociedade, simul

taneamente, exótica e familiar, mas sempre distante e solitária

para uma emigrante solteira norte-americana: "[...] a place where

the society is too small, the interests clashing, petty feuds

existing, where the voice of friendship is seldom heard, in a word,

where ali are strangers to each other." (February 7 [1833], 173).

Não será, portanto, de estranhar que, num território e sociedade

já bem conhecidos, as entradas do final do diário se tornem

desabafos mais espirituais e menos mundanos, à medida que

também a sensação de exotismo se vai esbatendo, enquanto a

autora enumera os navios americanos que chegam e partem do

Sul da China.

14

Veja-se Susan J. Henders, «Prefácio», in Carlos José Caldeira, Macau em

1850: Crónica de Viagem, Instituto de Ciências Sociais da Universidade de

Lisboa — Quetzal Editores, Lisboa, 1997, pp. iv-v: "Apesar do verniz europeu,

Macau era uma cidade predominantemente chinesa, com 20 a 25 000 habitantes

chineses. Só 4000 a 5000 dos seus residentes eram de origem portuguesa, sendo

2/3 mulheres. Separados por religião, linguagem, classe social, riqueza e

preconceito, os comerciantes europeus e os portugueses de Macau, apesar de

mutuamente dependentes, não se misturavam. (...) Os portugueses de mais

elevado estatuto detinham a autoridade administrativa, religiosa e militar no

território, num poder temperado pela força económica dos comerciantes

britânicos e americanos e pelo poder político dos funcionários imperiais
chineses [...1" (negrito nosso). Já Maurice Collis, Foreign Mud, Faber, Londres,
1946, p. 17, afirma que em Macau existem em 1830 cerca de 3000 portugueses
de sangue puro e misto.

15
Cf. Ovidi Carbonell i Cortês, passim Traducir ai Otro: Traducción, exotismo,

poscolonialismo, Ediciones de la Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Cuenca,
1997. Veja-se também Zita Nunes, «Race under Representation», in Culture/
Contexture: Explorations in Anthropology and Literary Studies, University of
Califórnia Press, Berkeley, 1996, pp. 235-272.
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Todos estes elementos concorrem para tornar este testemu

nho intimista e documento autobiográfico uma fonte importante

para a história (cultural) de Macau oitocentista, obviamente

diferente da documentação 'masculina' em que impera, sobretu

do, um interesse comercial e cuja atenção na cidade apenas se

mantém durante as estações de repouso, fora de Cantão. O facto

de Harriett Low permanecer todo o ano em Macau torna o diário

uma fonte privilegiada de informação sobre a rotina e hábitos das

comunidades, sobretudo, inglesa e americana na Cidade do

Santo Nome de Deus na primeira metade do século XLX, o

chamado período 'pré-tratados', num tempo próximo das Guer

ras do Ópio que alterariam as vivências presentes no texto, bem

como a importância internacional de Macau para sempre.
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Paul Buck, Lisbon: A Cultural and Literary Companion, Signal
Books, Oxford, 2002, x + 246 páginas.

Iolanda Freitas Ramos

Paul Buck é um artista autodidacta e um escritor inglês
responsável por mais de 50 títulos publicados na Grã-Bretanha,
Estados Unidos e Europa, em poesia e prosa, ficção e tradução,
sobre áreas tão diversas como literatura, arte, música, teatro,

cinema e meios audiovisuais. Lisbon: A Cultural and Literary

Companion é a sua primeira obra dedicada à capital portuguesa,
embora a sua ligação com o tema não se tenha esgotado. Pelo

contrário, no próximo ano vai ser publicado um livro de poemas

intitulado Pleasures of the City, juntamente com três artigos

bilingues, e o autor encontra-se de momento a preparar um

romance cuja acção se desenrola em Lisboa. Além de continuar a

acompanhar iniciativas culturais portuguesas levadas a cabo em

Londres, o seu empenho e a atenção que dedica ao público-alvo
fez-se sentir no facto de se ter deslocado a Portugal para apresen
tar pessoalmente o seu livro a uma assistência diversificada.

A obra integra as secções "Foreword", "Preface", "Parts",

"Resources" e "Index", além de um mapa da zona ribeirinha entre

o cais do Sodré e a Estação de Santa Apolónia (p. x) e de diversas

fotografias a preto e branco, da autoria do próprio Paul Buck, no

corpo do texto. O encetar de uma viagem que se pretende deixar

em aberto manifesta-se claramente nos títulos das cinco partes

que constituem o volume, "Arrivals", 'The Center", "The East",

"The North" e 'The West", respectivamente com três, oito, dois,

cinco e dois subcapítulos, não existindo propriamente uma

conclusão.

Segundo o autor, "my approach to the city is as a visitor, a

traveller, not as a resident" (p. 5), e o leitor vai acompanhando a
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narrativa textual deste Companion, descobrindo a história, a

geografia e a arquitectura de Lisboa através de locais que cons

tituem afinal ex libis da cidade, como por exemplo o Rio Tejo, a

Baixa, o castelo de São Jorge, a Gulbenkian ou Belém. Contacta

também com temas ou características igualmente previsíveis,
como o fado, a gastronomia, os eléctricos, os azulejos e a Expo 98.

A pergunta que se coloca, também em sintonia com o autor,

é "Why do foreigners, travellers, come to Lisbon? Why did they
come?" (p. 2). A Segunda Guerra Mundial constituiu um marco

histórico ao incluir Lisboa num roteiro de fuga, um mero ponto

de passagem ou ponto de partida. É, de resto, incontornável a

referência a Casablanca (1942) no subcapítulo "Espionage and

Intrigue" (pp. 100-102). No entanto, Paul Buck entende que os

motivos do passado e do presente são diferentes. Actualmente,

"the idea is to see the city itself, not to pass through" (p. 3). Não

está de modo algum afastada a ideia e o fascínio de se tratar de

uma cidade na extremidade ocidental da Europa, a mais peque
na das capitais europeias, onde existe "a relaxed pace. [...] That

is one ofthe pleasures of Lisbon. One has to adopt a more relaxed

view, to stay longer, to breathe the city" (p. 4).
No seu caso, e como ele próprio revela na Introdução (p. 3),

os factores que despertaram o seu interesse por Lisboa foram o

cinema, a música e a literatura. As mudanças políticas de 1974

foram igualmente determinantes, sobretudo por intermédio da

leitura de um volume publicado para a Fundação Bertrand

Russell para a Paz, Portugal: The Revolution in the Labyrinth

(1976), da autoria de Jean-Pierre Faye, por sua vez responsável

pelo "Foreword" que antecede a presente obra. Também Faye
tinha ficado impressionado por uma obra literária, Novas Cartas

Portuguesas, publicada em 1972 por Maria Isabel Barreno, Ma

ria Teresa Horta e Maria Velho da Costa, conhecidas como "as

três Marias". Como é sabido, o texto foi inspirado num clássico

do século XVII, provavelmente escrito por um homem. Para

Buck, este artifício literário revela o homem como mulher e

aproxima ambos os sexos, mas o autor britânico não deixa de

caracterizar Lisboa como "woman-city" (p. viii), o que remete para
um acentuado carácter feminino da cidade, e como "micro-

country" (ibidem), o que lhe confere a autonomia de um mundo

em si próprio.
A própria posição geográfica desta "western city on the edge

of Europe" (p. 1) propicia ao sonho. Convirá recordar que esta

mos perante o décimo volume da série "Cities ofthe Imagination",
que abordou anteriormente Buenos Aires, Oxford, Cidade do
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México, Roma, Madrid, Veneza, Edimburgo, Havana e Kingston,
tendo como fio condutor ir mais além de um guia turístico e

questionar a identidade destas cidades nos dias de hoje sem

esquecer as suas ligações com o passado.
A opinião do autor é clara: "This is a city that has become a

work-in-progress, a põem, a novel being rewritten for another

generation" (p. 3). Talvez por esse motivo, e embora não constitua
um objectivo explícito, o leitor apercebe-se de uma intenção
inicial de Buck de destruir alguns mitos em torno de Lisboa. É
o caso das sete colinas (p. 2) e do cheiro a peixe (p. 53). Também
contesta que todos os portugueses tenham a alma repleta de

saudade (p. 3), embora acabe por reconhecer que "it is a

specifically Portuguese term, there being no equivalent in other

cultures, because it is a feeling, an attitude as much as anything
that is woven into Portuguese culture" (p. 95). Relaciona Camões,
"the national poet of Portugal" (p. 83), com Vasco da Gama,
evocando o tempo dos Descobrimentos através da opinião de

Paul Hyland. "when Portugal was desperate for glory" (p. 222),
sem a comentar.

A mesma abordagem ambígua encontra-se quanto à figura de
Fernando Pessoa. Apesar de registar que muitos lisboetas estão

cansados de Pessoa, afirma "Whatever the opinions, this is

Pessoa's city. [...] His work is irredeemably connected to the city.
His work is the city. He is the city" (pp. 14-15). A imagem de

Pessoa é, de resto, uma das que figuram na capa, juntamente
com a de Figo, além de uma vista do Tejo e um edifício pombalino,
numa composição gráfica dominada pelo amarelo, verde, verme

lho e azul.

Neste Companion Buck não duvida afirmar que "Old traditions

die to be replaced by others" (p. 54). Por esse motivo, não ignora
as referências convencionais, mas procura salientar a coexistên

cia de uma cidade antiga e de uma capital contemporânea,

moderna, integrada na Europa.
A abordagem original por parte do autor desenrola-se desde

a primeira observação, "The picture of Lisbon that forms in most

of our minds revolves around a handful of images seen in

travelogues and movies" (p. 1), complementada umas páginas

depois: "I have chosen to draw from a selection of visitors as well

as the Portuguese" (p. 6). Com efeito, torna-se evidente ao longo
do texto a intenção de o autor salientar não só os escritores, os

artistas, os cineastas e os músicos nacionais e estrangeiros mas

também o efeito que a cidade provoca tanto nos residentes como

nos que a visitaram.
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Ao se encetar a leitura desta obra, apercebemo-nos de imediato

da influência que os gostos literários do autor exerceram na

feitura do presente volume. Cada uma das cinco partes é iniciada

por citações sobre Lisboa, retiradas de obras de José Saramago

(p. 1), Erich Maria Remarque (p. 36), Paula Rego (p. 142), Eça de

Queirós (p. 152) e Luísa Ferreira (p. 206). Depois de umas

palavras introdutórias, o primeiro subcapítulo intitula-se preci

samente "Literary Snapshots" (pp. 8-15). Num âmbito cronológi
co desde os inícios do século XIX até 1997, entre escritores como

Thomas Mann, Erich Maria Remarque e Simone de Beauvoir,

encontram-se referências a autores britânicos como lord Byron,

Rose Macaulay, Julie Myerson e Paul Hyland, amigo de Paul

Buck e autor de um interessante volume sobre Portugal,

Backwards Out ofthe Big World: A Voyage into Portugal (1996)

que, convirá acrescentar, nesse mesmo ano conheceu tradução

portuguesa com o título Por Este Rio Acima: Uma Viagem à

Descoberta da Alma Portuguesa.
Só nestas poucas páginas são mencionados autores portu

gueses contemporâneos como José Saramago, Almeida Faria,

Virgílio de Lemos, José Cardoso Pires e João de Melo, acompa

nhados por excertos das suas obras em língua inglesa, o que

constitui, em nossa opinião, uma mais-valia do presente volume.

De entre os autores britânicos que escreveram sobre Portu

gal, evocados por Paul Buck, reconhecemos nomes familiares

para os estudos anglo-portugueses. É o caso de Lord Byron (p.

24, 157), William Beckford, Robert Southey e Samuel Coleridge

(p. 158), John Hobhouse e Rose Macaulay (p. 25), Dorothy

Quillinan e Henry Fielding (p. 26), Ann Bridges e Susan Lownden

(p. 153). Uma figura grata ao autor é Aubrey Bell, de quem nos

dá a descrição das varinas, "the most curious sight and sound of

the city" (p. 54) e do pôr do sol na Graça (p. 118), bem como a sua

crítica do estilo manuelino (p. 225).
Por último, o contributo de Paul Buck que nos merece maior

destaque tendo em vista a perspectiva anglo-portuguesa diz

respeito às informações transmitidas na obra e que podem ser

utilizadas para um estudo da recepção britânica de Lisboa

durante o século XX, constituindo pontos de partida para futu

ras análises as obras do poeta Sachevereíl Sitwell (p. 28), do

viajante Rodney Gallop (p. 31), além do poeta e tradutor Michael

Hamburger (pp. 92-93), entre outros. Neste sentido, revela-se

pertinente a divisão das Fontes em livros, revistas, música e

cinema (pp. 230-237), bem como a existência de um índice de
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nomes e de locais (pp. 238-246), o que facilita a consulta de

assuntos específicos.
Terminamos com algumas das palavras iniciais do autor: "Ali

this is here. And more" (p. 1). Com efeito, parece-nos que a obra

vai ao encontro da sua opinião, segundo a qual "Culture is not

only the arts; ifs the people, their customs, their food, their daily
life and how it ali ties together" (p. 14), tocando a essência dos

debates culturais contemporâneos.
A abordagem de Paul Buck a Lisboa procura ir mais além

daquela que é comum a um livro de viagens convencional,

visando realçar formas de expressão relacionadas com as artes

e a sua dinâmica social. Pretende oferecer uma visão inovadora,

baseada em relações interdisciplinares e interculturais que, em

nosso entender, se revela apelativa. Tanto os leitores de língua

inglesa como portuguesa encontram algo de novo neste livro, e os

próprios lisboetas poderão repensar a sua cidade.
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